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Chapter 1: Overview

Until very recently, generative phonology was premised on the notion that phonological representation consists of linear strings of segments with no hierarchical organization other than that provided by syntactic phrase structure. In particular, the notion syllable was thought to play no role in phonological organization. However, there has been increasing evidence that the exclusion of the syllable is a serious omission in generative phonology and that many phonological rules only receive appropriate formulation in terms of this notion. As a consequence some generative phonologists have proposed to integrate the syllable into revised versions of phonological theory.

What considerations have motivated the renewed interest in the syllable in current generative phonology? In our view, innovations in scientific theories involve two factors. The first is the identification of serious empirical inadequacies in the current research paradigm. The second is the perhaps independent development of new models which offer the possibility of treating well-known problems from a new perspective. In fact, both of these conditions have been fulfilled in the recent history of phonology.

One of the first examples of the empirical inadequacies of linear systems of generative phonology stemmed from the need to recognize a distinction between "weak" and "strong" clusters in the system of English stress (Chomsky and Halle 1968). In terms of the standard model of phonology, this distinction could not be derived directly from properties of formal phonological representation. Hence, Chomsky and Halle provided an informal, "unofficial" characterization of this distinction, defining it in terms of certain sets of substrings particular to English. In terms of this approach, the distinction between "weak" and "strong" clusters was an arbitrary
property of English phonology. Moreover, this distinction could not be related to the configurations which were involved in other rules of English phonology. For example, one would have to define different and equally arbitrary configurations to characterize the environment of such rules as flap formation, glottalization, i-deletion, and the like (see Kahn 1976). It is apparent that such an approach, if extended to other languages, would give an overly generous margin of freedom to the phonologist attempting to discover the significant generalizations governing the language under investigation.

With regard to the second point, work by Williams (1978), Goldsmith (1974, 1976), Liberman (1975), Liberman and Prince (1977) and others in entirely independent areas of phonology led to the development of models in which certain properties of utterances, such as tone and stress, were represented in terms of features or feature configurations extracted from the linear string of phonemes and arrayed on independent levels of representation. Given the ability of such approaches to provide satisfactory solutions to problems that had previously proven intractable, it was natural and appropriate that phonologists should consider the possibility of extending these approaches to new problem areas.

Under the stimulus of such work, several phonologists have offered compelling arguments for recognizing the syllable as a hierarchical unit in phonological representation. Important recent contributions include those of Kahn (1976), Selkirk (1978), McCarthy (1979a), Kiparsky (1978), Halle and Vergnaud (1973) and Leben (1970), among others. Despite widespread agreement on the basic approach, however, there is considerable divergence of opinion as to the nature of the hierarchical structure required.

Fundamental questions that remain to be answered include the following. How many tiers or levels of representation are involved between the root node of the syllable and the terminal segments that it dominates? Is there a fixed number of such tiers or are they in principle unbounded? Are syllable trees binary branching or n-ary branching? Are the nodes of hierarchical trees labelled? If so, what are the appropriate categories? How are entities of the several tiers related to one another? Along what parameters may languages vary in their selection of alternative syllable structures?

Our point of departure in the present work is the hierarchical theory of the syllable introduced by Kahn in his influential thesis Syllable-based Generalizations in English Phonology (1976). In this study Kahn proposed to extend the notion of phonological representation assumed in such works as Chomsky and Halle’s The Sound Pattern of English (1968) by introducing a new tier of representation involving strings of the symbol $S$, representing the node “syllable”. These nodes are linked to segments (single column feature matrices) by association lines of the type proposed in autosegmental phonology. Each maximal sequence of segments dominated by a single node $S$ constitutes a syllable, as shown in the following representation of the word Jennifer:

![Figure 1](image)

Certain properties can be extracted from this mode of representation. First, by counting the number of $S$'s on the upper tier, we see that the word Jennifer consists of three syllables. Moreover, we know that the three syllables in question consist of the sequences $dy$, $en$ and $fr$. A further feature of Kahn's representation is the fact that certain segments may be included in a representation in the fact that certain segments may be included in a representation in the
ambisyllabic in the sense that they are dominated by two elements of the upper tier. Thus, in Jennifer the n and the f are both characterized as ambisyllabic.

Kahn's work provided a convincing demonstration of the theoretical advantages of recognizing the syllable as a hierarchical unit. In particular, he showed that a number of productive, low-level processes in English phonology interact with each other in intricate ways that resolved themselves into a small number of simple statements. He clearly demonstrated that linear alternatives were inherently incapable of giving equally satisfactory results.

Not unexpectedly, there were a number of issues which remained unresolved in this ground-breaking thesis. For example, Kahn's specification of the English syllable failed to provide a characterization of the notions "possible initial cluster" and "possible final cluster." Kahn's assumption that the set of syllable initial clusters was coextensive with the set of word initial clusters was incorrect as a universal claim. Further, his theory did not specify the point in phonological derivations where syllable-building rules first apply. Recent research, moreover, has suggested that there is need not only to build syllables but also to rebuild them at later points in a derivation, following the operation of certain kinds of rules such as vowel deletion and vowel epenthesis; Kahn, of course, had no occasion to consider resyllabification since the phenomena he examined did not motivate such processes. Finally, Kahn's hierarchical model of representation was insufficiently rich in that it did not distinguish syllable peaks from marginal elements. For example, consider a syllable consisting of the sequence /r/; a possible representation of the English word gard. In Kahn's mode of representation, these two segments are dominated by a single node S. It is impossible to tell from the tree configuration alone that it is the r rather than the f that constitutes the syllable peak. In order to make such distinctions, Kahn assigned the feature [+syllabic] to one terminal element of each syllable and the feature [−syllabic] in the other. However, as a number of phoneticians have pointed out, syllabicity is not an intrinsic characteristic of segments but rather involves the relationship between a segment and its neighbors on either side. In accord with this fact, it might be proposed that the syllabicity or non-syllabicity of a segment is more aptly characterized in terms of its position in a syllable tree.

One point on which there has been a convergence of opinion in the more recent literature is that in a more highly enriched theory of the syllable, syllable trees are binary branching. Earlier we raised the question of the number of levels that intervene between the segment and the root node. The binary branching theory holds that there is no upper limit on the number of such levels. Rather, the depth of branching is determined by the number of terminal elements in the syllable.

Although we are convinced that more structure must be postulated than Kahn was willing to recognize, it proves hard to motivate the rich structure required under the binary branching tree hypothesis. In particular, less constrained versions of this hypothesis present the language learner with the problem of selecting among a variety of possible branching structures for the syllable structures of his or her language. For example, consider a syllable of the form CV. It is clear by inspection that there is only one possible tree that can be constructed over this string. The choice of alternatives increases with strings of the length CVC, where the number of possible binary trees is two. If the string contains four segments as in CVCC, the number of possible trees increases to five:

**Figure 2**
A string of five segments as in CCVCC can accommodate 14 different binary branching trees; a string of six segments will accommodate 42; seven segments yield 132; eight segments yield 469; nine segments yield 1430; ten segments yield 4062 and so on. It is clear that an unconstrained binary branching theory provides a far greater number of possible trees than are ever utilized in natural language. The conclusion that one is led to is that the theory is, from this point of view, in need of substantive constraint. Notice, however, that any such constraint must be stipulated in the theory. There has been no agreement in the literature to date as to the nature of the appropriate stipulations.

Another problem arises when we consider how the distinction between “heavy” and “light” syllables should be characterized in terms of binary branching trees. It has long been noted that in many languages, prosodic rules treat alike syllables containing the following sequences: V: (long vowel), VG (diphthong), VC (short vowel plus consonant). Such heavy syllables contrast with light syllables, which end in single short vowels (cf. Kuryłowicz 1949). In systems of this type, for example, the hypothetical syllable [pa:p] would be prosodically equivalent to the syllable [pan]. In order to express this equivalence a binary branching theory might propose the following representations.\(^2\)

---

2. This series constitutes what is known to mathematicians as a Catalan series. The function which determines the series has been worked out independently by John Goddard and by George Boole, to whom we express our thanks. For a discussion of this series in terms of prosodical phrase attachment and conjunction in English, see Martin, Church and Pulli (1991). See also, Church and Pulli (1992).

3. Such representations are discussed in Figueroa (1971) and in Ķeļķis (1966). We know of no alternative proposals for providing unitary characterizations of heavy syllables in universal phonology. See, however, Selkirk (1980) for a somewhat different proposal for English and Harris (1983) for an alternative proposal for Spanish.

---

The equivalence of these two syllable types is expressed at the level of hierarchical structure where, in each case, the S dominated by the root node dominates the sequence SW. Given this identity, one would expect the relevant terminal sequences in (3) to behave alike with respect to phonological rules sensitive to syllable weight, a prediction which is, in fact, correct, as noted above.

But consider now longer syllables, similar to those above but with a consonant added to the right:

---

Here, too, the tree captures the structural equivalence of the terminal substrings [ap] and [amp]: both are exhaustively dominated by an S which is immediately dominated by the root node S, and which immediately dominates [pa:p] and [pamp].
SW. However, notice that there is a difference between the long vowel in (4a) and that in (3a). In (3a), the long vowel [ʌ] is a single constituent immediately dominated by the sequence SW. Consequently, it is described as a single unit that occupies successively strong and weak positions in syllable structure. In (4), on the other hand, the long vowel [ʌ] is no longer a constituent and is immediately dominated by the sequence SS, rather than SW. Thus, the same terminal sequence is treated as having two distinct structures depending upon whether or not it is final in the syllable. A theory characterizing long vowels as in (3a) and (4a) claims that such vowels might exhibit phonologically different behavior purely by virtue of their different hierarchical structure. To the best of our knowledge no examples of such a distinction exist. Similarly, we know of no evidence that the terminal strings [æn] of (3b) and (4b) behave differently by virtue of their different hierarchical structure. This suggests that an adequate phonological theory should provide a uniform characterization of the notions “heavy” and “light” syllable.

In this study we wish to explore a new approach to the syllable. In this theory, which minimally extends the framework of Kain (1976), we introduce a third tier in syllable representation which mediates between the syllable tier and the segmental tier and which we call the CV-tier. In this approach Jennifer will be represented as follows:

![Figure 5](image)

The elements of the CV-tier distinguish between syllable peaks and syllable non-peaks (or syllable margins). Specifically, any segment dominated by V is interpreted as a syllable peak, and any segment dominated only by C is interpreted as a non-peak. Thus in (5), the terminal elements [ei] constitute syllable peaks; the remaining elements are non-peaks. Given this account of syllabic structure, the old feature [+syllabic] can be dispensed with.

Since the major thrust of the present work is to motivate the CV-tier in phonological theory, we leave more detailed discussion of its character until later. Here, however, we note that the branching relationships between adjacent levels in this theory may not only be one-to-many, but also many-to-one, as shown in (5).

The notion of the CV-tier is not a new one in phonology. In traditional and structuralist theories, canonical constraints on the structure of certain units were frequently formulated in terms of strings of the abstract units C and V; for an early statement see Hockett (1947). Similarly, the conception of the syllable developed in Abercrombie (1967) draws heavily upon statements involving these units. What is different about the status of C and V units in the present theory is that they are regarded not as variables belonging exclusively to the vocabulary of phonological description, but as entities of formal phonological representation separate from consonants and vowels and arrayed on independent lines or tiers as shown in (5). The usefulness of such units in phonological representation was first suggested in work by Thráinsson (1979) on Icelandic prespiration and Mann (1977, 1978) on child language acquisition. However, it was in the quite independent work of McCarthy on Semitic word formation (1979b, 1981, in press) that the place of these units in linguistic theory was most thoroughly established. Our work, as will be apparent, is greatly indebted to McCarthy’s careful and persuasive studies, which have been complemented by the work

---

4. Notice that once we have eliminated the feature [+syllabic], vowels and glides are distinguished only by whether they are dominated by C or V on the CV-tier. For further treatment of this matter see Chapter 4, and especially Sections 4.5.

Uniformity of the “division of labor” between CV tiers and syllable structure is that which has been cited as evidence for the feature [+syllabic] (cf. Chomsky and Halle 1963, p. 333-353). We return to this in Chapter 3, section 8.
of Halle and Vergnaud (1960), Harris (1980), and others.

However, our use of the units C and V differs from McCarthy's conception in one important respect. McCarthy recognized the independent status of the CV-tier in classical Arabic in large part on the basis of the fact that certain CV-sequences function as independent morphemes in this language. McCarthy termed such morphemes prosodic templates. Indeed, this evidence provided some of the most striking support for McCarthy's analyses and forms the basis of his theory of nonconcatenative morphology.

In this study we turn to evidence from quite a different area, that of syllable phonology. We provide evidence for the view that the CV-tier is a component of syllable representation regardless of its functioning in the word formation component. Although much recent research has already demonstrated the value of pursuing this view, we believe that the full range of evidence supporting the recognition of the CV-tier in phonological representation has not yet been brought to light, and that the consequences of the CV-tier for syllable theory have not been fully appreciated. In this study we offer a unified framework which draws upon and receives motivation from phonological as well as morphological evidence.

In the view we present below, the CV-tier is not only, or even primarily, a constituent of morphological analysis, but serves in phonological representation to distinguish functional positions within the syllable. In McCarthy's model the distinction between "C" and "V" was, strictly speaking, redundant, since this distinction could be independently determined from the hierarchical syllable structure (involving binary branching and S/W labelling) imposed on the CV-tier. In the present theory the distinction between "C" and "V" is no longer redundant since the units of the CV-tier themselves define functional positions (peak versus nonpeak) within the syllable. In this respect the CV-tier can be seen as subsuming the function of the earlier feature category [syllabic]. However, the elements of the CV-tier are not merely analogues of the features [+syllabic] and [-syllabic], but serve the additional and equally important function of defining the primitive units of timing at the sub-syllabic level of phonological representation. In particular, it appears as if the useful but ill-defined notion of "phonological segment" can best be reconstructed at this level. Thus, we will show that what are normally regarded as single segments (both simple and complex) correspond to single instances of C or V on the CV-tier while geminate or bimoric sequences correspond to two units of the CV-tier. Where the correspondence between traditional usage and CV-representation is not exact, as in the case of "long" vowels and consonants (often treated as single segments), it seems that the representations offered by the present theory provide the more useful basis for phonological description. We return to a closer examination of these matters in the following chapters.

Let us turn now to the set of questions raised earlier, and ask, in particular, whether a three-tiered model of the syllable is sufficiently rich to provide for a complete characterization of all statements and processes referring to the syllable and its constituents, or whether further hierarchical structure should be recognized. Many writers of the past (Trubetzkoy 1958, Pike and Pike 1947, Haugen 1950) and present (Selkirk 1978, Halle and Vergnaud 1980) have proposed a further set of constituents smaller than the syllable, taking consonant and vowel segments as their members. These constituents may be termed the onset, nucleus and coda. Under such proposals, the word stem might be represented, in part, as follows:

\[\text{Figure 6}\]

```
\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{onset} \quad \text{nucleus} \quad \text{coda} \\
\text{C} \quad \text{C} \quad \text{V} \quad \text{C} \quad \text{C} \\
\text{s} \quad \text{t} \quad \text{a} \quad \text{w} \quad \text{t}
\end{array}\]
```
There is a certain amount of evidence suggesting that the category "nucleus" plays a role in phonological organization. This evidence consists of its role in defining the distinction between heavy and light syllables mentioned earlier. We observed that a heavy syllable ends in a long vowel, a diphthong, or else a short vowel followed by a consonant, while a light syllable ends in a single short vowel. Let us assume that long vowels are universally represented by means of the multi-attachment of a single vowel matrix to two positions on the CV-sias, as follows:

Figure 7

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{V V} \\
\text{V} \\
\text{a}
\end{array} \quad \text{or} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{V C} \\
\text{V} \\
\text{a}
\end{array} \]

As this figure shows, the units dominating the matrix may consist of the sequence \( VV \) or the sequence \( VC \). The choice between these two depends upon language specific considerations that will be elaborated upon in Chapters 3 and 5.

The notions light syllable and heavy syllable may be formally defined in terms of the category "nucleus", where we take the nucleus to be a prosodic category consisting of any and all tautosyllabic sequences of the form \( V(X) \), where \( X \) ranges over single occurrences of \( C \) and \( V \). Light syllables are those containing a simple (non-branching) nucleus, that is \( V \), while heavy syllables are those containing a complex (branching) nucleus, that is \( VV \) or \( VC \).^5

![Figure 8](image)

We may now return to the commonly observed fact that the phonological systems of many languages are sensitive to the distinction between heavy and light syllables. As one example, recall that the stress rules of English distinguish between what have been termed "weak" and "strong" clusters, as shown in the bracketed portions of the following words:

Figure 9

weak cluster: \( \text{Amer[iic]a} \)
strong clusters: \( \text{Wisconsin} \), \( \text{Arizona} \)

A "weak cluster" in Chomsky and Halle's account consisted of a single short vowel followed by no more than one consonant (or else by one of certain clusters such as /pl/, /bl/, /kw/, etc.). A "strong cluster" consisted of a short vowel followed by two or more consonants (not including the set of clusters just mentioned), or else of a long (tense) vowel plus zero or more consonants. In terms of syllable representations, we may reformulate this distinction as one between heavy and light syllables (as indicated in brackets):

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{light syllable:} \\
\text{nucleus} \\
\text{V} \\
\text{a}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{heavy syllables:} \\
\text{nucleus} \\
\text{V} \\
\text{i} \\
\text{n}
\end{array} \]

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{V C} \\
\text{a}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{V C} \\
\text{a}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{V C} \\
\text{t}
\end{array} \]

---

^5 Note that this definition precludes language particular restrictions on the membership of the nucleus. In all languages, any and all tautosyllabic sequences of the form \( VV \) or \( VC \), regardless of the nature of the segmental matrices they dominate, constitute nuclei in our sense of this term.
We have so far proposed that the nucleus is a category of prosodic organization dependent on, but formally distinct from the syllable, and we have argued that the distinction between "light" and "heavy" syllables can be accommodated in terms of a distinction between simple and branching nuclei. But what is the formal status of the other categories represented in (6), that is, the "onset" and the "coda"?

As far as we have been able to determine, there is no linguistic evidence suggesting that phonological rules ever make crucial reference to the categories "onset" and "coda". Thus, it appears that the set of syllable structure conditions defining the set of well-formed syllables for each language can be stated with complete adequacy with reference to the categories "syllable" and "nucleus". For example, the distinction between initial consonant clusters and final consonant clusters, which are subject to independent constraints, can be characterized directly with reference to the brackets which delimit the boundaries of the syllable. The distinction between constraints holding of consonant clusters and constraints holding of long vowels or diphthongs can be characterized with reference to the CV-tier. An account of the well-formed initial clusters in English, following these principles, will be given in Chapter 2.

Moreover, it turns out that many rules of the phonology would have to be complicated in unenlightening ways if the onset and coda were constituents of the syllable. For example, consider a rule having the effect of affixing a syllable-final consonant to a following vowel-initial syllable. This rule defines the following operation, as long as we assume that the onset and coda are not constituents of the syllable:

![Figure 11](image-url)
We may state the rule formally as follows, using the abbreviatory conventions of autosegmental phonology:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \quad \sigma \\
\Uparrow \quad \Uparrow \\
C \quad V
\end{array}
\]

Figure 12

Without belaboring the point, it is clear that the presence of intermediate constituents like "onset" and "coda" would introduce undesirable formal complications into the statement of such rules which at best would necessitate the introduction of interpretative conventions or the like to eliminate them. Such complications are not necessary in a theory which does not postulate the categories "onset" and "coda" in the first place.

On the basis of these considerations we propose the following minimal enrichment of the three-tiered theory of syllable structure developed so far. We suggest that phonological representation involves, in addition to the \( \sigma \)-tier, the CV-tier and the segmental tier, a further tier which we term the nucleus tier, consisting of strings of the symbol \( \sigma \) linked to at least one, and at most two elements of the CV-tier as explained above.

Let us use the term display to refer to any partial phonological representation consisting of two or three autosegmentally related tiers. A full phonological representation may thus be understood as a set of such displays, in which the CV-tier may occur more than once. In this sense the CV-tier may be thought of as the "skeleton" of a phonological representation, to use the term suggested by Halle and Vergnaud (1990).

Returning to our earlier example, the phonological representation of the word stout will contain the following displays. We use conventional alphabetical symbols to represent the units of the segmental tier.

\[\text{Figure 13}\]

\begin{itemize}
  \item \text{a. segmental display}
  \[\sigma \ C \ C \ V \ C \ C \]
  \[\text{st o w t}\]
  \item \text{b. syllable display}
  \[\sigma \]
  \[\sigma \ C \ V \ C \ C \]
  \item \text{c. nucleus display}
  \[\sigma \]
  \[\sigma \ C \ C \ C \]
\end{itemize}

In this conception, the nucleus display (13c) forms a different "plane" from the syllable display (13b). In other words, the nucleus is not a subconstituent of the syllable, but forms an independent prosodic unit on a separate plane of representation. This gives us, in effect, a nucleus "projection" in the sense of Halle and Vergnaud (1979). For expository convenience, we will also make use of three-tiered displays consisting of two-dimensional configurations of two-tiered displays sharing a tier in common. The three-tiered displays given below will be of particular significance in our later discussion of phonological processes. We call the first a "three-tiered syllable display" and the second a "three-tiered nucleus display".

---

7. The segmental tier may very well be a composite formed from several independent tiers, such as the barytone tier, the nasal tier, and others. We will not be concerned with the internal structure of the segmental tier in this work.
A further distinction can be drawn between the elements of the α-tier, the CV-tier and the nucleus tier, on the one hand, and the elements of certain other tiers, such as the segmental tier and the tonal tier on the other. The former, unlike the latter, are not defined in terms of phonetic features with specifiable physical correlates but are rather structural units, representing the higher-level serial organization of speech units that appears to be a general characteristic of linguistic structure at all levels: syntactic, semantic and phonetic. We may refer to these tiers and certain others (for example, the μ-tier or morpheme tier (McCarthy, 1981) and the F-tier, or foot-tier (see Chapter 3.7)) collectively as structural tiers as opposed to phonetic tiers. A complete phonological representation, then, consists of a composite representation containing both structural tiers and phonetic tiers.

It should be clear, even from this preliminary discussion, that certain advantages follow from this approach in contrast to the binary branching approach outlined earlier. For example, the problem of analytical indeterminacy resulting from the proliferation of syllable types disappears in the present theory, since, given any sequence of CV-elements constituting a syllable, there is only one way of constructing the syllable display. Furthermore, we have seen that the distinction between heavy and light syllables does not raise problems for the representation of vowel length, as it did in one particular version of the binary branching theory. In the theory presented here, heavy and light syllables are characterized as in (6). As a result, long vowels in the syllables [pay] and [pap] are given a uniform representation.

A question not yet touched on is whether the theory of the syllable should recognize further units of structure such as the rhyme (or rime), comprising the nucleus and all following segments within the syllable. Notice that the present theory can be extended in a very simple manner to accommodate such an additional unit, by recognizing a further tier, the rhyme-tier:

Given the units of representation developed so far, it turns out to be hard to find fully persuasive evidence for this additional tier. We consider some possible evidence here.

In the first place, there have occasionally been claims to the effect that syllable structure conditions never involve distributional constraints holding between the nucleus and preceding elements, while, on the other hand, they frequently are found to express cooccurrence restrictions between the nucleus and following elements. For example, Fudge (1969, 272-3) argues that in English, "certain Peaks do not cooccur with certain Codas...while there is no such constraint between Onset and Peak." (In Fudge's terminology the Peak is defined as the position that may be occupied by a
vowel or diphthong.) This observation, it might be argued, would follow from a theory in which syllable structure conditions only held within subconstituents of the syllable. In this case, the onset/rhyme division would constitute an absolute barrier to cooccurrence restrictions. However, this observation is not generally correct: cooccurrence restrictions holding between the nucleus and preceding elements of the syllable appear to be just as common as cooccurrence restrictions holding between the nucleus and following elements. Consider, for example, the following from English:

Figure 17

a. In dialects distinguishing /a:/ from /p:/, the sequence /wa:/ is excluded. Exceptions are limited to a few loans from French which are usually "regularized" by English speakers: reservoir, memoir, voyeur.

b. Anterior fricatives /l,v,s,z,θ,ð/ are excluded before /ur/.

c. Voiced fricatives and /Cl/ clusters are excluded before /u/.

d. /wa:/ is excluded, except in voodoo, a rhyming adaptation from Ewe vodu (cf. the regular French form voudou [vodu]), and in the French loan rendez-vous.

e. Stop plus /w/ clusters are excluded before /ur, u, ʌ, aw/: *kwait, etc.

f. /Cr/ clusters are excluded before /er,or,ar/: *tair, etc.

g. /Cl/ clusters are excluded before /Vl/ and, indeed, before /Vl/ with the single exception of fall.

h. As pointed out by Browne (1981), English has virtually no words consisting of the form sCqVCq, that is, s a consonant, a short vowel, and the consonant again; as Browne observes, "this fact is astonishing when we think of how many short-vowel monosyllables the language does have." The only exceptions have /l/ as Cq: stat (a proofreader's term) from Latin; stat (a local slang term for statistics); and Still (in Sonny Still, the name of a well-known musician). Moreover, our search through the 20,000 entries of the 1964 edition of the Merriam-Webster Pocket Dictionary reveals only three items in which /sCV/C appears as a word internal syllable, namely, rheostat, thermostat and sextet. Notice that in these exceptions as well, /l/ appears as Cq. This constraint has persisted from Anglo-Saxon times, when the only known exception (once again with /l/) was stolt 'a kind of horse'.

A law of those constraints could, perhaps, be regarded as accidental gaps, but not all of them can be. English is by no means unusual in having constraints holding between initial and nuclear members of the syllable. For example, in Klamath, a language we discuss in more detail in Chapters 4 and 5, the only syllable structure constraint is one excluding the sequence /yi/.
A second argument for the rhyme constituent could be based upon languages which impose an upper limit on the length of the rhyme. The claim here would be that the rhyme furnishes the most appropriate domain for the statement of such a constraint. For example, in Turkish we find that syllables may contain long vowels or short vowels. Short vowel syllables, but not long vowel syllables, may end in a consonant cluster: raks 'dance', ak 'love'. Notice further that while both sks and afs are acceptable rhymes, we find no longer rhymes such as *afs. These constraints could be stated as follows: Turkish permits no four-member rhymes. On the other hand, these constraints follow equally well from an analysis available under the present theory. We might assume that final consonant clusters ending in /s/ do not belong to the level of core syllable representation in Turkish but are formed by a later rule of s-affiliation, which affiliates /s/ to an immediately preceding nucleus. This rule will permit the adjunction of /s/ to the sequence /aks/ to form /aks/s/, but will prohibit the adjunction of /s/ to a sequence like /afs/, where the final segment lies outside of the nucleus. While we cannot defend this particular account of Turkish in detail here, we will show independent motivation for affiliation rules of this type in another language, Klamath, in Chapter 4.

A third type of potential evidence for the rhyme constituent might be drawn from "external evidence" such as speech errors, word games and the like. While it has sometimes been proposed that this evidence argues unambiguously for the grouping of the nucleus together with following elements in the syllable into a single constituent, the facts are rather more complicated. For example, while the nucleus and post-nuclear elements can be seen to behave as a unit in many English speech errors, so can the nucleus and pre-nuclear elements. Fromkin (1971) cites the following: pussy cat → pussy put; lost and found → faust and lawn; stress and pitch → press and stretch. As far as word games are concerned, languages for which onset/rhyme organization has been proposed on other grounds may have word games that require grouping the nucleus and the onset together as a unit. An example is the Finnish word game reported on in Campbelli (1980) in which "the first consonant and vowel of each succeeding pair of words are interchanged" (p.247). Thus, we find the following examples:

\[\text{Figure 18}\]

saksaltiæa båltiætiæi → båltiætiæa saksaltiæi "The Germans were attacked."

tykkåen urheilu → ukelan tyheilatu "I like sports."

(Note that the vowel changes are due to vowel harmony.) Evidence from word games, therefore, cannot be taken as unequivocal evidence for syllable organization.3

We conclude that while the nucleus may be grouped together with following elements frequently in speech errors, word games and the like, groupings of the nucleus with preceding elements are sufficiently common as to rule out any theory forming a constituent out of the first pair and not the second. Two conclusions are possible: either both groupings must be recognized and, in the present theory, constitute two new structural tiers at the level of lexical representation, or else neither grouping should be recognized. Due to the apparent absence of any language internal evidence for the first of these positions, we are forced to draw the latter conclusion.

A final argument for the rhyme might involve rhyming traditions in English and other languages. It has been maintained (though not, as far as we know, in print) that the poetic notion "rhyme" is appropriately defined in terms of the linguistic category "rhyme". In fact, however, it is amply clear that the poetic device is quite different from the linguistic notion "rhyme". Consider, for instance, Chaucer's famous rhyme in the Prologue to The

---

3. Consistent with this view is the dimension in Yip (1989) showing that Chinese word games provide evidence for the CV tier but do not provide evidence for onset/rhyme organization.
Canterbury Tales, namely chrysomela vs. my (with primary stress on the penultimate syllable of each member), or such Modern English pairs as sinister: minister or higgledy: piggledy. In all such cases the rhyme depends upon the identity of the final stressed vowel and the entire string to its right within the word or verse line, including, crucially, all intervocalic consonants. In such pairs, there is clearly no single constituent which uniquely defines the notion rhyme.

The theory which we present in the following chapters represents an attempt to achieve maximal theoretical simplicity in the face of data of considerable intricacy and variety. Wherever possible, we have tried to avoid unnecessary additions to the theoretical apparatus of phonological theory by making maximal use of the notational distinctions provided by three-tiered syllable structures. Our strategy will be to demonstrate the descriptive power of an otherwise highly constrained phonological theory which incorporates the level of the CV-tier. We hope to show that, given this level, all of the phonological generalizations motivating the recognition of the syllable can be readily captured without the need for further notational apparatus.

Chapter 2: A Three-Tiered Theory of the Syllable

A universal theory of the syllable has, in our view, three specific tasks. First, it must specify the well-formed expressions of the theory. Thus, it provides an alphabet out of which syllable units are constructed together with a characterization of the permissible arrays of alphabetic units. Second, it must specify the parameters along which individual languages vary in their choice of syllable types. Third, it must characterize the class of language-particular rules which modify or extend the underlying syllable representations ("syllabification rules") and state how these rules are integrated into the general organization of the phonological component. We discuss each of these in turn in the following sections.

2.1 Well-formed Expressions

Let us consider, then, the first task. As we saw in Chapter 1, syllable trees consist of three-tiered representations, in which each tier has a certain vocabulary associated with it. The vocabulary of the first, or \( a \)-tier, consists of the single element \( a \). The vocabulary of the second, or \( CV \)-tier, consists of the two elements \( C \) and \( V \); and the vocabulary of the third, or segmental tier, consists of single-column phonetic matrices characterizing consonants and vowels in the usual manner. Well-formed strings on each tier consist of concatenations of the members of the alphabet defined on that tier.

Elements of neighboring tiers may be related in much the same way that syntactic elements are related in tree structures. In syntactic theory these relations are specified in terms of lines which are called "branches" while in multi-tiered phonological representations they are specified in terms of "association lines." The notion of "immediate constituent" holds in multi-tiered phonological representations just as it does in syntactic theory. Consider, for example, a tree of the following form:
2.2 Core Syllables

We now turn to the second task of syllable theory, which involves the characterization of the set of syllable types encountered at the earliest level of phonological derivations. It is our view that words are fully syllabified at the level of lexical representation: that is, syllable trees are not built up in the course of phonological derivations but are already present, fully formed, in the lexical representations that constitute the input to the phonological component.1 This is the strongest possible claim we can make with respect to syllable representation since it suggests that syllable structure is assigned at a single level, uniquely specifiable for all languages. A theory in which this is true is also the simplest possible theory from the point of view of acquisition since it entails that the syllable structures encountered in surface representation will be similar or identical to those found in underlying representation.

There are two types of evidence in favor of this view. First, there are languages in which the postulation of syllable structure in the lexicon makes it possible to achieve a significant simplification of the phonological component. Effik, which we discuss in greater detail below, is one such language. A second form of evidence is psycholinguistic in character and involves lexical recall tasks. For example, the so-called tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon reported on by Brown and McNeill (1965) and subsequent writers can be best understood in terms of a lexical entry that is fully syllabified. The tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon arises when subjects recall suprasegmental properties of a given lexical item such as stress placement and the number of syllables, but cannot recall properties characteristic of the segmental level of representation. Since these suprasegmental properties presuppose syllabification, such data suggests that words are

---

1. We return in Section 2.4 to a discussion of the algorithm whereby syllable structure is supplied to lexical representations.
stored in syllabified form.

We propose that the primary set of core syllable types comprises the following sequences:\(^2\)

![Figure 2](image)

Type I involves neither rule in (3). Type II involves Rule (3a) alone. Type III involves Rule (3b) alone. Type IV involves both (3a) and (3b). Notice, in particular, that the following hypothetical language types cannot be characterized by the rules of (3):

![Figure 5](image)

As far as we have been able to determine, each of the language types in (4) have been instantiated. For example, Type I is represented by Sonoro, Type II by Maori, Type III by Klamath and Type IV by English. On the other hand, none of the types in (5) are instantiated.\(^3\)

In addition to the parameters given in (3), languages may select among certain further options. First, some languages allow core syllable types to include sequences of consecutive V-elements:

2. Proposals similar in spirit to those presented below are set out in Abercrombie (1967).

3. This prediction of our theory obviates and generalizes a claim made by Jakobson: "There are languages lacking syllables with initial vowels or syllables with final consonants, but there are no languages devoid of syllables with initial consonants or of syllables with final vowels." Jakobson (1922, 208).
sequences of vowels and consonants within the syllable, and need not be independently stipulated.

Constraints on cooccurrence within the syllable are represented, in the present theory, by positive and negative syllable structure conditions which, taken together, generate the set of well-formed core syllables for each language. The positive syllable structure conditions (PSSCs) state the general canonical form of well-formed consonant or vowel clusters in terms of sequences of natural classes. For example, the PSSC in (7a) states that initial clusters may contain, as their first two (or only) members, any obstruent followed by any oral sonorant.

Figure 7

(a) \[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
+\text{son} \\
C \\
+\text{son} \\
C \\
-\text{nas} \\
\end{array}
\]

is admissible

(b) \[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
+\text{cor} \\
C \\
+\text{frt} \\
C \\
+\text{lab} \\
\end{array}
\]

is inadmissible

In cases where there are no constraints on clusters (a situation unknown to us in the case of consonant clusters, but not uncommon in the case of vowel sequences), no PSSC need be stated. The negative syllable structure conditions (NSSCs), applying to the output of the PSSCs, specify certain subsequences within the syllable as ill-formed, thus performing a filtering operation. For example, the NSSC (7b) excludes such sequences as /tw/.

---

4. We assume, following arguments presented in Kiparsky (1981), that longer syllables may be created by a rule adjoining extra-syllabic coronal segments to the end of a preceding syllable to form such words as next and which.
2.3 Core Syllable Associations

Permissible core syllable associations between elements of the CV-tier and elements of the segmental tier are determined in part by universal principles. Unless otherwise stipulated in the grammar or lexicon of a given language, V-elements of syllabic structure are freely allowed to dominate [-consonantal] segments, and C-elements are freely allowed to dominate both [+consonantal] segments and [+high, consonantal] segments. Other associations are possible only when admitted by language specific rules. For example, some languages allow post-vocalic consonants to be dominated by V if they are tautosyllabic with the preceding vowel. Languages of this type are those in which the "mora" is a unit of prosodic organization capable of bearing pitch or tone contrasts, and include Lithuanian, Japanese and Alaskan. As a further example, some languages allow tautosyllabic VC sequences to dominate single consonant or vowel segments. English is such a language in our view, since it has core syllables of the following type:

![Figure 8]

(8a) gives the underlying representation for the word hide which acquires its surface quality through the operation of rules of vowel shift and diphthongization. In core syllable representation, the vowel of this word is represented as a single segment assigned to two adjacent positions on the CV-tier, indicating that the vowel is long. (8b), giving the underlying representation for bird, reflects the phonetic fact that the syllabic nucleus of this word does not contain a vowel such as we find in similar words like brood and beard. Rather, the portion of the utterance which occurs between the initial and final consonant presents a steady-state, r-colored segment occupying the syllabic peak and consisting of two units of timing. Accordingly, we represent this element as a single phonetic matrix associated with two elements of the CV-tier.

As we observed in Chapter 1, the "bipositional" representation of long vowels and consonants given in (8) allows us to formulate a unitary characterization of syllable weight. Further motivation for such "bipositional" representation in English comes from an observation due to Selkirk (1978) regarding constraints on syllabic final clusters. In the first place, Selkirk notes that in syllable final clusters of the form VCC, where the vowel is short, the final member must be [+coronal]. Thus, while next /nekst/ and glimpse /glɪmzp/ are well-formed, words like like *peng /peŋp/ and *glimpl /ɡlɪmpl/ are not. In the case of VCC clusters, where the V is a long vowel or diphthong, the final consonant is subject to the same constraint; namely, it must be [+coronal]. Thus, we find gift /ɡɪft/ and find /fɪnd/ but not /payrk/ or /paymp/. It is clear that long vowels and diphthongs are functioning equivalently to VC sequences. If we express this equivalence by representing long vowels and diphthongs as suggested in (8), we may formulate a single constraint to the effect that the third member of a syllable final C cluster must dominate [+coronal] segments.
only.

In core syllable representations not all associations are one-to-one. We have just given examples of many-to-one associations in Figure (8) above. Additional one-to-many and many-to-one configurations are illustrated below:

Figure 9

As remarked earlier, the elements of the CV-tier are interpreted as corresponding to the timing units of speech production at the sub-syllabic level. Thus, a single C represents a single unit of timing, while a sequence CC represents a double timing unit. Accordingly, (a) is interpreted as an affricate (i.e. a single, internally complex segment as in English church). We now have a natural way of distinguishing such minimal pairs as Polish czy 'whether' and trzy 'three', in which the affricate [ż] of the first example is acoustically and perceptually distinct from the otherwise identical stop-fricative sequence [tʃ] of the second (Brookes 1985):

(9b) represents a geminate continuant such as is found in the core syllables of some languages. In English, geminate consonants are found in derived syllable structure in the casual pronunciation of phrases such as of course they do. (See Shockey 1977 for further discussion.)

The availability of syllabifications involving many-one relationships provides a ready account for certain consonantal distributions which are otherwise puzzling. Consider, for example, the account of Elik given in Wolmers (19/3, 74-6). Wolmers notes that this language has three sets of consonants which are differentiated by their distribution. Set 1 appears in both word-initial and intervocalic position; set 2 appears only in word-final position; and set 3 appears only intervocically. Set 1, for example, is represented by the consonant [kp], set 2 by the consonant [p], and set 3 by the bilabial flap [b]. Thus we find, in word-initial position, examples like knok 'cut up' (set 1); in word final position examples like dōp 'buy' (set 2); but in intervocalic position examples from both sets 1 and 3, such as dōp 'bag' (set 1) and dōp 'cut down' (set 3).

Wolmers notes that the consonants [kp] and [p] are in complementary distribution. Since Elik has the voiced phonemes /b/ and /d/ beside the voiceless phoneme /p/, he suggests, on grounds of pattern congruity, that [kp] is reasonably interpreted as representing a basic labial phoneme /p/ characterized by velar coarticulation. A phonetic role removes the velar articulation in syllable-final position, thereby accounting for the final sound /d/.
But what of the bilabial flap [B]? Welmers notes that this flap is in complementary distribution with both [k] and [p]. In particular, while it occurs intervocally like [k], it occurs only after vowels whose quality is elsewhere characteristic of vowels in closed syllables. To further illustrate this complementary distribution, Welmers provides the example dwop å bå 'twelve (ten plus two)' which varies with the fast speech form dwòp å bå, where the closed syllable allophone of /a/ occurs in both cases.

In order not to proliferate the vocalic register of Elik, Welmers proposes, instead, to recognize the syllable as an entity in phonological description. He then proposes that the flapped consonants that follow vowels showing closed syllable variants in words like sítå are, in fact, underlyingly ambisyllabic, as in (11a). Furthermore, Welmers proposes that the syllable structure of dwòp å bå in rapid speech be represented as in (11b), where the dashed line indicates the effect of a rule affiliating a word-final consonant to a vowel-initial syllable:

![Figure 11](image)

In these representations the ambisyllabic character of the medial /p/ is indicated by the fact that it is dominated by two syllable nodes. This /p/ undergoes the flap rule that applies to all ambisyllabic consonants, becoming [B].

There are two consequences of Welmers' solution which argue overwhelmingly in its favor. First, the bisyllabic representation of the medial /p/ causes the preceding syllable to be closed and thereby provides the requisite syllable environment for the allophonic variation observed in the vowel system. Without this, it would be necessary, as Welmers notes, to virtually double the vowel inventory of Elik. Secondly, the representations in (11) provide the requisite syllable environment to account for the allophonic variation observed between [k], [p] and [B], assuming that the flap rule applies only to ambisyllabic consonants. Hence, the consonantal segments need not proliferate in the inventory of Elik phonemes.

### 2.4 Core Syllable Division

Elements of the CV-tier are grouped into core syllables corresponding to the core syllable inventory selected by the language in question. This grouping is constrained by the following principle:

![Figure 12](image)

**The Onset First Principle**

- a. Syllable-initial consonants are maximized to the extent consistent with the syllable structure conditions of the language in question.

- b. Subsequently, syllable-final consonants are maximized to the extent consistent with the syllable structure conditions of the language in question.

These two principles, which are adapted from rules formulated for English by Kahn (1976), apply in the order given. Hence, given a string of the form VCCV, where both VC and CV are well-formed syllables, the syllable division is V-CV. Similarly, given a string of the form VCCV, where CCV is a
well-formed syllable, the syllable division is VCCV, even though VC (or VCC) may be well-formed syllables as well. Thus, the Onset First Principle implies that given alternative syllable divisions, languages will select that which maximizes syllable-initial consonant sequences.

Principle (12) might be interpreted in any number of empirically equivalent ways; for example, as conditions holding of fully formed core syllable representations, or of partly formed core representations which are then built up with reference to the language-particular syllable structure conditions to create fully formed core syllables. We adopt the latter interpretation here. In particular, we assume that fully formed core syllables are constructed in the following manner.

Figure 13

a. V-elements are prelinked to a’s.

b. C-elements to the left are adjoined one by one as long as the configuration resulting at each step satisfies all relevant syllable structure conditions.

c. Subsequently, C-elements to the right are adjoined in the manner described in (b) above.

To illustrate this algorithm, which builds up syllables in onionlike fashion from the center outward, we offer the following example:

(14a) represents the initial configuration as defined by (13a). (14b) contains three steps in accordance with (13b). The first of these creates the syllable /ra/, the second the syllable /stra/, and the third the syllable /stra/. As we see in Section 2.5, each of these intermediate configurations satisfies the syllable structure conditions of English pertaining to initial clusters. /b/ cannot be adjoined to the resulting configuration, however, since the sequence /bstr/ does not satisfy the conditions on syllable-initial position in English. The final configuration (14c) is then created in a similar manner in accordance with (13c).

According to the principles given so far, long clusters of consonants may not be exhaustively parsable into core syllables in some cases. Thus, some consonants in such clusters may remain extrasyllabic. An extrasyllabic consonant is one which is not a member of any syllable. Typically, such consonants are separated from neighboring consonants by short neutral or voiceless vowels and are historically susceptible to processes which either eliminate them or incorporate them into well-formed syllables by means of processes such as vowel opanthesis, sonorant fortition, and syllable re-definition. English has several such examples. The vocal
pronunciation of /nɪʃ/ in Cambridge, Massachusetts, for example, inserts a short, voiceless schwa after the /ŋ/. However, this is not a full schwa as is evidenced by its near-minimal contrast with the word /cænə/. Other examples of extrasyllabic consonants in English include the initial consonants of the names Phin, Knievel, Zhigminy, Khomir Rouge, Dvořák, Plunghen Poon, Dmitri and Gdansk, in usual pronunciations, not to speak of the /b/ in common renderings of the name of the former Iranian minister Gholizadeh. We represent extrasyllabic consonants as follows:

Figure 15

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{b} & \text{t} & \text{d} & \text{z} & \text{d} & \text{e} \\
\text{CV} & \text{CV} & \text{CV} & \text{CV} & \text{CV} & \text{CV} \\
\text{gh} & \text{et} & \text{b} & \text{z} & \text{a} & \text{d} & \text{e} \\
\end{array}
\]

We claim that the segment /b/ in an example such as this is a member of neither the first nor the second syllable, either underlyingly or on the surface. Extrasyllabic segments occurring in core syllable representations often play an important role in the syllable-conditioned phonology of languages. We return to this topic in Chapters 3 and 4.\(^8\)

2.5 A Case Study: Initial Consonant Clusters in English

We illustrate and develop the theory presented so far with a partial account of the core syllable in English. Here we consider the constraints on syllable-initial consonant sequences.

In terms of the set of parameters presented in Section 2.2, English is a Type IV language which permits consonant clusters (C\(^+\)) in syllable-initial (and syllable-final) position. Specifically, as noted above, English conforms to the maximal syllable formula C\(^+\)VC\(^2\). Initial consonant clusters are subject to a number of constraints. In the following figure we display in columnar format the well-formed and ill-formed initial clusters of English core syllable representations. The rows specify the first members of such clusters and the columns specify the second members. A "+" indicates that the row/column pair is a well-formed syllable-initial cluster, while a "-" indicates that it is not:

Figure 16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>w</th>
<th>l</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>g</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following consonants do not occur as the first member of a cluster: /w, l, r, y, h, ð, z, ʒ, f, dʒ, n, m, v/.
It will be noticed that no clusters containing /y/ have been included in the above chart. Following the analysis given by Levin (1961), we assume that /y/ in words such as purge or our is not present underlyingly but is inserted by rule before the vowel /i/, which becomes the surface /uw/.

This analysis receives support from two independent considerations. First, except for a few words of foreign origin (for example, proper names such as Tokyo), /y/ appears in clusters before no other vowels than /uw/. This anomaly is explained under Levin's proposal by the fact that Cy clusters have no other source than the insertion rule. Secondly, /v/ and /m/, which do not otherwise appear in word-initial clusters in English, appear before /y/ in such words as music and view. Under Levin's analysis, this /y/ is not underlyingly and thus these words do not constitute exceptions to the generalization that voiced fricatives and nasals do not occur as the first members of syllable-initial clusters in core syllable representations.

Let us examine more closely the cooccurrence restrictions given in (16). If we exclude for the moment the clusters of (16d), we observe that only obstruents occur as the initial member of these clusters, and only oral consonants occur as the second member. On the basis of these observations we may formulate a positive syllable structure condition for two-member syllable initial clusters as follows:

Figure 17

This condition is, needless to say, specific to English since many languages allow initial clusters that do not conform to it. It therefore forms a part of the set of rules constituting the phonological component of English.

(17) will correctly generate not only the clusters of (16a-c) but also the clusters in the first three columns of (16d). On the other hand, (17) is overly general in that it admits a number of clusters that are systematically excluded in English, as indicated by the minus entries in the table. Further examination shows that the exclusions are not random but fall into phonologically well-defined classes: labials may not be followed by /w/; nonstrident coronals are not followed by /l/; voiced fricatives are everywhere excluded as the first member of clusters; the sequence /sr/ is excluded; and finally, the second member of a cluster cannot be /y/. These observations motivate the following set of negative syllable structure conditions for English syllable-initial clusters:

9. The role of y-insertion does not apply in words like peer since there is an /i/ at any point in their representation.

10. It should be noted that, following a suggestion by Halle and Vergnaud (1979), (18d) below can be eliminated in favor of a rule of the following sort: s → f /_ r

40
Figure 18 - Negative Syllable Structure Conditions

excludes:

a. * [C C] [lab] [lab] bw, pm, fm

b. * [C C] [cor] [lat] dl, tl, fl

c. * [C C] [son] [cont] [stiff v.c.] vv, zl, ...

d. * [C C] [strid] [cor] [low] sr

e. * [C C] [thigh] [cor] py, ty, gy, ...

Let us now consider how the remaining s-initial clusters of (16c) are to be accounted for. Excluding for the moment the marginal cluster /st/, which occurs only in a few items of the learned vocabulary, we find two further groups of s-clusters: /sp, st, sk/ and /sm, sn/. It should be clear that there is no obvious way to extend the positive syllable structure condition given in (17) to accommodate these clusters that does not involve the use of rather powerful notational devices permitting the expression of discontinuous dependencies.

As a first hypothesis, we might propose to account for these clusters in terms of the following additional positive conditions:

Figure 19

a. [C C] [strid] [cont] [+stiff v.c.] [+nasal]
b. [C C] [strid] [cor] [stiff v.c.] [nasal]

The first of these conditions admits /sp, st, sk/ while the second admits /sm, sn/. Notice, however, that these two conditions are partly similar, a fact which raises the question whether they may be simplified further. It appears that it is unnecessary to qualify condition (18a) by the feature [+stiff v.c.]. Consider alternations such as the following:
Notice further, however, that while all well-formed three-member clusters can be analyzed into pairs of well-formed two-member clusters, it is not necessarily the case that any pair of well-formed two-member clusters, AB and BC, combine to form a well-formed three-member cluster, ABC. This is because of the requirement in the algorithm (13) that not only positive but also negative syllable structure conditions be satisfied. Thus, while both /st/ and /tw/ are well-formed two-member clusters in English, they cannot combine into a well-formed three-member cluster /stw/ because that cluster is ruled out by a negative syllable structure condition specific to this sequence.\textsuperscript{12}

This system also makes the prediction that syllable-initial clusters in English consist of no more than three members. To see this, consider any arbitrary string of four consonants, ABCD. If consonants A and B satisfy condition (17), B and C satisfy neither (17) nor (21). Hence the string cannot be syllabified. Suppose, on the other hand, A and B satisfy condition (21). In this case consonants B and C can only satisfy condition (17). C and D, now, can satisfy neither condition (17) nor (21) and the string cannot be syllabified. Thus, it is an automatic consequence of our analysis that English contains initial clusters that are at most three segments long. This requires no independent statement in the grammar of English.\textsuperscript{13}

To complete our analysis of initial consonant clusters in English core syllables, we consider first the observation that a few English words begin with /sf/ clusters. These include sphere, sphynx, sphragistics and a few proper names of foreign origin such as Swedberg, Sforza and Shivarra. This is most simply stated as a separate positive condition permitting the voiceless labial fricative /ʃ/ after /s/; /str/ clusters will then be automatically generated due to the independent acceptability of /tr/ clusters in core syllable representations. Secondly, the analysis so far does not accommodate certain /ʃ/-initial clusters which are fully integrated into the phonological systems of many monolingual English speakers, not only in words such as schwa, shrew and Schlesinger (as is predicted by (17)), but also in shpriet, shirk, schmaltz, and schnapps, which our analysis does not so far generate. The latter group of clusters may be admitted by a minimal generalization of (21) eliminating the feature [\textsuperscript{I}anterior]. Note that this generalization predicts the presence of three-member /ʃ/-initial clusters. The apparent absence of such clusters is probably best to be regarded as accidental in view of the relatively small number of words beginning with /ʃ/-initial clusters in the first place.\textsuperscript{14}

Summarizing our analysis of initial consonant clusters in English core syllables, we have postulated two positive syllable structure conditions (17) and (21) (as well as a third, not formalized, for /sd/ clusters) and five negative syllable structure conditions (18a-e). These conditions, taken together, define the set of systematically possible (or well-formed) underlying initial consonant clusters in English core syllables.

As a further consequence of our analysis, we can explain the dual status of affricates with respect to syllable structure constraints. The affricate /tʃ/ behaves as a single segment in its ability to begin a syllable on its own; if we had treated it as a phoneme sequence, /t/ + /ʃ/, it would have violated the positive syllable structure conditions (17) and (21). On the other hand, this segment behaves as a cluster with respect to the fact that it may not adjoin to a following liquid or glide to form any of the sequences /tʃr/, /tʃl/, /tʃw/. This fact follows automatically from the principles stated so far. Thus, note that a representation such as the following satisfies neither of the positive syllable structure conditions (17) or (21):

\textsuperscript{12} In Clements and Keyser (1981) use was made of a Parsing Convention to account for the relation between two and three-member clusters in English. The present account eliminates the need for this convention.

\textsuperscript{13} The well-formedness of /sf/ clusters is consistent with our assumption of our analysis to be an.

\textsuperscript{14} These clusters may not be totally absent, as witnessed by those speakers who allow initial /ʃ/ in such words as stack, stack; Shapero or Shapner.
The representation of affricates as single segments on the CV-tier and as dual segments on the segmental tier enables us to account for their ambiguous status with respect to syllabification rules.

Our distinction between positive and negative conditions has been founded on the so far tacit premise that the language learner will learn the simplest set of conditions that characterizes the well-formed clusters of his or her language. This criterion is satisfied by the analysis given above. As the reader may verify, we cannot reformulate any of our existing positive conditions as negative conditions, or any of our negative conditions as positive conditions, without increasing the formal complexity of the analysis as determined by the usual evaluation metrics. In addition, our analysis has been carried out under the further assumption that syllable structure conditions are properly stated in terms of a highly restricted vocabulary which does not include the abbreviatory conventions or other notational devices that have been proposed elsewhere in phonology. Thus, while we could have collapsed our two positive conditions or any two or more of our negative conditions by the use of angled brackets subject to Boolean conditions, we have not done so due to our belief that such abbreviations do not reflect genuine linguistic generalizations concerning core syllable structure.

These methodological premises lead us to an interesting empirical consequence. Our analysis has recognized two classes of "systematically excluded" clusters: those that are not generated by the positive conditions, and those that are excluded by the negative conditions. These two classes of clusters are of a strikingly different character. The clusters not generated by the positive conditions are totally deviant sequences. These include such sequences as /zb, bd, dv, bz/, which, as we have already seen in our discussion of extrasyllabically, cannot be pronounced as two-syllabic sequences by phonetically untrained English speakers. Further such sequences as /rb, wt, lr, nk/, etc., which are equally deviant, are also excluded by the positive conditions. Exceptions to our generalization, we believe, are only apparent. Thus, the initial sound of the name Nkumah is pronounced as a separate syllable by most monolingual English speakers, while the initial sequences of words such as texte and but are probably to be considered as affricates (which are not, as we have seen, excluded by the syllabic structure conditions). If we consider, on the other hand, the further class of "systematically excluded" syllables which is excluded by the negative syllable structure conditions, we find a very different state of affairs. These sequences, in large part, are not only easily pronounceable by the phonetically untrained speaker but occur with some frequency in words of foreign origin. Examples include bord, Kyotó, byana, meeple, Tlouit, Vladimir, zveichak, zroom, voysur, foil gran, svette and so on. We believe that the traditional confusion regarding whether clusters such as these should be accounted for in a general account of the English syllable reflects their intermediate status between fully acceptable and fully deviant clusters. This difference is formally characterized in the present approach by the fact that they are excluded by negative, rather than positive.

---

16. See Algeo (1979) for a useful review of the literature.
conditions on syllable structure. 16

2.5.1 Excursus: The Acquisition of Consonant Clusters

There are very few detailed longitudinal studies of the acquisition of phonology and only one, to our knowledge, which bears directly on the acquisition of syllable-initial clusters in English, that of Smith (1973). Smith found that the acquisition of initial clusters was characterized by a highly systematic progression of stages, each exhibiting fewer restrictions on consonant cooccurrence than the previous stage. Interestingly, three-member clusters were reported to appear at the same time as the two-member clusters of which they were constituted; thus, /sp/ appeared at the point when /pl/ was already present and /sp/ had just been acquired (p. 169).

This result is of theoretical interest for language acquisition. Consider, in particular, the view of acquisition expressed in Jakobson (1963). Jakobson observed that, all else being equal, syntactically simple sequences are acquired earlier than syntactically more complex ones. Specifically, Jakobson claimed that within a word, the maximum number of phonemes, the number of their possibilities of distribution, and the maximum number of phonemic distinctions all increase by degrees in child language acquisition (pp. cit. pp. 65-86). While this claim is probably correct as a broad and general one, it does not allow us to accommodate Smith's results in any straightforward way, since it would predict that /sp/ and /pl/ clusters would be acquired earlier than /sp/ clusters. On the assumption that a child's knowledge of English phonology includes knowledge of the positive syllable structure conditions (17) and (21), however, Smith's result is what we expect to find. Once a child has acquired two-member clusters like /sp/ and /pl/, this condition predicts that the child has concurrently acquired the competence to produce three-member clusters such as /sp/.

Due to the lack of relevant studies, we do not know whether all children show the same pattern of behavior as Smith's subject. In fact, we would not be surprised to find a lag in the production of three-member clusters in some subjects caused by performance difficulties due, perhaps, to differing rates of physical maturation. Until such time as more data is available, we can do no more than note that Smith's otherwise anomalous observation finds a natural explanation within our framework.

2.6 Syllable Transformations

Up to this point we have described how languages construct a core syllable inventory by selecting among the limited number of parameters provided by the theory. We have so far said nothing about the third task of syllable theory, that of characterizing the class of processes which transform core syllable representations into the frequently distinct set of surface syllable trees. It is obvious that such processes play an important role in the phonological systems of many languages; see, for example, the discussion of Klamath syllabification given in Chapters 4 and 5. Some of these processes affect elements of the segmental tier exclusively, while some affect higher levels of representation. We number among these operations...
the following: the insertion and deletion of association lines, and the insertion, deletion, substitution and metaphase of segments on the CV-tier.

Operations affecting syllable structure are governed by certain general conventions that apply automatically to their output. Their general effect is to preserve phonological well-formedness throughout derivations. Thus, phonological rules which apply so as to create ill-formed syllables will generally induce the operation of applicable well-formedness conditions. We shall not illustrate all of these conventions here as we shall have ample opportunity to do so in the discussion to follow. However, we shall pause to mention one particularly pervasive convention, that which deals with resyllabification.

In many languages we find that the constraints on syllable structure hold not only at the level of core syllable representation, but also after the application of phonological rules. We may express this fact by assuming that in such languages the rules of syllabification continue to apply throughout phonological derivations in accordance with the Resyllabification Convention given below:

**Figure 24 - Resyllabification Convention**

The output of every rule is resyllabified according to the syllable structure rules examined up to that point in the derivation.

We interpret this convention to mean that all association lines between C-elements and σ's, as well as all floating σ's, are erased, and that the resulting configuration is resyllabified according to the algorithm stated in (13).

Whenever, in the course of a derivation, resyllabification is called for, we assume that all syllabification rules encountered previously in that derivation will reapply. This includes not only those syllabification rules belonging to the core syllable component, but those belonging to the phonological component as well, and includes affiliation rules of the type to be examined just below and in Chapter 4. We add two further comments on the Resyllabification Convention. First, this convention may cease to operate late in derivations in some languages, where, for example, vowel elision may create consonant clusters, extrasyllabic segments or other such sequences that are ill-formed in earlier stages of derivation. We propose, then, that individual grammars may specify a point in the set of ordered rules at which the Resyllabification Convention becomes inoperative; indeed, some languages may not make use of the Resyllabification Convention at all. Second, there is evidence that in some languages at least, syllabification takes place initially at the domain of the morpheme and subsequently at the level of the stem or word. Resyllabification across word boundaries, on the other hand, is normally optional, and may differ in some respects from initial syllabification. For some discussion see Kiparsky (1979), Harris (1983) and Odden (forthcoming).

We turn finally to a class of rules which affect association lines by explicitly introducing, deleting or represerving them. Such is the effect, for example, of the rule of "Right Capture" (Kahn 1970), which creates ambisyllabic segments in words such as Monica:

**Figure 25**

```
\sigma
 C V C V C V
 Monica
```

This rule, which affects intervocalic segments in unstressed syllables, has
the sole effect of introducing the association lines indicated by the dashed lines in (25). It accounts for the phonetic fact that the first and second syllables of Monica are closed and that the second and third consonants are ambisyllabic. We may assume, harmless, that the Resyllabification Convention (24) applies to the result of rules of this type just as it does to all others. Since it requires that the structure be resyllabified according to the syllable structure rules examined up to that point in the derivation (thus, including the affiliation rule illustrated in (25) itself), its effect is vacuous, and (25) remains unchanged. We refer the reader to Kahn (1976) for a fuller account of the role of affiliation rules in English, including rules not mentioned in the above discussion. 17

Chapter 3: Evidence for the Theory

In this chapter we review the evidence motivating the theory of the syllable presented in Chapter 2. We first examine evidence for the syllable tier, and then examine evidence for the CV-tier. A final section examines syllabification processes in French.

3.1 Evidence for the Syllable Tier

In general, evidence establishing the need for recognizing such notions as "syllable," "syllable-initial (or syllable-final) position," "tautosyllabicity," "ambisyllabicity," and "extrasyllabicity" can be taken as evidence for formal recognition of the syllable as an entity in phonological representation. There have, of course, been a number of quite different proposals for representing the syllable within generative phonology, including the use of boundary symbols (Hooper 1972), improper bracketing (Anderson and Jones 1974) and indexing (Yenhema 1979), in addition to the hierarchical mode of representation first proposed by Kahn and developed here. It would take us well beyond the scope of the present work to compare and evaluate the relative adequacy of these various alternatives. It is appropriate to point out, however, that each of the notions mentioned above receives a natural interpretation within the present formalism. Thus:

---

17. The rules of English given in this chapter predict that /s/ is syllabified rightward in sequences of the form VoC,v. This syllabification seems correct for most examples. Kahn (1976) points out that the location of main stress in nouns such as anatomy, orchestra and portfolio indicates that the penultimate syllable is light, and hence that the /ns/ initial cluster is tautosyllabic with the following vowel. Other examples, however, seem to suggest that /ns/ clusters are heterosyllabic in some cases; for example, indices, manifests, clavigera and limits, which receive penultimate stress. However, numerous further examples like albatross, unna, penta, and tea-bag exhibit penultimate stress even though their penultimate syllables are light. To attract penultimate stress to these syllables, we may provide these words with idiosyncratically marked closed syllables in the lexicon, or, alternatively, provision them with tonally marked stress. The same solution can then be extended to words like syllabify.
is in absolute syllable-initial (syllable-final) position if \( P \) is not ambisyllabic.

iii. two segments \( P, Q \) are ambisyllabic iff they are dominated by the same node \( \sigma \).

iv. a segment \( P \) is not ambisyllabic iff it is dominated by two nodes \( \sigma \).

v. a segment \( P \) is extrasyllabic iff it is dominated by no node \( \sigma \).

A minimal condition of adequacy upon a theory of the syllable is that it should characterize all the notions of (11-1v). We take the need for notions (11-iii) as having been amply justified in the phonological literature. Kahn (1976) has offered extensive, and in our minds convincing justification for the notion of ambisyllability (11v). We offer further evidence for the notion of ambisyllability in our discussion of Danish, below (see also the discussion of Ellic in Chapter 2). The role of extrasyllability (11v) is discussed in Halle and Vergnaud's illuminating treatment of Harari and Berber (1979) and in Michaelson's detailed study of Mohawk apenthesis (1981). We shall elaborate upon this notion briefly here.

The strongest language-internal evidence for the linguistic reality of the syllable comes from the fact that it allows us to eliminate arbitrariness in stating the phonological contexts in which the various syllable-sensitive rules of a given language apply. An example will make this point clear. Consider the following data from Turkish:

1. Kiparsky (1973) offers an alternative interpretation of the facts cited by Kahn within a framework making use of the independently derived notion "foot". This framework neither requires, nor as far as we can see, predicts the characterization of ambisyllabic segments. Then, in any given case, it is an empirical question, both within Kiparsky's theory and ours, whether given segments are to be characterized as ambisyllabic or not.

These alternations can be most simply explained if we assume that the underlying representation of the stems in (2a-d) is identical to the (surface) accusative stem, and the underlying representation of the stems in (2e) is identical to the (surface) nominative stem. The processes illustrated in (2) may then be described as follows. By Degemination, a gemenate consonant is simplified word-finally and before a consonant-initial suffix. By Epenthesis, an apenthetic vowel is inserted between two consonants word-finally, and before a consonant-initial suffix. By Vowel Shortening, a long vowel becomes a short vowel before a consonant which is word-final or

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Acc.} & \quad \text{Nom.} & \quad \text{Aud.} \\
\text{a. Degemination:} & \quad 'feeling' & \quad 'right' & \quad 'price increase' \\
& \quad \text{hiss}+i & \quad \text{hak} & \quad \text{camel}+\text{dan} \\
& \quad \text{hiss} & \quad \text{hak} & \quad \text{camel}+\text{dan} \\
\text{b. Epenthesis:} & \quad 'transfer' & \quad 'bosom' & \quad 'abdomen' \\
& \quad \text{devir}+i & \quad \text{koyun} & \quad \text{karin} \\
& \quad \text{devir} & \quad \text{koyun} & \quad \text{karin}+\text{dan} \\
\text{c. Vowel Shortening:} & \quad 'time' & \quad 'warning' & \quad 'proof' \\
& \quad \text{zaman}+\text{u} & \quad \text{i:ka} & \quad \text{ispad} \\
& \quad \text{zaman} & \quad \text{i:ka}+\text{dan} & \quad \text{ispad}+\text{t} \\
\text{d. Final Devoicing:} & \quad 'ruined' & \quad 'Ahmed' & \quad 'color' \\
& \quad \text{hara}+\text{b} & \quad \text{ahmed}+\text{i} & \quad \text{reng}+\text{i} \\
& \quad \text{hara} & \quad \text{ahmed}+\text{t} & \quad \text{reng}+\text{t} \\
\text{e. k-Deletion:} & \quad 'cow' & \quad 'logic' & \quad 'foot' \\
& \quad \text{ino}+\text{i} & \quad \text{mant}+\text{i} & \quad \text{aya}+\text{i} \\
& \quad \text{inek} & \quad \text{mantik}+\text{t} & \quad \text{ayak}+\text{t} \\
\end{align*}
\]
which precedes a consonant-initial suffix. By Final Devoicing, a voiced oral stop is devoiced word-finally, or before a consonant-initial suffix. By k-Deletion, k is deleted after a short vowel if another vowel follows immediately (i.e. provided the k is not word-final or followed by a consonant-initial suffix). This brief statement is sufficient to demonstrate that the configuration:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{C} & \sigma & \text{C} \\
\end{array}
\]

plays an important role in Turkish phonology. The recurrence of this configuration is unexplained in a theory that does not recognize the syllable as a phonological entity.

In order to explain the forms in (2), then, we will assume that Turkish has a core syllable component that defines the notion "well-formed syllable" in that language. The forms in (2) demonstrate that Turkish has syllables of all the following types: CV, VC, CVC, VC. Thus, Turkish may be identified as a Type IV language. We further see that Turkish allows the V* option, but that long vowel syllables may not end with a consonant. Short vowel syllables, as already noted in Chapter 1, may terminate with a single consonant or with two-member clusters of the following types: (a) sonorant plus obstruent, (b) fricative plus stop, or (c) /K/ plus /s/. Thus the maximal syllable in Turkish is CV*CV, subject to a NSSC precluding a C after VV.

Given these observations, together with the Onset First Principle (12), we see that the processes illustrated in (2a-c) have the single effect of eliminating extrasyllabic segments from representations, either by deleting them (Degemination), inserting an epenthetic vowel (Epanthesis), or else deleting one mora of a long vowel (Vowel Shortening). These processes are illustrated below; note that automatic resyllabification takes place in the second and third examples:

\begin{center}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Degemination}
\begin{equation}
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\sigma & \text{CVC} & \text{CVC} \\
\text{his} & \rightarrow & \text{his} \\
\end{array}
\end{equation}
\item \textbf{Epanthesis}
\begin{equation}
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\sigma & \text{CVC} & \text{CVC} & \text{CVC} \\
\text{devr} & \rightarrow & \text{devir} \\
\end{array}
\end{equation}
\item \textbf{Vowel Shortening}
\begin{equation}
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\sigma & \text{CVCVC} & \text{CVCVC} & \text{CVCVC} \\
\text{zaman} & \rightarrow & \text{zaman} \\
\end{array}
\end{equation}
\end{itemize}
\end{center}

By definition (1v), the final consonant in all these examples is extrasyllabic prior to the operation of the rules in question. The rules apply to create configurations which can be fully syllabified. Notice that there is no way of predicting the way these rules apply on the basis of universal principles of syllabification; the rules in question represent the particular means by which Turkish has responded to the configurational complexity created by extrasyllabic consonants. We conclude that phonological theory must recognize the existence of extrasyllabic segments if it is to provide an adequate account of syllable conditioned phonological processes.

We return to a discussion of extrasyllabicity in Chapter 4, where we discuss vowel epanthesis processes in Klamath.
3.2 Evidence for the CV-tier

We now turn to a consideration of the evidence for incorporating a CV-tier into a general theory of the syllable. To begin with, we shall state our general assumptions. We propose, following Clements (1973, 1982) and McCarthy (1981), that the relation between the terminal and preterminal elements of syllable trees is analogous to the relation between adjacent tiers in other autosegmental systems such as tone and vowel harmony systems. In particular, this relationship is governed by the same set of conventions in all cases. Slightly different versions of these conventions are given in Clements and Ford (1979), Clements (1981) and McCarthy (1981). As we know of no evidence bearing upon the choice of these alternatives, which vary only slightly with regard to their empirical implications, we give the simplest version of them here in accordance with Clements (1981).

A minimal autosegmental representation consists of two tiers. Each of these tiers has assigned to it certain designated classes of features. One tier consists of a sequence of segments termed autosegments. The other consists of a sequence of segments which include what we term anchors; that is, designated classes of segments to which autosegments are linked under the Association Conventions to be stated below. An autosegment linked to an anchor will be termed the associate of that anchor and, conversely, an anchor linked to an autosegment will be termed the associate of that autosegment. We propose that the class of anchors in a given autosegmental system is partly determinable on universal grounds in terms of the following statements:

Figure 4

a. **tonal** autosegments are anchored to V-elements of syllable structure;
b. vowel harmony autosegments are anchored to vowels (i.e. nonconsorants are anchored to V-elements of syllable structure);
c. **nonconsorants** are anchored to V-elements of syllable structure;
d. **consorants** are anchored to C-elements of syllable structure.

These statements define the classes of segments that are linked to each other under the universal Association Conventions. Further classes of segments may be linked to each other either lexically or by rule in individual languages. For example, in Zulu "depressor consonants" are associated with low tones by a rule of the phonology; see Laugher (in press) for discussion. Thus, the class of anchors defined in (4) designates the class of segments subject to the Association Conventions, not the larger class of segments that may be linked to autosegments by language specific rules or other principles.

We state the Association Conventions as follows:

**Figure 5**

a. Link free (unassociated) autosegments with free anchors pairwise from left to right until either no further autosegments or no further anchors remain:

```
anchors: t t t t t...
autosegments: T T T T T...
```

b. Given a string of free anchors remaining after the operation of (5a), associate each anchor with the nearest available autosegment, giving precedence to
the autosegment on the left.

\[
\begin{array}{c|cccc|cccc}
\text{anchors} & t & t & \ldots & t & t \\
\text{autosegments} & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5
\end{array}
\]

These conventions are principles of universal grammar, characterizing the "unmarked" pattern of association between autosegmental tiers, and apply automatically whenever they are defined in a phonological derivation.

Let us consider now a range of evidence demonstrating the empirical justification for the CV-tier.

3.3 Mapping

The first argument for the CV-tier that we shall cite here is drawn from McCarthy's extensive discussion of word formation processes in Classical Arabic (1981). A representative sample of stems constructed from the root \( k\text{tah} \) 'write' is given below:

![Figure 6]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Binyan</th>
<th>Perfective</th>
<th>Imperfective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>katab</td>
<td>kutib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>kattab</td>
<td>kuttib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>katab</td>
<td>kutib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>?katab</td>
<td>?uktib</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each binyan represents a different derivational category. This small sample of forms is sufficient to suggest a number of generalizations. First, each form contains the discontinuous root sequence /k...t...b/. Second, each column is characterized by its own special vowel sequence. Thus the first column forms are characterized by the vowel /i/; the second column forms by the vowel sequence /ii/; the third column forms (discounting the first binyan form) by the vowel sequence /ii/; and the fourth column forms by the vowel sequence /ii/. A third generalization is that each binyan selects one among a small set of possible canonical syllable patterns. Thus, binyan I selects the (underlying) pattern CVVCVC; binyan II selects the pattern CVCCVC; binyan III selects CVVCVC; and binyan IV selects CVCCVC.³

McCarthy has shown that the word formation processes in Classical Arabic illustrated in (6) can best be characterized if we recognize the CV-tier (in McCarthy's terminology, the prosodic template) as an independent element of phonological representation. In McCarthy's account, a word is minimally constructed from three morphemes: a sequence of consonants, a sequence of vowels, and a sequence of CV elements. Each is arrayed on a separate tier. Mapping proceeds according to the Association Conventions (5), supplemented by a small number of language specific rules. Under this account, for example, the word katabah (binyan XI, perfective active) is represented in underlying form as follows:

---

³ Two comments are in order. First, vowel sequences in the first binyan alternate in a complex set of abstruse patterns which deviate from the patterns regularly found elsewhere, explaining the apparently anomalous vowel sequence of aktab. Second, the imperfective forms are characterized by a prefixed CV sequence of which only the V-element is represented in (6); the identity of this prefixed consonant is determined by subject agreement. The apparently irregular phonetic shape of the imperfective forms of the first binyan is determined by a rule which replaces underlying CVVCVC patterns to CVCCVC patterns by elision of the medial V-element. These and other points are discussed at length in McCarthy (1981), where extensive justification is given for the analysis briefly summarized here.
3.4 Unassociated CV Elements

A second type of argument for the CV-tier comes from languages which offer evidence of C-elements or V-elements which are unassociated with vowels and consonants in underlying representations. Such unassociated elements induce the automatic spreading of accessible consonants and vowels on the segmental tier. It can also be shown that they condition certain phonological rules.

3.4.1 Turkish

As a first example we return to Turkish. Consider, to begin with, the suffix alternations illustrated in the following forms:

(a) room oda odalar odaya odası odanız
river dere dereler dereye deresi dereniz
bee ari aırlar ariya arişi ariniz
(b) cap kep kepeler kepe kepİ kepİniz
stall sap saplar sapa sapi sapiniz
Ahmed ahmet ahmeller ahmede ahmedi ahmediniz

(9a) and (9b) represent the regular treatment of vowel-final and consonant-final stems, respectively. Here we shall abstract from the vowel quality alternations due to vowel harmony, and concentrate upon the number of segments in alternating suffixes. The suffixes of interest are therefore those of the final three columns. We see that after the vowel-final
stems of (9a), these three suffixes have the shape /-ye, -sl, -nlz/, respectively, while after the consonant-final stems of (9b), the same suffixes have the shape /-E, -I, -Inlz/. (We use capital letters to represent vowels which alternate regularly under vowel harmony.) The underlying form of these suffixes must be assumed to be /-ye, -sl, -Inlz/, respectively. The forms of (9) thus show that Turkish has rules of suffix allomorphy which, among other things, delete suffix-initial consonants after stem-final consonants and suffix-initial vowels after stem-final vowels.5

There is a set of stems ending in long vowels that does not conform to the above generalizations. Consider the following representative examples:

**Figure 10**

mountain daː dadar daa dai dainiz
avalanche ciː ciler cia cii ciniːz
dew ciː ciler cie cii cini

We see that the suffixes here show the same alternants that they showed after the consonant-final stems of (9b); in other words, these stems are treated phonologically as though they were consonant-final.6 We could easily predict these alternants if we could postulate a final consonant in the underlying representations of the stems. However, such a consonant never appears on the surface. Moreover, no phonological rule of Turkish gives us any indication of what the identity of such an "abstract" consonant might be: the phonological rules of Turkish would operate equally well whether we take this hypothetical consonant to be /γ/, or /θ/, or /β/, for example. For this reason such an analysis seems undesirably arbitrary.

5. The class of suffixes which undergo these rules is partly arbitrary. See, for further examples, Lewis 1967.
6. Historically the noun in question ended in the voiced velar fricative known as /yuguk/ (orthographically, Ƞ), which has been entirely lost in standard Turkish, although initials of these consonants survive as velar glides in some non-standard dialects.

On the other hand, it also seems inadequate simply to consider these forms as underlyingly vowel-final, and to mark them with a diacritic feature (say, [+ X]). Such a feature is no less "abstract" than the hypothetical consonant of the alternative just considered, since it has no phonological manifestation. Moreover, while we could extend the rules we have motivated so far to account for these cases by allowing them to refer to the presence (or absence) of the feature [ + X], such an analysis would fail to explain the fact that all the stems in this class behave uniformly as if they were consonant-final with regard to several formally independent rules of the grammar.

In short, neither the "abstract" nor the "concrete" approaches are fully satisfactory in accounting for the behavior of the stems in (10). A final proposal can be similarly eliminated: we cannot formulate the rules of suffix allomorphy in such a way as to class all long vowel stems together with consonant stems in opposition to short vowel stems, since there is a further class of long vowel stems that behave in parallel to the short vowel stems of (9); some examples follow:

**Figure 11**

la (musical note) laː latar laya laasi lainiz
spelling imaː inlatar imlaya imlaasi imliniz
building binaː binlar binya binaasi bininiz

Intuitively, we would like to be able to represent the forms in (10) as somehow having a final consonant in their underlying representation, without committing ourselves as to what, exactly, that final consonant might be. In the autosegmental framework developed here, this can be done quite simply by postulating a free C-element in these forms which does not dominate a phonetic feature matrix on the segmental tier. Thus, the long vowels in (10) will correspond to the sequence VC on the CV-tier, while those of (11) correspond to the sequence VC. Following this proposal, the segments of (10) and (11) will be autosegmentally specified as: /CVCX/ for (10),  /CVCX/ for (11).
underlying representations of 'mountain' and 'la' are as follows:

Figure 12

\[ \sigma \]
\[ C \quad V \quad C \]
\[ \sigma \]
\[ C \quad V \quad V \]

'mountain'  'la' (musical note)

The application of the rules of suffix allomorphy will be sensitive to whether the stem ends in a C or a V. However, the identity of the specific consonants and vowels on the segmental tier is irrelevant to the operation of the rules under discussion; thus, stems ending in C-elements that dominate no segmental material will behave just the same as stems whose final C-elements dominate segmental material. Returning to the example under discussion, then, since 'mountain' ends in a C-element, it triggers the rule deleting the initial consonant of the dative morpheme. The output of this rule then undergoes resyllabification (c.f. (24), Chapter 2). The derivation proceeds as follows:

Figure 13

\[ \sigma \]
\[ C \quad V \quad C \]
\[ \sigma \]
\[ C \quad V \quad V \]
\[ \sigma \]
\[ C \quad V \quad C \]
\[ \sigma \]
\[ C \quad V \quad V \]
\[ \sigma \]
\[ C \quad V \quad C \]
\[ \sigma \]
\[ C \quad V \quad V \]
\[ \sigma \]
\[ C \quad V \quad C \]
\[ \sigma \]
\[ C \quad V \quad V \]

[da\:]  [da:\:l\:a\:r]

In cases where the free C-element cannot be resyllabified by the core syllable rules of Turkish, it undergoes a rule affixing it to the preceding vowel. We formulate this rule as follows:

Figure 14

\[ \sigma \]
\[ V \quad C \]
\[ \sigma \]
\[ V \quad a \]

This rule accounts for the nominative singular and plural forms of (10) as follows:

Figure 15

a. \[ \sigma \]
\[ C \quad V \quad C \]
\[ \sigma \]
\[ C \quad V \quad C \]
\[ \sigma \]
\[ C \quad V \quad C \]

[da\:]

b. \[ \sigma \]
\[ C \quad V \quad C \]
\[ \sigma \]
\[ C \quad V \quad C \]
\[ \sigma \]
\[ C \quad V \quad C \]

[da:\:l\:a\:r]

It can easily be seen that the present analysis does not incorporate the disadvantages of the "abstract" and "concrete" approaches considered earlier. First, it is a non-abstract solution in the sense that all elements postulated in underlying representation appear on the surface as well. Specifically, the free C-elements attributed to the stems of type (10) survive either as (unpronounced) onsets of syllables, as in the final three columns, or as the second mora of the long vowels, as in the remaining forms.

Secondly, unlike the diacritic solution, it accounts for the uniform behavior of the stems of (10) with respect to the rules of suffix allomorphy: these stems behave "like ['la'] in that they are subject to the same uniform rules as a result of their identical structure. Therefore, the analysis we have outlined above is consistent with the data and with the requirements of the phonological theory.
consonant-final in all respects relevant to the operation of the rules.

There are, moreover, two further advantages of the present analysis. First, it will be seen that the stem vowel in the forms of (10) alternates between long and short values, the short variants occurring before vowel-initial suffixes. These length alternations are automatically accounted for under the present analysis, as a glance at (13) and (15) will show. In (13), illustrating the dative form, the root vowel is short because the "empty" C-element is no longer tautosyllabic with it after resyllabification, and thus fails to trigger rule (14). Only in the nominative forms (15) (and other forms involving consonant-initial suffixes) is the environment of this rule met. Thus, the process of prevocalic vowel shortening is not a separate rule of Turkish grammar, but a concomitant effect of resyllabification.

A second advantage concerns a phonetic observation not yet commented on. It will be seen that both the dative and nominative forms of 'mountain' in (10) are transcribed as having long vowels, but with a difference: the long vowel of the dative is transcribed [ə], and that of the nominative [a]. To this difference in transcription corresponds a difference in phonetics: the vowel of the dative is perceptibly longer than that of the nominative and involves a type of phonation sometimes termed "vowel resyllabication": a mode of production in which the vowel is uttered with two intensity peaks. These phonetic differences are consequences of the analysis given so far. The phonological representation assigned to the nominative characterizes this form as a monosyllable, with three units along the CV-tier (see (15a)), while the dative is represented as a bisyllabic form with four units along the CV-tier (see (13)). Given our assumption that units of the CV-tier represent timing units at the subsylabic level, the relative length of the two forms is predicted, while the "resyllabication" of the long vowel of the dative follows from the fact that it forms the peak of two successive syllables.

In summary, then, Turkish offers strong support for the recognition of the CV-tier as a central level of prosodic organization in phonological representation. Furthermore, it presents crucial evidence for the distinction between C-elements and V-elements on this tier as it is this distinction that permits a straightforward account of the contrast between two phonologically distinct types of long vowels in this language.7

3.4.2 Finnish

Finnish offers a further and equally instructive case of unassociated C and V elements. There is a phonological process in Finnish known as gradation whereby a geminate consonant cluster is simplified if the second member of the geminate cluster occurs in the onset of a closed syllable. Examples of this phenomenon are given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nom.</th>
<th>gen.</th>
<th>part.</th>
<th>iness.</th>
<th>adess.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'hat'</td>
<td>hattu</td>
<td>hatun</td>
<td>hatua</td>
<td>hatussa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'priest'</td>
<td>pappi</td>
<td>papin</td>
<td>pappia</td>
<td>papissa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'coral'</td>
<td>korkki</td>
<td>korkin</td>
<td>korkia</td>
<td>korkissa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In these forms the endings are as follows: nominative = ə, genitive = n, partitive = n ə, inessive = ən, adessive = əl. These forms clearly indicate the relevant distributional fact; namely, a geminate consonant cluster is replaced by the corresponding non-geminate consonant in the onset of a

7. For additional evidence motivating the distinction between two types of long vowels in Turkish, see Korkitt (1969).
8. The genitive form in (40) exhibits their lost alternant. The full partitive ending in (41) below as well as in such forms as lptu, 'eaten' and muku, 'food'. The alternation between en and e is due to a rule which deletes an intervocalic following a stressless vowel preceded by a C.
closed syllable. The following forms, however, represent a class of apparent counterexamples to this generalization:

Figure 17

nom. gen. part. iness. adess.
'grip' ole oteen otella otessa oleeola

As can be seen from the genitive, inessive and adessive forms, the stem must be considered as having a geminate \( \ddot{t} \). There are, however, three anomalies to be seen. First, the nominative form contains a single \( \ddot{t} \), even though the syllable of which it is the onset is an open one. Second, a long vowel represented here by the double vowel sequence \( \ddot{ee} \) is seen in the genitive, inessive and adessive forms of (17) but not in the corresponding forms of (16). Thirdly, the partitive suffix shows an unexpected geminate \( \ddot{t} \).

Keyser and Kiparsky (1982) argue that all stems in Finnish are V-final. They further represent stems of the type under consideration here as ending in a CV sequence in which the C is "empty". Hence, the underlying form of the nominative \( \ddot{ee} \) appears as:

Figure 18

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \quad \sigma \\
{\sigma} \quad (V \ C \ V \ C \ V) \\
{\sigma} \quad \sigma \\
\end{array}
\]

The final V-element (and its attendant association line) is deleted by a cyclic rule of e-Deletion which, following Keyser and Kiparsky, operates to delete a syllable final \( /e/ \) and the V dominating it.\(^9\) As a result of this rule, a stem final C is produced and, as a result of resyllabification, the final syllable is closed, thereby causing the preceding geminate \( \ddot{t} \) to degeminate. The final C, being "empty", will simply not appear on the surface.\(^{10}\)

This does not mean that this C never surfaces. In fact there is strong evidence which suggests that just this happens when the stem final C is followed by the partitive ending. To see this consider the following representation:

Figure 19

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \quad \sigma \\
V \ C \ V \ C \ V \ C \ V \\
\end{array}
\]

Given this representation, two things will happen. On the first cycle, indicated by the right bracket on the CV-tier, e-Deletion operates to delete the stem final V. Resyllabification then closes the penultimate syllable and the geminate consonant degemates. On the second cycle the stem final C associates with the initial \( \ddot{t} \) of the partitive ending by the conventions of association (5), as indicated in the following figure:

---

9. This rule deletes only the V-element in the case of unattached vowels such as that of (18). It operates, not only in the nominative case, but elsewhere as well. In what follows we shall be particularly interested in its operation in the partitive case.

10. Finnish, therefore, differs from Turkish in not having a rule associating the final stem vowel with the empty C position.
Thus, the stem final C accounts not only for the degemination observed in the nominative and in the partitive but also for the otherwise inexplicable appearance of the partitive ending as \_\_c\_c.a.

The stem final C accounts for yet another aspect of these forms. Thus far nothing has been said about the ending in the genitive form \_\_c\_c.a. In keeping with the discussion above we suppose an underlying representation as follows:

Here e-Deletion fails to apply since the stem final V is not in syllable final position. Moreover, because the syllable following the geminate \_\_a/ is an open syllable, degemination cannot apply. On the second cycle nothing happens to change these configurations and the genitive form surfaces normally, as in:

Here, as in the earlier example of the nominative \_\_c.a, as well as in the Turkish example \_\_c.a, we see that a C element associated with no segmental material has no surface manifestation. Similar accounts may be given of the inessive and adessive forms.

We see, then, that Finnish provides strong support not only for unassociated elements on the CV tier but for CV representation in general, since it is difficult to see how these various forms of \_\_c.a could otherwise be accounted for in a phonologically principled way.

3.5 Compensatory Lengthening

The phenomenon of compensatory lengthening is a consequence of spreading as we have characterized it in the previous section. What is distinctive about compensatory lengthening is that it involves spreading to an unoccupied position in the CV-tier that had earlier been occupied by a consonant or vowel. Compensatory lengthening may thus be viewed as involving a "re-timing" of relations within the syllable, word, or (in some cases) phrase, according to which some segments spread to positions left available by other segments.

Preaspiration in Icelandic has been described as a type of compensatory lengthening by Thórúeinsson (1976). As his findings are highly relevant to the present discussion, we shall summarize them here. In Icelandic, the past tense is formed by means of the suffix \_\_a, as shown by the following forms:
The first member of a pair of identical voiceless aspirated stops (represented by p and k in the orthography) is replaced by [h] as a result of a highly productive rule of the phonology. Thus, for example, the past tense suffix [t] causes a stem final [t] to be replaced by [h]:

Upon deletion of the [t], the [h] spreads to the C-element left unoccupied. The result is a long vowel, the second component of which is aspirated. This, of course, is precisely the articulatory description of the phonetic sequence [æh].

As this example shows, the argument for the CV-tier from compensatory lengthening is analogous to the argument for the autosegmental representation of tone from the "stability" of the tonal tier. The phonological reality of the CV-tier is demonstrated by the fact that it retains its identity in spite of processes which delete elements of the segmental tier (or the supralaryngeal tier, as in Thráinsson's example).11

3.6 The Mora

Our fourth argument for the CV-tier is based upon the linguistic category "mora". We understand the mora as a unit involved in the determination of syllable weight, such that light syllables count as one mora and heavy syllables count as two. As remarked earlier in Chapter 1, the distinction between light and heavy syllables plays an important role in many languages. For example, in English this distinction is crucial in predicting the placement of stress within a word.

11. For extensive discussion of compensatory lengthening in Ancient Greek dialects within a framework related to ours, see Steriade (1982).
Recall that in Chapter 1, we defined heavy and light syllables in terms of units of the CV-tier. A heavy syllable is one containing a complex (branching) nucleus; and a light syllable is one containing a simple (non-branching) nucleus. The concept “mora” may be characterized in terms of this distinction as follows:

Figure 26

A mora is any element of the CV-tier dominated by the node “Nucleus” in the Nucleus display.

We now examine Danish, a language in which the mora plays a particularly significant role. Let us first consider a set of facts suggesting that the syllable functions as a phonological unit in Danish. As has frequently been observed (see e.g. Stamann 1985, Basbøll 1974), the consonants /p t k d g r/ have the regular variants [b d g ð ñ] in syllable-final position. For example:

Figure 27

a. syllable-initial
/p/  rær
/t/  tæt
/k/  kast
/d/  dad
/g/  gæg
/r/  ræ:n  'clean'

b. syllable-final
/p/  jomfru
/t/  nystyle
/k/  lagom
/d/  døg
/r/  smør

The syllable-final variants also occur immediately before unstressed reduced vowels.15

Figure 28

/p/  kopp
/t/  pær
/k/  hak
/d/  re:d
/r/  bære

As is already implicit in the characterization given in (27), the allophony of /p t k d g r/ is determined by the position of the consonant within the syllable. In particular, in syllable-final position, a voiceless stop voices, a voiced stop spirantizes and /r/ becomes a glide [ɹ]. As we observe in (28), the same set of variations occurs before unstressed, reduced vowels. These facts can be accounted for naturally if we make the assumption that consonants are ambisyllabic in this environment.16 We may state the rule of ambisyllabification as follows:

12. In some usages, the term “mora” is confined to languages in which the mora bears tone or pitch accent. We may restrict our definition to reflect this usage by adding the qualification “...that functions as a tone bearing unit” to the definition in (25). The broader definition of the term “mora” as characterized in (26) will be assumed in the present discussion.
13. [ɹ] is optionally realized as [f], [f], or ə by younger speakers and is elided after nasals; [ɹ] may be elided after sonorants (cf. Basbøll 1974).
14. The ə represents the glide; see discussion below.
15. Reduced vowels are deleted after sonorants. Hence there are no examples of /r/ comparable to the other forms in (26).
16. Such an analysis was earlier suggested by Martinet (1957).
Figure 29: Danish Ambisyllabification

Given this rule, all of the facts discussed above can be subsumed under a single generalization.

Let us turn now to a consideration of the accentual feature known as the stød. The stød is a laryngeal gesture involving a momentary and usually partial constriction of the glottis during the production of a voiced continuant (vowel or consonant). This feature occurs at most once per syllable and its position is determined by the structure of the syllable. If the syllable contains a long vowel, the stød is manifested on the second mora of the vowel; for example, [huːsa] 'house'. If it contains a short vowel immediately followed by a sonorant or [ı], then the stød is realized on the consonant; for example, [daːn?:si] 'Danish'. Finally, if a syllable which might otherwise be expected to have a stød ends in a short vowel plus an obstruent other than [s], then the stød has no phonetic realization, except in certain Western varieties of standard Danish where a characteristic intonation pattern normally associated with the stød appears. The stød is phonemic in Danish, as is evidenced by such minimal pairs as the following:

Figure 30

a. man?mand 'man'
   man 'you' (impersonal)

b. væl?væld 'spring'

c. klaer?klaeder 'becomes, suits'
   klaer 'clothes'

A long vowel in a stød-bearing syllable may be shortened if it is followed in syllable-final position by one of the voiced continuants [ɹ, w, y] manifesting /d, v, r/ respectively. In this case the stød may be moved to the sonorant or [ɹ]. We thus find variants such as the following:

Figure 31

a. fo:da ~ fo:da 'toot'
   toed 'toot'

b. dæ:gy ~ dæ:gy 'day'
   day 'day'

c. sbi:k ~ sbi:d 'spire'

We have written the stød immediately following the segment with which it coincides phonetically. In each case, therefore, it coincides either with the second half of the long vowel or with the sonorant immediately following the short vowel. A provisional account of the distribution of stød might take the following form: the stød coincides with the second mora of a heavy syllable, where that mora is occupied by a sonorant or [ɹ].

Now let us consider the occurrence of stød in VCV sequences where the second V is a reduced vowel. On the basis of our previous claim that the first C in such sequences is ambisyllabic, we might expect that a stød will be realized on that consonant under otherwise appropriate circumstances and, in fact, this is the case:

Figure 32

17. Our description is based primarily upon the phonetic studies of Laubro (1968) and Peterson (1973). Laubro has incompletely transcribed her spectrograms in several cases.
3.7 Branching Segments

In the earlier literature (see, for example, Hoard 1967, Campbell 1974 among others) a category of complex segments was proposed. This term refers to units (both consonants and vowels) which count phonologically as single segments but which have internal structure comparable to that of sequences of segments. For example, affricates, pre-nasalized stops and diphthongs have been viewed in these terms. As we have seen (Chapter 2), the present approach to syllable structure enables us to characterize such segments in terms of one-many associations between a single element of the CV-tier and a sequence of elements on the segmental tier.

As an illustration of the treatment of complex segments within the present framework, we turn to an example from Spanish.\textsuperscript{19} In this language a wide variety of diphthongs arise as a result of sequences of identical vowels occurring both within and across word boundaries. These diphthongs constitute single metrical units, as evidenced by the manner in which they are scanned in Spanish verse (see, for example, Navarro Tomás 1972). The following figure represents the results of these diphthongization processes in two varieties of Spanish. The data from standard Mexican Spanish are taken from Harris (1970) and those from Chicano Spanish from Hutchinson (1974) and Reyes (1970).

---

\textsuperscript{19} See Keyser and Kiparsky (1982) for further evidence for branching segments in Finnish.

---

\textsuperscript{18} We assume that a stød associated with an obstructed other than [8] is deleted by a later rule. Any stød which cannot be associated by (33) is left “floating”, and remains unpronounced. The full statement of the alternations between stød and \textsuperscript{d} are extremely complex, governed in part by morphological factors. Here we have attempted only to define the phonological contexts in which lexically and grammatically conditioned stöds may be phonetically realized.
We have used subscripted arcs to designate vowels which are described as "short". The ? entries indicate gaps in the available information. We have been unable to determine whether like vowel sequences retain some degree of length or reduce to single short vowels in the variety of Spanish described in the first column, but shall assume for the purposes of the following discussion that the first alternative is correct. If the second alternative proves to be correct, however, our description can be modified by the addition of a vowel shortening rule which will have no other consequences for our analysis.

A preliminary analysis of the data in (34) above might lead one to suppose that the following phonological processes are involved: (1) a vowel is shortened before another vowel, (2) a shortened, non-low vowel is raised, (3) a shortened, low vowel is deleted, and (4) a sequence of two identical vowels is simplified to a single vowel. The first of these processes would be common to both varieties of Spanish, while the remaining processes would be characteristic of Chicano allegretto speech alone. For purposes of the discussion we formalize this preliminary hypothesis as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Figure 35} \\
& a. \quad V \rightarrow [+\text{short}] \rightarrow V \\
& b. \quad [+\text{short}] \rightarrow [+\text{high}] \\
& c. \quad [+\text{short}] \rightarrow \text{[low]} \\
& d. \quad [+\text{syl}] \rightarrow 0, 2 \quad \text{(where } 1=2) \\
\end{align*}
\]
Upon closer examination, however, we can find a number of problems with this account. First of all, spectrographic evidence reported by Hutchinson (1974) shows that the non-identical vowel sequences of Chicano allegretto style have the duration of single, stressed vowel nuclei, no matter where the stress falls in the input sequence. The shortening rule given as (35a) cannot yield this result since its output will be a shortened vowel followed by a normal vowel, a sequence whose duration will necessarily exceed that of a normal vowel. In order to produce the correct output, it would be necessary to modify (35a) so that both vowels are shortened to the duration of a single vowel.

Secondly, this analysis does not account for the observation that if either input vowel is stressed, the resulting vowel or vowel sequence is stressed. Consider the following examples (orthographic forms are given to the left of the arrow with stresses marked; note that orthographic h is "silent" in Spanish):

- a. tongo bipo ---+ tongo bipo "I have the hiccups."
- b. como Eva ---+ como Eva "like Eva"
- c. esta hija ---+ esta hija "this daughter"
- d. coni uvitas ---+ coni uvitas "I ate grapes."
- e. cortó uvitas ---+ cortó uvitas "he cut grapes."
- f. vendrá inez ---+ vendrá inez "inez will come."

In the first set of examples, (36a-c), the initial vowel of the VV sequence is stressless and the second vowel is stressed. In the second set of examples, (36d-f), the initial vowel is stressed and the second vowel is stressless. In both cases the shortening or deletion of the initial vowel results in a sequence in which the second vowel is perceived as the bearer of stress. These facts are not accommodated under the analysis given above.

Thirdly, the rules given in (35) involve an ordering paradox which strongly argues against this analysis. To see this consider sequences of the form /oa/ and /ou/. We must assume that rule (35d) applies before rule (35b) in the case of /oa/ in order to arrive at the correct surface output [o]. However, in the case of /ou/ we must suppose the reverse order to derive the desired [u]. This is illustrated below:

---

21. Hutchinson is aware of this problem and deals with it by the addition of a separate rule to shift accent onto the second vowel of a VV sequence in allegretto speech. There is, however, a generalization which Hutchinson's account misses. Notice that the set of strings affected by the accent shift rule is co-extensive with the set of strings affected by the vowel sandhi rules postulated for vowel sandhi in allegretto style. These rules all have the property that the initial vowel of a two vowel sequence is either deleted or otherwise altered so that it is no longer capable of bearing stress. The fact that stress surfaces on the following vowel should, if possible, follow automatically from the changes that occur in the initial vowel. In the account given in Hutchinson it is merely accidental that the accent shift rule moves the stress to the vowel that "survives" the reduction rules.
Figure 37

a. /oo/  
   \  ^ by (35d) 
  - by (35b) 
  \ [o] output
b. /ou/  
   \  ^ by (35b) 
  - by (35b) 
  \ [u] output

Apparently, (35d) applies wherever it can in a derivation. This behavior cannot be explained under generally accepted principles of rule interaction.

Clearly, one or another (or all) of these deficiencies could be dealt with by the addition of further rules or ad hoc principles of rule application and the like. However, the fact that we have to have recourse to such alternatives is in itself prima facie evidence that the linear approach fails to characterize these processes correctly. We turn now to a solution to these problems, elaborating on certain ideas suggested by Reyes (1978).

To begin with, let us recall the observation, made earlier, that vowel sequences across word boundaries normally constitute single rhythmic units in all varieties of Spanish. We postulate that this rhythm unit is the foot, a category of metrical analysis which is hierarchically superordinate to the elements of the syllable tier. Foet are formed according to the following principles, which hold for all varieties of Spanish:22

Figure 38 - Foot Construction

a. A C-initial syllable constitutes the left branch of a foot.

b. A V-initial syllable constitutes the left branch of a foot only if it is phrase initial; otherwise, it is a member of the same foot as the preceding syllable.

c. A foot is stressed iff it dominates a syllable which is stressed.

In terms of these principles (35d) will have the following foot structure prior to the sandhi processes applying in Chicano speech:

Figure 39

In addition to these pan-hispanic principles of foot construction, Chicano allegretto style is characterized by three additional rules. The first of these simplifies any sequence of two consecutive V-elements by deleting the second and reassociating the remaining vowel to the first:

Figure 40 - V Degeneration (Chicano allegretto)

(The symbols x and y are to be understood as variables ranging over single segments of the segmental tier.) (40) creates a diphthong which, by virtue of

---

22. We have stated (35a-c) as language specific principles. However, it seems likely that (35c), unlike the others, is a universal principle which does not need to be stated as part of Spanish phonology. The unit "foot" under consideration here should not be identified with the foot discussed in Harris (1983), which is a higher ranking prosodic unit than the unit under discussion here.
being dominated by a single V, constitutes a single timing unit. It is this rule that accounts for the observation by Hutchinson cited earlier, according to which vowel sequences in Chicano allegretto style have the same duration as single vowels.

To complete our description of Chicano allegretto style, we need two additional rules, one that accounts for the raising of mid vowels to high vowels, and another that accounts for the deletion of low vowels. These rules may be defined upon the diphthongal configurations created by rule (40), as follows:

Figure 41 - Mid Vowel Raising (Chicano allegretto)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
V \\
[-\text{low}] \\
\text{[+high]}
\end{array}
\]

Figure 42 - Low Vowel Deletion (Chicano allegretto)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
V \\
[+\text{low}] \\
\emptyset
\end{array}
\]

We illustrate these rules with the following derivation of the consocutive vowel sequence of example (30a):

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma & \quad \sigma \quad \sigma \\
V & \quad V \quad \Longrightarrow \quad V \\
\sigma & \quad \sigma \\
\sigma & \quad \sigma \\
o & \quad i \\
\emptyset & \quad \emptyset
\end{align*}
\]

(by (38)) (by (40)) (by (41))

(We assume that \(\sigma\)-nodes which do not dominate other elements are deleted by convention. This accounts for the loss of the second \(\sigma\)-node in the third stage of the derivation in (43).)

Returning to the set of problems noted earlier, we have already seen that under the present account, the problem of duration inherent in the linear account no longer exists. This is because the application of (40) turns a sequence of segments associated with two separate timing units into a sequence of segments associated with a single timing unit, thereby accounting for the durational relationships noted by Hutchinson.24

The second problem raised by the linear account concerns the shifting of stress onto the vowel which survives the processes of vowel reduction. Recall that this shift should follow automatically as a consequence of the vowel sandhi rules, but cannot in a linear account. In terms of the hierarchical framework given above, however, stress shift follows automatically. We assume that stress (indicated by *) is a property of the

---

23. (40) is formulated in a maximally simple fashion, deleting the second of two V-elements occurring anywhere in a phonological representation. It may be, however, that this rule will need to be modified in an appropriate way to prevent its application to heterosyllabic, word-internal sequences such as those of high 'bay' or sun 'ynt'. Since it is unclear at this point exactly what modifications will be involved, we provisionally leave (40) as it stands.

24. It should be noted that this analysis says nothing about the shortening process reported for standard Spanish whereby the first member of a two-vowel-sequence is said to be shortened with respect to the second. Assuming that these facts can be confirmed by experimental investigation, they are in all probability best treated in terms of the phonetic component, which specifies phonetic vowel duration as a function of vowel height, contextual features and the like. It seems reasonable to think such specifications do not interact with phonological processes of the type described above.
syllable tier in Spanish and is assigned by an independent set of rules. Once stress is assigned, it percolates upwards to the F node in accordance with (38c). At this level, stress will be preserved no matter what processes may operate to delete elements on the syllable tier.

We turn now to the third problem, involving the apparent ordering paradox illustrated in (37). After Foot Construction (38) applies, the underlying sequences /oa/ and /ou/ have the following shapes:

*Figure 44*

a. \[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{V} \\
\text{o} \\
\text{o}
\end{array} \]  

b. \[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{V} \\
\text{o} \\
\text{u}
\end{array} \]

These configurations, as we have seen, describe vowel sequences which constitute single timing units. From this point of view the first configuration (44a) presents a representation which is phonetically indistinguishable from the following:

*Figure 45*

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{V} \\
\text{\underline{u}}
\end{array} \]

The question which is of interest here is whether there is a phonological difference between (44a) and (45) or whether they are, in fact, simply notational variants of one another. Our first observation is that both of these representations have only one phonetic interpretation: that of a phonological unit having the quality of the vowel /a/ and occupying a single unit of timing. Our second observation is that representations like (44a) and (45) never appear to be differentiated by phonological rules: phonological rules always act as if the simpler of the two representations, that is, (45), were present. On the basis of these observations we propose the following universal convention on phonological representations:

*Figure 46 - Twin Sister Convention*

**Twin sisters degenerate.**

This convention, which is defined on melody units (autosegments) only, applies whenever the relevant configuration arises.25

This convention provides the solution to the ordering paradox discussed earlier. The Twin Sister Convention (46) applies automatically to the output of V Degemination to convert representation (44a) into (45), thereby bleeding the operation of Mid Vowel Raising (41). This rule, however, can still apply to (44b), converting this representation into the following:

*Figure 47*

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{V} \\
\text{\underline{u}}
\end{array} \]

To this representation the Twin Sister Convention applies, simplifying the like vowel sequence to the single vowel /\text{u}/. We are thus able to account for the facts of Spanish vowel degemination solely in terms of principles that are independently motivated in phonological theory.

---

25. This convention is widely assumed in autosegmental studies of tone, see, for example, Eidemöller (1978). A similar convention is invoked by Harris in his recent study of Spanish plural formation (Harris 1980). For evidence that the Twin Sister Convention does not apply when one of the two identical autosegments is associated with an accented element on the related tier, see Kissambithi (1991).
3.8 French Liaison and the Feature [+syllabic]

In this section we turn to a consideration of French liaison from the point of view of the three-tiered model of the syllable developed up to this point. We attempt to show that within this framework there is a natural account of French liaison which is not available in linear terms. We also show that the facts which led Chomsky and Halle (1968) to postulate a feature [+syllabic] receive a simple reinterpretation within this framework.

Consider the following examples of French liaison drawn from Chomsky and Halle (1968, 353f):

**Figure 48**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonants</th>
<th>Liquids</th>
<th>Vowels</th>
<th>Glides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>petit garçon</td>
<td>petit livre</td>
<td>petit enfant</td>
<td>petit oiseau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cher garçon</td>
<td>cher livre</td>
<td>cher enfant</td>
<td>cher oiseau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>le garçon</td>
<td>le livre</td>
<td>le enfant</td>
<td>le oiseau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pareil gâchis</td>
<td>pareil livre</td>
<td>visite ami</td>
<td>visite oiseau</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These forms illustrate the well-known linking phenomena in French whereby a word-final consonant deletes preceding a word which begins with an obstruent or a liquid, and a word-final vowel deletes preceding a word which begins with a vowel or a glide. In order to capture this phenomenon Schane (1968) proposed the following relatively straightforward rule:

**Figure 49 - Liaison (Schane)**

\[ [-\text{voc}] \quad \text{--->} \quad \emptyset / \quad \# \quad [\text{acon}] \]

However, as Milner (1967) showed, Schane's solution runs into difficulties when one considers the behavior of glide-initial loanwords in French. Thus, *voc* and *whisky* trigger deletion of a preceding consonant in *led voye* or *petit whisky* while they fail to trigger elision of a preceding vowel in *le voye* and *le whisky*. If Schane's rule is to be maintained, these forms would require an additional rule of liaison restricted just to foreign words:

**Figure 51 - Liaison (Foreign Words)**

1. \[ [+\text{voc}] \quad \text{--->} \quad \emptyset / \quad \# \quad [-\text{voc}] \]
2. \[ [-\text{voc}] \quad \text{--->} \quad \emptyset / \quad \# \quad [+\text{voc}] \]

These two rules are clearly undesirable because they cannot be collapsed. To overcome this difficulty Milner and C.J. Bailey suggested that the distinctive feature category syllabic be substituted for the category vocalic. This suggestion gives rise to the following characterization of the major classes of speech sounds:
In terms of this division of features it is possible to replace (51) with a rule sensitive to the feature category *syllabic* as follows (Chomsky and Halle 1968, 355):26

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>feature</th>
<th>sonorant</th>
<th>syllabic</th>
<th>consonantal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vowels</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liquids</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasals</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glides</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obstructions</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite the evident simplicity of this solution, there are certain problems which suggest that it is not correct. To begin with, the truncation rule, as mentioned in footnote 26, should not apply to laterals or to nasals. This latter point requires some discussion, due to the apparent fact that nasals show the same pattern of truncation as obstructions:

26. This rule, as it stands, will delete liquids, nasals, and obstructions before vowels and glides. It therefore differs from (51) which did not apply to liquids. In fact, as we shall see in the following discussion, the truncation rule should apply only to obstructions and some instances of *yogi*.
neuf and onze. What is significant about these words for our present discussion is that they are exceptions to both truncation rules. Thus, an analysis treating phrase-final truncation as distinct from phrase-internal truncation is unable to account for the fact that any word that is an exception to one is an exception to the other.

Thus, we are faced with the following dilemma. If we take the consonant-final shapes of the truncating words as their underlying representation, the truncation rule will have a large number of exceptions in the native vocabulary of the language. If, on the other hand, we take the vowel-final shapes as underlying and insert the appropriate consonants by an epenthesis rule, then we will be unable to predict which consonant will be inserted on phonological grounds. Moreover, we will be faced with a small number of exceptions consisting of vowel final words to which epenthesis never applies (jett, fichu, vrat, domi, sacré).

The germ of a solution to this problem is contained in the following comment by Malmberg (1972, 140):

Au point de vue fonctionnel, on peut regarder les consonnes de liaison comme des phonèmes latents qui demandent certaines conditions pour se réaliser.

How, exactly, might we characterize the notion "latent phonemes"? Intuitively we are dealing with an element of the underlying representation of a word which may be "phonetically realized" only if it can be assigned to a syllable, failing which it simply does not appear. Readers familiar with the literature on stress systems will recognize a similarity between this notion and that of "extrametrical elements" - elements which, while belonging to underlying representations, are idiosyncratically marked with a feature which excludes them from the domain within which prosodic rules, such as rules of stress assignment, apply (cf. Hayes 1981). In metrical

27 The fact that some of these items end in orthographic e does not reflect any systematic difference in their phonological behavior.
representations, for example, such elements are unassociated with higher level tree structure.

We propose to treat the truncating obstructions (as well as the truncating /r/) in a similar manner. These consonants will be present in the underlying representation of a word, but, unlike other segments, they will be marked by a feature which excludes them from the domain of core syllabification. These segments will become associated with a node by rule in certain contexts. The most general of these contexts is the "liaison" context - roughly, the position before a vowel-initial word belonging to the same syntactic unit (for further discussion, see Selkirk (1974)). We may now distinguish among such minimally distinct forms as don 'gift', don't 'of which' and doon 'therefore' as follows:

![Figure 56](image)

By the rule of Liaison, a consonant is linked to the syllable node dominating an immediately following vowel, providing the appropriate syntactic conditions are satisfied. This rule introduces the association lines accounting for both instances of Liaison in the phrase don't up ami 'whose friend':

![Figure 57](image)

Note that Liaison affects both extrasyllabic and fully syllabified consonants; we assume that derived ambisyllabic segments, such as the [ŋ] in (57), are subsequently (or perhaps simultaneously) disassociated from the syllable to their left. Finally, "latent" (extrasyllabic) consonants which do not undergo Liaison are deleted by a context-free rule, to be stated below.

We propose the following generalizations about the distribution of extrasyllabic segments in the lexicon:

![Figure 58](image)

a. only obstructions and /r/ may be extrasyllabic.

b. extrasyllabic consonants or consonant sequences occurring finally in noun and verb stems (roots plus any derivational endings) undergo obligatory truncation in the lexicon.

c. only word final consonants or consonant sequences may be extrasyllabic. 

(58a) expresses the fact that sonorants other than /r/ never undergo truncation; this follows in our account from the fact that they are always associated with a node. (58b) expresses the fact that consonants that are
members of noun and verb stems never undergo truncation. Finally, (68c) reflects the fact that in all cases except those enumerated in (68a-b), word-final consonants may or may not undergo truncation, depending upon the lexical item in question (compare don't and done).

The following examples, drawn from style conjunto, illustrate (59b,c) above:

**Figure 59**

a. *il prend un train.*  'he takes a train.'

b. *il prenaît un train.*  'he took a train.'

**Figure 60**

a. *un marchand italien*  'an Italian tradesman'

b. *des marchands italiens*  'Italian tradesman'

In such examples, we see that stem-final consonants regularly truncate, while inflectional endings may undergo liaison.

The rules accounting for Liaison and Truncation can be formulated as follows:

**Figure 61 - Liaison**

\[
C \longrightarrow \emptyset / \underline{3} \\
\]

(under appropriate syntactic conditions)

**Figure 62 - Consonant Truncation**

\[
C' \longrightarrow \emptyset \\
\]

**Figure 63 - Vowel Elision**

\[
V \longrightarrow \emptyset / \underline{V} \\
\]

We formulate Liaison as a rule linking a C-element to the syllable node dominating a following V-element. Consonant Truncation and Vowel Elision are stated as separate rules, the first of which deletes an extrasyllabic consonant (indicated by the prime) context freely and the second of which deletes schwa before a following V-element. We assume, finally, a rule of Glide Formation as mentioned earlier, which is ordered after the rules of Liaison and Truncation and which operates to turn /wazo/ into [wazo] 'bird'.

We now turn to some further consequences of our analysis. We begin by considering some problems noted by Schane (1979) for a syllable-based analysis of French, and show that these problems do not arise within the present framework. Schane considers a formulation of Consonant Truncation according to which a consonant is deleted before a syllable boundary. Such a rule could be formulated as follows:

**Figure 64**

\[
C \longrightarrow \emptyset / \underline{3} \\
\]

where 3 = syllable boundary

30. Exceptions to this generalization consist of a few roots which occur in common or fixed expressions, such as *nuit* 'night' occurring in *nuit de l'an* 'night and day', where liaison is possible for some speakers.

31. The reader will observe that we have not introduced boundaries such as (77.X) in the statement of our rules of Liaison and Truncation. It seems likely that the rules we are discussing refer in part to hierarchical aspects of syntactic organization and only involve a category by category lining of contexts. For related discussion involving Italian see Napoli and Nespola (1979).
Schane observes that such a rule would apply incorrectly to delete word-internal consonants in words such as couler [ikter]. In the present analysis, however, such a problem does not arise since the rule of Consonant Truncation does not apply to syllable-final consonants, but rather to unassociated C-elements, which are restricted in occurrence to word-final position by the principles of (60). Notice that our analysis has a further advantage over a syllable boundary approach in the treatment of words such as respect [resp], aspect [aspec], and suspect [suspe], which contrast with words such as direct [direkt], correct [korekt], and intellect [iltrekt] in that the orthographic sequence g is not pronounced in the former. That these words have final consonants in their underlying representation, however, is shown by such related words as respecter, espècted, and respecteur, in which the orthographic g is pronounced. Under an analysis incorporating rule (64), all the items in the much larger class of words including direct, correct and intellect must be marked as exceptions. Furthermore, the stems respect, aspect and suspect must also be marked as exceptional just in case an affix follows, in order to account for the phonetic [s] in forms like respectuer. In the present analysis, on the other hand, the three items respect, aspect, and suspect are represented with final unassociated consonants. When suffixes are added, these consonants are no longer word-final; hence (by the principles stated earlier) they cannot be extrasyllabic.

A second problem raised by Schane involves the treatment of irregular forms such as the numeral six. The final consonant of this word undergoes truncation in liaison contexts before consonant-initial words, appears as [z] in liaison contexts before vowel-initial words, and appears as [s] in non-liaison contexts:

\[
\text{Figure 66}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{si[6]} & \text{garçons} \quad \text{'six boys'} \\
\text{si[z]} & \text{amis} \quad \text{'six friends'} \\
\text{si[s]} & \text{arrivent} \quad \text{'six arrive'} \\
\text{si[s]} & \text{(pre-pausally) 'six'}
\end{array}
\]

The problem here is that while six is an exception to Schane's Consonant Truncation given in (64), it is only partly so, since it undergoes Truncation regularly in liaison environments. There is no principled way of accounting for this partial exceptionality within a framework incorporating (64).

Once again this problem does not arise within the present approach. Assuming that the underlying shape of this word is /sɪs/, we mark this word as undergoing the following minor rule, ordered after Liaison.\textsuperscript{32}

\[
\text{Figure 66}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\downarrow \\
\text{C'}
\end{array}
\]

\text{(in non-liaison contexts)}

To account for the [z] of s\text{is} amis, we assume a minor rule of intervocalic voicing which is restricted to the numerals six, dix and, in some styles, peuf.

Thirdly, Schane calls attention to the problem raised by words beginning with h-aspire. This consists of a class of words which begin with phonetic vowels, but which behave phonologically as if they began with consonants. The following data are illustrative:

\textsuperscript{32} This rule also applies variably as a major rule in liaison contexts, for some speakers, where it takes precedence over (64).
been independently motivated in our earlier discussions of Finnish and Turkish; namely, the use of C-elements which are unassociated with elements on the segmental tier.  

Our analysis is similar in certain respects to the "abstract" analysis of h-aspiré words proposed by Selkirk and Vergnaud (1973). In their analysis, the fact that h-aspiré words behave phonologically as if they began with a consonant is explained by attributing an initial /h/ to their underlying representation. This segment is deleted after all other phonological rules have applied. Our approach is similar to theirs in that it treats both h-aspiré words and consonant-initial words as identical in the relevant respect; namely, words of both types begin with C-elements. However, unlike Selkirk and Vergnaud, we are not constrained to assign any specific identity to the initial C-element of h-aspiré words. In this respect our analysis is not abstract at all since we postulate no segment underlyingly which is not also present at the surface.

More recently, however, a number of phonologists have argued that h-aspiré words should not be treated as consonant-initial words at all, but rather as vowel-initial words identical in their underlying representation to other vowel-initial words in French. The idiosyncratic behavior of h-aspiré words is accounted for, under such proposals, by assigning them a set of diacritic features marking them as exceptions to each of the rules which they fail to undergo.

These approaches are motivated by the justifiable desire to avoid excessive abstractness in underlying representations. However, there are a number of problems with such approaches which we do not believe have been adequately dealt with in the relevant literature. First of all, in order to mark h-aspiré words as exceptions to rules, it is necessary to formulate the

---

33. This analysis of h-aspiré words has been independently suggested by Morris Halle.
34. These arguments generalize, as noted earlier, to the analysis of Finnish and Turkish.
relevant rules in such a way that the words in question satisfy their structural
descriptions. Take, for example, the treatment of consonant truncation,
which has traditionally been formulated as follows:

\[
\text{Figure 69}
\]
\[
C \rightarrow G / \quad (\#)\]
\[
\quad (C)
\]

This rule, as we have seen, applies not only before consonant-initial words
but before h-aspiré words as well. Thus, it applies, for example, before a
word like héro. However, if h-aspiré words are treated underlyingly as
vowel-initial, there is no straightforward way to account for this fact by a rule
like (69). Parity to solve this problem, Klausenberger (1978) suggests that
truncating words like petit be represented as vowel-final underlyingly, and
that consonant truncation be reformulated as a rule of consonant insertion,
as follows:

\[
\text{Figure 70}
\]
\[
G \rightarrow C / \quad (\#)V
\]

Words like héro can now simply be marked as context exceptions to this
rule.

There is no way of predicting which consonant is to be inserted in any
given casewithout a further and highly complex elaboration of the rule
feature analysis. This is not a "pseudo-problem", as Klausenberger
suggests (1978, 28). He states: "It can simply be asserted that whatever
means is used to determine the underlying final consonant, in the deletion
analysis, may also be employed in deciding which consonant must be
inserted." The means used in the deletion analysis to determine the identity

of the underlying final consonant in words like petit is simply scansion of the
underlying representation. Since the underlying representation does not
contain a t in Klausenberger's analysis, inspection of it can reveal nothing.
Thus, we are unable to agree that this is a pseudo-problem but rather raise it
again, with Schane (1973), as a serious problem for this type of analysis.

A second problem for "concrete" analyses of h-aspiré words, first
pointed out by Selkirk and Vergnaud, is the fact that this set of words, while
varying in membership from speaker to speaker, behaves consistently like
consonant-initial words with respect to all the relevant rules of the
phonology. Thus, we do not find in the speech of single speakers examples
of h-aspiré words which behave like vowel-initial words with respect to some
rules and like consonant-initial words with respect to others. For example,
taking the set of forms given in (67) as our basis for comparison, no speaker
exhibits sets of forms like the following:

\[
\text{Figure 71}
\]
\[
a. \text{petit} \quad \text{héro}
\]
\[
\text{t}[z] \quad \text{héro}
\]
\[
\quad \text{nouveau} \quad \text{héros}
\]
\[
b. \quad \text{si}[z] \quad \text{héros}
\]
\[
\quad \text{bel} \quad \text{héros}
\]
\[
\quad \text{bon} \quad \text{héros}
\]

This fact follows automatically from any analysis that postulates an
underlying initial consonant, whether "abstract" as in the Selkirk and
Vergnaud analysis, or non-abstract as in ours. But it does not follow from an
analysis that treats h-aspiré words as vowel-initial. By normal processes of
historical loss, we should expect some exception features to be eliminated
and others retained, creating sets of data such as that given in (71) above.
In the face of this argument, a proponent of the concrete analysis may take one of two positions. The first is to deny that the facts are as stated above, claiming that data sets such as that given in (71) are, in fact, attestable in the speech of single speakers. The second is to acknowledge the correctness of the facts as stated above, and introduce a novel mechanism in support of the analysis. Both positions have, in fact, been taken in the recent literature. Tranell (1981, 299) argues for the former. His evidence consists solely of a discussion of the word *hamacon* 'hook' as it occurs in the expression *mordre a hamacon* 'nibble at the bait'. According to his source, all speakers use the elided form of the article in the latter expression, but divide as to whether the word *hamacon* triggers consonant truncation elsewhere. This observation, however, cannot be taken as evidence against our claim that h-aspiré words behave uniformly with respect to all relevant phonological rules. One can cite numerous instances of words which have idiosyncratic pronunciations in certain fixed expressions. For example, many speakers of American English who ordinarily use the article *a* before h-initial words use the form *an* before the single lexical item *historical*, pronouncing the latter without an h initially. Nonetheless, they will pronounce *historical* with an initial h in all other contexts. It is reasonable to suppose that these speakers delete the initial h just in the sequence *an historical*. A similar account is sufficient to explain the behavior of *hamacon*. What would be required to falsify the claim that *hamacon* behaves consistently for any given speaker with regard to French phonological rules would be to show, for example, that *hamacon* regularly takes the elided form of the definite article (*l'hamacon*) but the truncated form of the indefinite article (*un* *hamacon*) in all contexts in which these words may occur, in the speech of a single speaker. We know of no facts leading us to suppose that this is the case. We conclude that Tranell's observation provides no evidence in favor of treating h-aspiré words as vowel-initial.

The second approach is taken by Gaalone (1978) and Klausenberger (1979), both of whom agree that the facts are correct as we have characterized them but who attempt to accommodate these facts by introducing a novel theoretical device, which we might term the "umbrella" feature. Such features serve to express the exceptionality of a form not to one but to a set of rules, which need have no formal properties in common, other than, as in the present case, that of applying across word boundaries before vowel initial words. In the case of the analyses proposed by Gaalone and Klausenberger, this feature (which is named [-vowel] by Klausenberger and [sandhi context] by Gaalone) expresses the exceptionality of h-aspiré words to all rules which otherwise apply in this context. The difficulty with this theoretical move should be obvious: it treats as accidental the fact that the set of rules subsumed under the "umbrella" feature all share a single phonological property, that of mentioning vowels as their righthand context. In sum, an "umbrella" feature does not explain the phenomenon under discussion but merely provides a label for it.35

To summarize, in this section we have postulated an analysis of liaison and truncation phenomena which involves the syllabification principles of (58) and the following rules:

---

35 We have not mentioned one respect in which h-aspiré words are often said to differ from consonant-initial words. H-aspiré words, according to this widely cited tradition, preserve immediately preceding as from deletion in circumstances where they would otherwise delete; for example, *cols* [kols] 'legs' versus *cole* [kale] 'this stall'. Our own investigations have led us to believe that the phonetic facts in question are more complex and variable than traditional descriptions suggest. In the absence of reliable phonetic data, we will not propose an account of this phenomenon here.
Chapter 4: Extrasyllabicity and Vowel Epenthesis in Klamath

4.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapters we have developed and motivated a theory of syllable representation which characterizes the syllable as a three-tiered structure having the formal properties of an autosegmental system. We have claimed that the terminal elements of syllable trees are not vowels and consonants themselves, but rather the units of the CV-tier which define positions in syllable structure that particular consonants and vowels may occupy. As we have seen, the independence of the CV-tier and the segmental tier is evidenced by the fact that phonological rules may apply independently to the members of either tier, or may affect the manner in which the elements of those two tiers are associated with each other. Moreover, phonological rules may be sensitive to the difference between otherwise identical syllable trees which differ in the composition of the CV-tier. We take these results as strong evidence in favor of the view we have put forward here.

In this and the next chapter we shall apply this theory to an examination of certain problems in the phonology of Klamath, an American Indian language of Oregon generally classified in the Penutian phylum. Klamath is a language marked by an extraordinary degree of complexity at the level of surface alternations. However, this surface complexity can be shown to derive from the interaction of a fairly small number of phonological rules which operate with great generality throughout the language. Due to the richness of its phonology, this language has been the subject of a number of earlier studies, including those of Kisselberth (1973a,b) and Koan (1973, 1974). This earlier work raised a number of problems concerning the nature of rule interaction that, in the opinion of some linguists, remained without a satisfactory solution (White 1973, Thomas 1974, Feinstein and Vago 1981). More recently, it has been suggested that a syllable-based
approach of the type developed here might prove successful in dealing with some of these problems (Clements and Keyser 1989, Ter Mors 1981a,b).

As we shall see in what follows, many of the phonological processes of Klamath are optimally stated in terms of syllable structure. In our view, this is not accidental. We have assumed that the syllable structure of a language is characterized in terms of a fairly small number of parameters, as outlined in our earlier chapters. These parameters include the determination of whether a given language is a Type I, II, III or IV language at the level of core syllable representation, whether consonant and vowel clusters are permitted, what the domain of syllabification is, and whether (and where) the Resyllabification Convention is applicable, among others. We further assume that a selection among these parameters can be made in a relatively straightforward manner on the basis of a preliminary analysis of the language data. Thus, for example, extremely simple observations are sufficient to determine whether a given language is a Type I, II, III or IV language, whether consonant clusters are permitted, and so forth. These choices can be integrated in a straightforward way into a theory of “markedness” according to which simpler formal structures represent the less marked choices, to be selected unless there is positive evidence to the contrary.

It is obvious, therefore, that syllable structure provides an organizational principle which permits a significant degree of simplification in the task of the language learner. Syllable structure is a readily discoverable principle of classification which allows the formulation of phonological rules in terms of language-particular classes of sounds such as “syllable-final consonant”, “syllabic nucleus”, “extrasyllabic sonorant” and the like. Once the principles of syllabic organization have been worked out for a given language, many formally arbitrary rule statements can be replaced by internally motivated statements involving syllable-based categories such as these. There is, indeed, much reason to suppose that syllable structure is not only a formal category of phonetic organization but also a cognitive reality as well, involved in the storage, accessing, production, and perception of words and phrases, having the effect of coding phoneme sequences into larger units which are themselves the domain of other phonological processes such as those that determine stress and intonation contours. In the case of Klamath, while we know of no direct phonetic documentation of the role of syllable structure in this language, it is not surprising, given these considerations, to find persuasive evidence in favor of the syllable in the phonological rule system itself. It is to this evidence that we now turn.

4.2 Core Syllable Representation

To establish that Klamath is a Type II language, it is sufficient to make the following observations. First, this language has no words which begin with vowels. Second, this language has closed syllables; that is, words ending in consonants or consonant sequences. The single item [go] ‘swan’, for example, establishes the second fact. These are, to be sure, surface phenomena which do not necessarily correspond to properties of underlying representation. Nevertheless, it is plausible to suppose that the initial hypotheses of the learner will be constructed on the basis of surface and near-surface forms, to be relinquished only when contradicted by further evidence.

Having established the core syllable typology of Klamath, we must next attempt to determine whether clusters are possible in initial or final position. Our task has been facilitated by the distributional charts showing permissible surface sequences of consonants given in Barker’s Klamath Grammar (1964). The following examples illustrate clusters in initial, final and medial position in the word, respectively. First of all, word-initial clusters consist of at most two members in which sonorants and obstruents can
occur freely: \(^1\)

Figure 1

a. obstruent - sonorant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stamik</td>
<td>'widower'</td>
<td>D373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twqqa</td>
<td>'bores through'</td>
<td>D414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qnumakqa</td>
<td>'winks'</td>
<td>D331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gmocik</td>
<td>'old person'</td>
<td>D145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dlak</td>
<td>'starts'</td>
<td>D118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. obstruent - obstruent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kgopo</td>
<td>'thumb'</td>
<td>D413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kloWca</td>
<td>'spanks'</td>
<td>D196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qpalq</td>
<td>'doubles up a fist'</td>
<td>D324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsaka</td>
<td>'is light'</td>
<td>D413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sdo</td>
<td>'road'</td>
<td>D358</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c. sonorant - obstruent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ntpa</td>
<td>'rots'</td>
<td>D272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>metes</td>
<td>'prairie dog'</td>
<td>D243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lteqa</td>
<td>'cats tails'</td>
<td>D225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d. sonorant - sonorant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nnadii</td>
<td>'them' (intensive)</td>
<td>D59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hwayqa</td>
<td>'pl. laugh'</td>
<td>D226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imena</td>
<td>'thunders'</td>
<td>D219</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Word-final clusters consist of two, three, or four members. Only /l/, /k/ and /s/ may occur as the third or fourth member of a cluster. Moreover, sonorants are restricted to initial position.\(^2\) Some examples are:

Figure 2

a. sonorant - obstruent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wakam</td>
<td>'big old coyote'</td>
<td>D450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>celke</td>
<td>'skin'</td>
<td>D38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nwatk</td>
<td>'full'</td>
<td>D30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twcqlewaq</td>
<td>'marsh hawk'</td>
<td>D337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?twatompk</td>
<td>'being heavy'</td>
<td>D36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. obstruent - obstruent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cawigalk</td>
<td>'crazy person'</td>
<td>D118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lloqs</td>
<td>'mullet' (sp)</td>
<td>D409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loLapks</td>
<td>'believer'</td>
<td>D340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pakst</td>
<td>'barking'</td>
<td>D400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>galbanwakpet</td>
<td>'arriving in the future'</td>
<td>D400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Medial clusters are recorded with as many as five members, with sonorants and obstruents occurring freely. The following examples illustrate:

Figure 3

a. sonorant - sonorant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nwelGI</td>
<td>'runs down'</td>
<td>D260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hokkal</td>
<td>'towards him'</td>
<td>D106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hemkanIt</td>
<td>'been talking'</td>
<td>D186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yawakoni</td>
<td>'neighbor'</td>
<td>D466</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

?leg?qa | 'to put down pl. objects' | D120 |

loqGI  | 'stops'         | D129 |

---

1. All examples are taken from Barkan's 1963 Klamath Dictionary and his 1964 Klamath Grammar; page references are given to the right of each example. Klamath has two sources in Klamath. First, it is introduced by the rule of Vowel Reduction which we discuss in Chapter 5. Secondly, it is the normal allophone of /a/ in closed syllables, created by a late rule of the phonology.

In addition to the forms given in Figure 1, a single initial three-member cluster is attested in the circumlocution form hawgarcligaw 'bluejay' (D413). The otherwise exceptional exclusion of three-member initial clusters is accounted for by the operation of regular rules of cluster reduction and vowel epenthesis, and need not be independently stated as a condition on word clusters.

2. The sole exceptions to these generalizations are found in the word final clusters /l/ and /s/.
(2)-(3) illustrate consonant sequences ranging in length up to five. The question immediately arises whether these sequences can be exhaustively assigned to syllables or whether some elements remain unsyllabified. There is good reason to suppose the latter alternative to be correct. If we assumed that all consonants were assigned to syllables, we would be forced to postulate highly complex clusters in Klamath. Such clusters would frequently violate the commonly observed condition that the inherent sonority of segments within the syllable decreases as we proceed outward from the syllabic peak to the syllabic margin.

The above examples further demonstrate that the four vowels of Klamath, a, e, a, occur both long and short. We may thus propose, as an initial hypothesis, that the maximal syllable of Klamath consists of the sequence CV^2 where each C stands for a single consonant and V^2 stands for one or two vowels. This gives us syllabifications like the following, in which certain consonants remain extrasyllabic:

We assume that representations containing extrasyllabic segments such as those given in (4)-(5) are well-formed both underlyingly and on the surface. It will be our main purpose in this chapter to motivate this claim.

Barker describes sonorants flanked on both sides by other consonants as "syllabic". He describes these segments as occurring with pitch, but not with stress and, moreover, as not affecting the stress pattern. Furthermore, those segments do not behave as syllabic peaks with respect to the syllable sensitive rules of the phonology. Barker's characterization of these segments as "syllabic" should, therefore, be interpreted as a phonetic rather than phonological statement, since those segments fail to meet any of the phonological criteria associated with syllable peaks in Klamath. This analysis is confirmed by the facts of vowel epenthesis in Klamath, to which we now turn.
4.3 Epenthesis

4.3.1 Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis

Consider first the following examples:

Figure 6

a. tGalm 'west' D.406
b. tGalmæs 'west wind' D.406
c. tGalmædal 'toward the west' D.406

In (6a) and (6c) we can isolate the suffixes /-as/ and /-dal/ which are, respectively, a noun forming and an adjective forming suffix. If we assume a stem of the form /tGalm/, then we see that epenthesis occurs when the stem final consonant is in word final position or followed by a consonant. In terms of the theory developed thus far, the final /m/ is extrasyllabic in our syllable representations in just these two cases. The core syllable structure of all examples in (8) appears in (7):

Figure 7

a. \[ C C V C C \]
\[ t G a l m \]
b. \[ C C V C C V C \]
\[ t G a l m æ s \]
c. \[ C C V C C V C \]
\[ t G a l m æ d æ l \]

The epenthesis rule in question can be formulated as one that inserts a schwa before a morpheme-final extrasyllabic sonorant consonant, as in (8):

\[ \theta \rightarrow V / C \quad C' + \]
\[ \alpha \]
\[ \text{+cons} \]

This rule applies to the examples in (7) to give, after resyllabification, the structures in (9):

Figure 8

a. \[ C C V C V C \]
\[ (\text{no change}) \]
\[ t G a l m æ \]
b. \[ C C V C V C C V C \]
\[ t G a l m æ d æ l \]

The rule does not apply to (7b) since /m/ is not extrasyllabic.

Unaffiliated sonorants not followed by a morpheme boundary remain unaffected by Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis (8), as the following examples show:

Figure 10

newGæ /newG+a/ 'rules' D.260
Wællwik /Wællwi+dk/ 'bright-colored' D.467
sæsænGæ /sæsænG+a/ 'wrestles' D.383
wæGlwis /wæGlw+y+s/ 'shinbone awl' D.430

Further examples were given in (3). This rule also fails to apply to extrasyllabic sonorants in word initial position. This is illustrated by the following examples involving the prefix /n-/ 'act with a round instrument, act upon a round object'.
The fact that Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis does not apply to these examples follows from the formulation of our rules. In particular, though the word-initial /n-/ is an extrasyllabic segment occurring morpheme finally, there is no C occurring to its left, as the rule requires.

The rule of Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis provides the first source of confirmation for our analysis of the Klamath syllable. This analysis permits a significant simplification in our formulation of Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis, by allowing it to refer directly to extrasyllabic segments.

4.3.2 General Epenthesis

A second epenthetic process provides further support for our analysis of the syllable. This process, which we term General Epenthesis, applies to certain sequences of four or more consonants, inserting schwa between the second and third of them. The following examples are illustrative.

The suffixes illustrated in these examples are /-a/ (indicative), /-s/ (noun formative) and /-yeg/ (inceptive). If we take the stem to be /Gatdk/, then epenthesis applies just in case a consonant initial suffix follows. Hence in (12b) and (12c), the a is epenthized by the following rule, which inserts schwa between two extrasyllabic consonants:

Notice that (13) cannot apply to (14a) since neither /t/ nor /d/ are extrasyllabic. On the other hand, (13) can apply in two different places in (14b). In order to yield the correct result, as shown in (15b), it is necessary to restrict the operation of (13) so that it applies directionally from left to right. Thus, the first application in (14b) triggers resyllabification and the
rule is no longer defined, as the tree in (16b) illustrates.3

Before going on to our next epenthetic process, a word about ordering is appropriate. Consider the form [stintgil]. Underlyingly, this form is composed of /sttin/ 'suspend' + /adgil/ 'on the back' and is glossed as follows: /sttin + adgil/ 'hangs something on the back'. A rule of Initial Vowel Truncation, to which we return in Chapter 5, deletes the /a/ of /adgil/ and, after resyllabification, the derived tree appears as (16):

![Figure 16](image)

Notice that both epenthesis rules discussed thus far are definable on (16). Notice, however, that Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis applies to introduce an epenthetic /i/ between /g/ and /i/. Resyllabification will form /gai/ into a single syllable, thereby bleeding General Epenthesis. If the rules had applied in reverse order, then General Epenthesis would not have bled Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis and a string with two epenthetic vowels would have arisen. Thus, Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis must be ordered before General Epenthesis.

4.3.3 Affiliation Rules

There are a number of apparent exceptions to General Epenthesis which shed light on the principles of syllabification in Klamath. These exceptions fall into two general types, and are illustrated below.4

Figure 17

a. wilqgili /wil+iG + iqli/ 'arranges again' D,451
b. ?itzqalsa /?i + eG + s + 'al + s/ 'to put down plural objects' D,129

Figure 18

a. boqalGa /boq + s + tga/ 'with canoe root' D,405
b. qa paskgi /qa pag + adgi/ 'you bark a lot' D,206
c. wonikokŁa /wonib + 'ok + ksta/ 'on all four sides' D,193
d. swokłktia /swa + CC + akt + y + s/ 'looking like inside' D,43

Figure 19

a. sinamstapki /sinams + otn + ank/ 'having become afraid' D,369 [2
b. Nayksta /Nay + ksta/ 'on one side' D,272
c. honkadi /ho + g + s + da/ 'toward him' D,165
d. sdioksnas /sdig + s + c + a/ 'goes along smelling' D,355

(See also examples given in (3) and (4) earlier.) Examination of these examples shows that they fall under certain subgeneralizations. First, the examples in (17) involve four-member clusters in which the first or final member (or both) is a sonorant. Second, the examples in (18) involve clusters in which C2 is /s, t, d, k, or g/. The examples in (19) meet both of those conditions. We thus have the following statement:

---

3. By independent rules (not formalized here), /i/ is deglotized and /a/ is deleted before a smaller obstacle, giving the surface forms in (12).

4. Notice that vowel-initial morphones are subject to the early rule of Initial Vowel Truncation, mentioned just above and discussed further in Chapter 5.
Figure 20

General Epenthesis in a sequence C₁C₂ C₃ C₄ is blocked when either:

(i) C₁ or C₄ are sonorants, or
(ii) C₂ is one of the obstruents /s,t,d,k, or g/.

Neither of these conditions is exceptionless. Thus we find epenthesis in examples like the following, where condition (20i) is satisfied:

Figure 21

loŋkalga /loŋk+alga/ 'been to pick berries' 0,223
ŋigablì /ŋi+galbì/ 'takes objects out of a container again' G, 58

Thus, General Epenthesis in four-member clusters is optional or sporadic when (20i) or (20ii) are met, and otherwise obligatory. There is a straightforward way of treating these apparent exceptions within the present framework. We propose that the epenthesis rules are collectively bled by a set of syllable affiliation rules, which apply to affiliate certain extrasyllabic consonants to adjoining syllables. Thus, one such rule optionally adjoining an extrasyllabic obstruent to the same syllable as an adjoining sonorant. For instance, the examples of (17), following the rule of Initial Vowel Truncation (see footnote 4) and subsequent resyllabification, have the representation given in (22) where the broken lines indicate the operation of the rule in question:

Figure 22

As a consequence of the operation of this affiliation rule, the rule of General Epenthesis is no longer defined. The affiliation rule that accounts for condition (20ii) has the effect illustrated by the dashed line in (23):

Figure 23

It affiliates an extrasyllabic /s,t,d,k, or g/ to the preceding syllable, regardless of the nature of the preceding consonant. Once again, it has the effect of bleaching the operation of General Epenthesis. We state our affiliation rules as follows:

---

5. The affix /al/. In a state of having been..., is a tonally-marked exception which never undergoes epenthesis. The homophonous suffixes, /s-al/ 'more rounds' and /a-al/ 'objective' show irregular diachrony which seems synchronically unrelated to the epenthesis rule. Also, a formative /al-ai-al-/ 'cover, put on top' shows apparently unpredictable diachrony. Otherwise this statement seems to have no exceptions. See (75) and following for further discussion of the /a-al/ allometry.

6. We formulate this rule of affiliation as an optional rule under the assumption that the forms in question show free variation depending on whether the epenthetic schwa is present or absent. It is difficult to determine from Barth's description whether this predicted free variation occurs in fact, since Barth's examples (though not invariably) practice is to record just one form of each item. If, in fact, we are not dealing with free variation but with unpredictable lexical allometry, then we must allow the presence of syllable-final sonorant + obstruent clusters and syllable-initial obstruent + sonorant clusters as a free option which may or may not be selected in the lexical unity of any Klamath word. Under this alternative, the maximal syllable in Klamath would be defined as $C^2V^+C^2$, where $C^2$ is the maximal cluster, subject to the condition that it may consist only of a sonorant plus an obstruent (in some cases) derived from the epenthetic schwa.
Figure 24
Obstruent Affiliation Rules

(a) First Rule

(b) Second Rule

\[ [+\text{son}] \quad [-\text{son}] \]

(mirror image, optional)

\[ [+\text{son}] \quad [-\text{son}] \]

(sant \quad acor \quad -\text{son} \quad -\text{constr.gl.} \quad -\text{align} \]

(optional)

4.3.4 Epenthesis in Final Clusters

The analysis given so far provides a full account of surface consonant clusters in initial and medial position. As we have seen, initial clusters consist of two members only. Each member may be either a sonorant or an obstruent. Thus, the initial cluster types are: OO, OS, SO and SS. In the case of OS clusters obstruent affiliation (24a) may optionally apply, with no consequences for later rules. In the remaining three cases the initial member of the cluster remains extrasyllabic. Neither of our rules of epenthesis are defined upon any of these forms.

Turning to medial clusters, all two-member clusters are of course fully syllabified in core syllable structure. In the case of three-member clusters, Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis (6) is defined only in the case where the medial member of the cluster is both a sonorant and morpheme final. When this sonorant is not morpheme final, the cluster will appear on the surface. Four-member medial clusters have the property that either the first or fourth member is a sonorant, or else the second member is /s,t,d,k, or g/. If an underlying four-member cluster does not satisfy either of these constraints, then General Epenthesis (13) operates to break up the cluster. Thus, all of the data illustrated in (1) and (3) are accounted for by the rules given so far.

Given the principles and rules thus far, the constraints on final clusters are automatically accounted for. These clusters, as noted before, comprise two, three or four members. In the case of two member clusters, only obstruent final clusters are attested; sonorant-final sequences are systematically excluded as a result of Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis (6). Three-member clusters either have a sonorant as their first member, or /s,t,d,k, or g/ as their second member. Furthermore, the final two members are always obstruents. Once again these constraints are predicted by our rules, First Obstruent Affiliation (24a), Second Obstruent Affiliation (24b) and Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis (6), respectively.

A few final four-member clusters are found: /mpks/, /pks/, /gsst/, /ykst/ (cf. Barker's Grammar p. 49), as well as /pks/. It will be noted that the principles given so far extend to these clusters as well. In particular, note that such clusters require (24a) to be ordered before (24b), as we have already assumed. Thus, in a final cluster like that of "memps "the going" (durative), from /gks+en+ogb+ka/, a four-member cluster is created by Initial Vowel Truncation, which deletes the /a/. (24a) applies then, affixing the /b/, and (24b) applies next, affixing the /ns/. Finally, /nbs/ becomes [mpks] by regular rules. 7

Barker discusses a further set of cases of epenthesis in final clusters which are not covered by the rules given above. Three cases are involved; namely, (a) epenthesis before consonants other than members of the set /s,t,d,k, or g/, and (b) epenthesis before two formatives to which Barker assigns the underlying form /s/ (see Barker, Grammar 60-65 and our

---

7. We assume that (24b) applies to maximal sequences of consonants meeting its description. This assumption is independently needed to account for final clusters like /gks/ (cf. (2) above), or /ykst/ (cf. (2) above). It also accounts for the absence of epenthesis in the five-member cluster of [gks+en+ogb+ka] "been repeatedly hearing", 60/20.
footnote 5). These are illustrated in (25a) and (25b), respectively:

Figure 25

| a. | tāqāq | /tāpq/ | "leaf" | G,62 |
| a. | tāq | /tāq/ | "swallow (bird)" | G,62 |
| b. | kōys | /kōys/ | "house" | G,60 |
| b. | s?abas | /s?ab+s/ | "sun" | G,61 |
| b. | wašas | /waš+s/ | "coyote (objective)" | G,60 |

The forms in (25a) illustrate the need for an additional, lexically restricted rule inserting schwa before a word final extrasyllabic consonant. The forms in (25b) illustrate epenthesis before the special formatives having the shape /s/. It is noteworthy that this apparent epenthesis applies unpredictably in Barker's data. For example, it does not apply to the following:

Figure 26

| b. | s?wulis | /s?w+lis/ | "sweat" | G,62 |

Since our rule of Second Obstruent Affixation (24b) applies to these instances of final /s/, no epenthesis rule can apply, and the forms in (26) are regular. Those in (25b), on the other hand, are unexpected. The schwa in these examples cannot be predicted by a regular phonological rule. Rather than postulating a lexically irregular epenthesis rule, we assume that the two suffixes in question have the irregular allomorph /-as/ which is lexically selected by certain stems.b

4.3.5 Glide Epenthesis

We now turn to two final rules of epenthesis which confirm the syllable analysis given so far, and which will be of central importance to our subsequent discussion. These are the rules responsible for the vocalization of extrasyllabic glides. Their operation is illustrated by the following forms:

Figure 27

| a. | w⁴bola | /w+bol+a/ | "hits in stomach with long instrument" | G,425 |
| a. | w⁴qwa | /wq+w+a/ | "extends out onto a plain" | G,456 |
| a. | w⁴pos | /wq+w+a/ | "quartz" | G,468 |
| b. | tabaní | /taby+ní/ | "the youngest" | G,401 |
| b. | delōga | /del+w+a/ | "attacks" | G,112 |
| b. | sgøyoxa | /sgøy+w+ox+a/ | "sends someone along" | G,362 |
| b. | molōwep | /mol+w+ep/ | "will be ready" | G,246 |
| b. | gasowo | /g+w+owo/ | "disperses" | G,53 |
| b. | s?ayga | /s?ay+w+a/ | "is spread" | G,342 |
| c. | tabí | /tabí/ | "last" | G,401 |
| c. | naki | /nak+a+aky/ | "close it" | G,46 |
| c. | ŋic | /ŋ+acw/ | "put grease on someone's hair" | G,42 |

As these examples show, a glide that is not adjacent to a vowel normally

b. Forms like [kágap] "head person" G,60 from /kág+obg+s/ cannot be accounted for by the epenthesis rules given thus far, since we would have expected the epenthetic schwa before the /k/, not the /g/, by General Epenthesis. As Barker notes, it appears before the suffix /-obg/ just in case the preceding morpheme ends in an obstruent or a glottalized or voiceless sonorant. Rather than postulating, as Barker does, a special epenthesis rule applying before this suffix, we propose that this suffix is marked as an exception to Initial Vowel Truncation in the cited context (that is, when an obstruent or a glottalized or voiceless sonorant ends the preceding morpheme). The initial vowel of /-obg/ is changed to schwa by the rule of Vowel Truncation discussed in the next chapter.
surfaces as a vowel. Moreover, this vowel is long, except in a set of contexts which we discuss in the next chapter. We account for those alternations with the following rules of V-epenthesis. The first applies to word-initial glides and the second to word-internal and word-final glides:

![Figure 28](image)

**Post-glide Epenthesis**

\[
\sigma \rightarrow V \wedge C' \\
\mid \\
[-\text{cons}]
\]

**Figure 29**

**Pre-glide Epenthesis**

\[
\sigma \rightarrow V \vee C' \\
\mid \\
[-\text{cons}]
\]

The first of these rules inserts a V-element to the right of a word-initial extrasyllabic glide, accounting for the forms in (27a). The second rule inserts a V-element to the left of a word-medial and word-final extrasyllabic glide, accounting for the forms in (27b) and (27c). These rules must be ordered as given. We note that in both cases the [-cons] segment associates with the newly introduced V-element, creating a long vowel. This is an automatic consequence of the Association Conventions given earlier (Chapter 3). The first of these rules has the following effect:

![Figure 30](image)

\[ C \underline{C} V C \rightarrow C V C V C \]
\[ w \underline{q} a s \rightarrow w q a s \]

(by rule (28) and resyllabification)

(by Association Conventions)

In the resulting configuration, we find the segment [\(w\)] attached to the sequence CV on the CV-tier. How is this configuration to be interpreted? It will be recalled that [\(w\)] and [\(u\)] are nondistinct at the level of the segmental tier, the feature [+syllable] having been eliminated from our feature system. Vowels and their nonsyllabic counterparts are distinguished only by their mode of affiliation to the CV-tier. Accordingly, the segment [\(w\)] in the final line of (30) designates a long nonsonorant segment aligned with two timing units: a syllable-initial C and a following V. This representation is straightforwardly interpreted in terms of the transcription of this sequence given by Barker: [\(\text{w}^\text{V}\)] (Grammar, 20).  

Pre-glide Epenthesis (29) is illustrated below:

![Figure 31](image)

\[ C \underline{V} C C C V \rightarrow C V C V C V \]
\[ d e l w g a \rightarrow d e l w g a \]

(by rule (28) and resyllabification)  
(by Association Conventions)

---

9. Here and elsewhere we use the letters \(w\) and \(u\) interchangeably to designate the same distinctive feature matrix, with the sole difference that \(w\) contains the feature [+high], assigned by a late rule.
As we see in this and other examples in (27), a non-initial /a/ dominated by a V-element is realized as [a] by a late lowering rule (see note 9). As will be recalled from Chapter 3, a nonconsonantal segment dominated by the sequence VC on the CV-tier may be interpreted as a long vowel, which together with the lowering rule gives us the correct phonetic output.

It would be appropriate, at this point, to underscore a theoretical assumption underlying the analysis of glides given above; namely, that there are no feature specifications on the CV-tier. By this we mean that CV-elements are not defined in terms of such distinctive feature categories as syllabic or consonantal, but are primitives of the theoretical vocabulary. These elements, as noted earlier, are interpreted as distinguishing the functional category syllable peak from syllable margin and thus determine the locus for the association of prosodic properties such as pitch and stress. In addition, these elements characterize timing units and thus provide the distinction between long and short segments and between simple and complex segments. This account does not entail that any given segment will receive a different articulatory interpretation according to whether it is dominated by a V-element or a C-element on the CV-tier. On the other hand, it does not preclude articulatory features being assigned on the basis of their affiliation to the CV-tier; such features can only be assigned, however, by language particular rules.

Consider, for example, a representation containing the sequence VV dominating the vowel /a/. Compare this with an otherwise identical representation containing the sequence VC dominating the same vowel /a/. What claim does the theory proposed here make with respect to the phonetic realization of these separate representations? That is, is there any necessity to suppose that the /a/ dominated by VV is realized in a given language any differently from an /a/ dominated by VC? The answer is no. In the absence of a language specific rule differentiating these two structures, the theory predicts that they will have identical realizations. A case in point is Turkish (cf. the discussion in 3.4.1 above) in which we found precisely the case under discussion. In this case, it will be recalled, the phonetic realizations were identical.

In the same way, our present analysis of vocalized glides in Klamath characterizes some vowels as being exclusively dominated by V while others (those created by the glide epenthesis rules) as being dominated by the sequence VC. However, as Klamath has no rules differentiating these two types of vowels in terms of quality, they are realized as phonetically identical segments.

To return to our discussion of glide vocalization processes, there is a further process associated with Pre-glide Epenthesis that requires mention. The introduction of the V-element by this rule automatically triggers the deglottalization or deaspiration of the affected glide, as several of the examples in (27) have already shown. This rule can be stated as follows:

Figure 32
Deglottalization/Deaspiration

\[ V \xrightarrow{\text{[-cons]}} [-\text{spread glottis}] \]

\[ \xrightarrow{\text{[-constr glottis]}} \]

It applies exclusively to the output of Pre-glide Epenthesis (29), with which it can therefore be collapsed.

4.4 Conclusion

In sum, this chapter has demonstrated the role of syllable structure in accounting for a variety of epenthesis rules in Klamath. We have shown that, given a simple account of core syllable representation and two rules of syllable affiliation, we can account for a complex set of epenthesis facts in terms of four epenthesis rules, all of which apply with great generality
throughout Klamath word-level phonology. All of these epanthesis rules make crucial reference in their context to extrasyllabic segments, and have the effect, as we have seen, of allowing these segments to become incorporated into syllable structure.

In the chapter which follows, we show that the principles of syllabification motivated here provide the basis for solving a long-standing problem in Klamath phonology.

Chapter 5: Syllable Theory and Global Rules

5.1 The Problem of Vowel Length in Klamath

One of the standard problems of Klamath phonology concerns the distribution of long and short vowels on the surface. In an important study of this problem, Kisseberth (1973a) pointed out that alternations in vowel length could not be described under the then-accepted assumptions of generative phonology. Kisseberth argued that this phenomenon provided evidence for the need to recognize global conditions on phonological rules. These were conditions that made reference to non-adjacent lines in a derivation, rather than to the immediate input of a given rule.

The problem is the following. The surface long vowels [i:] and [o:] have three sources in Klamath. Some derive from underlying long vowels (1a), some derive from underlying vowel-glide sequences (1b), and some derive from underlying glides alone (1c):

Figure 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ?owl:ona /ɔ + owiː + oː + aː/ 'long objects go along in a row' G,137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. su?isi /sa + ʔayiː/ 'keeps something to oneself' D,28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. delwga /delwa + aː/ 'attacks' D,112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Klamath has a vowel shortening rule applying to [iː] and [oː] in several contexts, as follows:

Figure 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. VːC₀ ___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. CC ___ CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. CC ___ C₀ #</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This rule applies only to the type of long vowel illustrated in (1c); that is, to
long vowels deriving from underlying glides alone. It accounts for the alternations between glides, long vowels and short vowels in the following forms:

**Figure 3**

a. (i) mbol'ya /mbɔ́dy + a/  'wrinkle'  D,236
(ii) mbodi'tik /mbɔ́dy + dɔk/  'wrinkle up'  D,236
(iii) mbombom'tik /mbɔ́ mbɔ́dy + dɔk/  'wrinkled up'  D,237
(distr.)

b. (i) smɔ́nyya /smaqy + a/  'has a mouthful'  D,379
(ii) smɔ́quito /smaqy + dɔk/  'having a mouthful'  D,379
(iii) smɔ́smqɔ́tik /smaqy + smaqy + dɔk/  'having a mouthful'  D,379
(distr.)

c. (i) keys /ke:n + y + s/  'snow'  D,185
(ii) sGočis /sGoč + y + s/  'breastbone'  D,364
(iii) celiq /ce:li + y + s/  'porcupine'  D,74
(iv) soynis /sɔ́yn + y + s/  'rare'  D,363

d. (i) lenyu /le + eqy + a/  'puts a round object in the road'  D,130
(ii) neqis /ne + eqy + a/  (placename)  D,251
(iii) selqibii /se + le + eqy + ebli/  'drives one's car back onto the road'  D,130

**Figure 4**

a. yadiks /ya + yadi + s/  'spirit stones' (distr.)  D,464
(silwagol'ta /silwag + o + d /  'takes off a skirt'  D,353
(silwagol'ta /silwag + o + d /  'almost became angry'  D,342
(peclaqWīs /pec + elG + Wīy + s/  'footprint'  D,299
(bonwɔ́uts /bon + o + t + s/  'something to drink with'  D,293
(solwɔ́ligi /so + lo + o + gi/  'gathers a round object'  D,292

b. sədadiŋka /səd + adiasm + ka/  'little heart' (distr.)  D,354
(pniqopnqa /pni + qinw + ab + o /  'blow out' (distr.)  D,302
(njɔ́ŋdijta /njɔ́ + ni + ejo + eqi + a /  'are numb' (distr.)  D,266
(snikeqitGa /sni + kisw + elG + a /  'makes someone dance'  D,193

(The last three examples involve a rule of Initial Vowel Truncation to be discussed just below.)

In order to deal with these facts, Kisseberth proposed that the Vowel Shortening rule was subject to a global condition making it applicable only to long vowels deriving from underlying glides.¹ This chapter shows that given the syllable-based approach to Klamath phonology motivated in the last chapter, the constraints on Vowel Shortening can be readily stated without recourse to global conditioning.

---

¹ This formulation was designed to prevent the rule from applying to the cases in (4a) only, but can easily be extended to the cases in (4b) by limiting Vowel Shortening to long vowels derived from underlying *e- or i- initial glides*. Notice that the global condition cannot be eliminated by adopting an alternative analysis in which glides vocalize as short vowels and are lengthened by a later rule. Underlying short vowels do not lengthen in the environment where

5.2 In Preparation for a Solution

Before turning to a syllable-based account of the facts of vowel shortening, we must first examine a number of separate processes of Klamath phonology which will play a role in our solution. These involve Initial Vowel Truncation, Vowel Reduction and Vowel Deletion. We shall examine evidence showing that these rules apply in a cyclic manner.

5.2.1 Initial Vowel Truncation

Consider the following examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{wewa} & /\text{w} + \text{ew} + \text{a}/ \quad \text{strikes a long instrument in the water} \quad \text{D,426} \\
\text{?wawa} & /\text{?} + \text{ew} + \text{a}/ \quad \text{puts plural objects into water} \quad \text{D,131} \\
\text{hiwawa} & /\text{hiw} + \text{ew} + \text{a}/ \quad \text{spreads out a blanket in water} \quad \text{D,131} \\
\text{niqwa} & /\text{niq} + \text{ew} + \text{a}/ \quad \text{puts a hand into water} \quad \text{D,132}
\end{align*}
\]

These examples illustrate the formative /ew/ 'in water' in various contexts. The initial vowel of this morpheme appears on the surface only when preceded by no other vowel in the same word. Otherwise, it is deleted. As further examples throughout this study show, there is a very general rule in Klamath deleting short morpheme-initial vowels in noninitial syllables. We state this rule as follows:

\[
\text{Initial Vowel Truncation} \\
[-\text{cons}] \rightarrow \text{ } / \text{VC}_0 + \text{ [---]}_V
\]

This rule, as formulated in (6), deletes a nonconsonantal segment in

absolute morpheme-initial position when dominated by V and preceded in the same word by at least one vowel. Note that the segment in question must be uniquely and exhaustively dominated by V. This condition is sufficient to restrict Initial Vowel Truncation to short vowels.

5.2.2 Vowel Deletion

We turn next to two processes of central importance in Klamath phonology; namely, Vowel Reduction and Vowel Deletion. Vowel Deletion elides the first vowel of a prefix or stem, provided the vowel occurs in an open syllable and is preceded by at least one syllable in the word. Vowel Deletion affects the second member of each of the pairs in the following examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a.} & \quad (i) \quad \text{paga} \quad /\text{pa} + \text{g} + \text{a}/ \quad \text{barks} \quad \text{D,296} \\
\text{b.} & \quad (i) \quad \text{loqua} \quad /\text{loq} + \text{a}/ \quad \text{thumps with finger and thumb} \quad \text{D,225} \\
\text{c.} & \quad (i) \quad \text{wequa} \quad /\text{w} + \text{p} + \text{g} + \text{a}/ \quad \text{hits the face with a long instrument} \quad \text{D,309} \\
\text{d.} & \quad (i) \quad \text{lopoqka} \quad /\text{lo} + \text{poq} + \text{a}/ \quad \text{puts warpaint on one's face} \quad \text{D,310} \\
\text{b.} & \quad (i) \quad \text{slopoqka} \quad /\text{so} + \text{lo} + \text{poq} + \text{a}/ \quad \text{puts warpaint on oneself} \quad \text{D,310}
\end{align*}
\]

These examples illustrate a variety of prefixes in Klamath. The distributive prefix illustrated in (pa) is used typically to delimit actions.
several actors. This prefix consists formally of a reduplication of the C_{1}V sequence that follows it. (7b) illustrates the reflexive/reciprocal prefix /sV/-, where V indicates a copy of the first following vowel. (7c) involves the prefixes /w/- 'to act with a long instrument' and /coq/- 'to act with the buttocks'. It will be noted that only the second of these prefixes provides the condition for vowel deletion. The first prefix in (7dii) is the reflexive/reciprocal prefix /sV/- seen earlier. As this example shows, prefix vowels as well as root vowels are subject to Vowel Deletion. (We return to the formulation of Vowel Deletion just below.)

5.2.3 Vowel Reduction

We next turn to the rule of Vowel Reduction. If a vowel meets all of the conditions for Vowel Deletion with the exception of the open syllable condition (that is, if the vowel occurs in an initial, closed syllable of a root or prefix and is preceded by at least one syllable), then it undergoes reduction to schwa:

\[/s, a, i, a/ 2\]

In addition to the prefixes seen earlier, (8b) involves the causative prefix /hVa/. Notice that Vowel Copy must preceed Vowel Reduction in all cases since, otherwise, one would erroneously copy the schwa produced by Vowel Reduction into the reduplicated prefix syllable.

There is evidence from loanwords that both of the processes illustrated in (7) and (8) are fully productive. While Barker does not record any verbs in the loanword vocabulary, he records a small number of nouns borrowed from Chinek and English. Diminutives, plurals are formed by suffixing one of the formatives /-ka/ or /-aik/ and prefixing the "distributive" formative /C_{1}V/- in Figure 8. Whenever the conditions for Vowel Deletion or Vowel Reduction are met, they apply, as illustrated in (9):

\[\text{Figure 9}\]

a. (i) *polis* /poli + s/ 'police' D,302
   (ii) *popica* /p + poli + ka/ 'little policeman' (distr.) D,302
b. (i) *pikca* /pi + ka/ 'picture' D,301
   (ii) *pikca+aik* /pi + pikca + aik/ 'little pictures' (distr.) D,301

c. (i) *sipca* /sip + a/ 'puts out a fire' D,306
   (ii) *sipca+aik* /si + sip + aik/ 'puts out a fire' (distr.) D,306

d. (i) *Gatka* /Ga + Gatka + a/ 'is cold' D,149
   (ii) *GaGatka* /Ga + Gatka + a/ 'are cold' (distr.) D,149

(8a-d) illustrate the application of Vowel Reduction to each of the vowels

\[2\] The schwa in (8b) is not created by Vowel Reduction but by the rule replacing /a/ with schwa in closed syllable (cf. footnote 1, Chapter 1).
syllables, and subsequently reduced vowels that occur in open syllables can be deleted. This ordering is, moreover, imposed upon us by forms such as the following, which were first noticed in this connection by Thomas (1974):

**Figure 10**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Linear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. (i)</td>
<td>nkiilik /nkiilik + a/</td>
<td>'is dusty'</td>
<td>D,267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. (ii)</td>
<td>sni nkiilik /sni + nkiilik + a/</td>
<td>'makes dusty'</td>
<td>D,267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. (i)</td>
<td>slowiWy /slowiWy + a/</td>
<td>'traps'</td>
<td>D,377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. (ii)</td>
<td>hoswiWy /hos + slowiWy + a/</td>
<td>'makes trot'</td>
<td>D,377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. (i)</td>
<td>cawiga /cawig + a/</td>
<td>'is crazy'</td>
<td>D,83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. (ii)</td>
<td>sneawiga /sna + cawig + a/</td>
<td>'drives'</td>
<td>D,83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>someone crazy'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In each case we are dealing with a bisyllabic root: /nkiilik/, /slowiWy/, and /cawig/, respectively. In the first member of each pair, neither Vowel Deletion nor Vowel Reduction apply since no vowel meets the necessary conditions (i.e. no root initial vowel is preceded by at least one syllable). On the other hand, when a prefix is added, the root initial vowel now satisfies the conditions for Vowel Deletion. This is illustrated in the second member of each pair. Notice that if Vowel Deletion were allowed to apply before Vowel Reduction, Vowel Reduction would incorrectly apply to the second vowel:

**Figure 11**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Linear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/sni + nkiilik + a/</td>
<td>Vowel Deletion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*sni + nkiilik + a</td>
<td>Vowel Reduction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, we must order Vowel Reduction before Vowel Deletion:

**Figure 12**

/sni + nkiilik + a/

sni + nkiilik + a  Vowel Reduction
sni + nkiilik + a  Vowel Deletion

We give the following preliminary formulation of Vowel Reduction:

**Figure 13**

[-cons] ---+ a / VC₀ + C₀ [-——] v

This formulation makes explicit the fact that Vowel Reduction applies only to the first vowel of a morpheme, provided it is in a noninitial syllable. The rule replaces a [-cons] segment with a schwa provided that it is uniquely and exhaustively dominated by a V element; that is, provided that it is a short vowel. All suffixes are marked as exceptions to Vowel Reduction. We may further observe that under the assumption that this rule is a cyclic rule (see section 5.3.2 for justification), the strict cycle condition predicts that it cannot apply entirely within a single nonderived morpheme. Thus, the internal + boundary in (13) is superfluous and the rule can be reformulated as:

**Figure 14**

\[-cons] ---+ a / VC₀ [-——] v

We now consider the formulation of Vowel Deletion. Assuming that this rule applies to the output of Vowel Reduction, it may be formulated as follows:
Since the only schwas occurring in the input to Vowel Deletion are those created by Vowel Reduction, it is not necessary to repeat the environment of Vowel Reduction in the structural description of Vowel Deletion. There is considerable evidence in favor of restricting the application of Vowel Deletion in this way. First, Vowel Deletion never affects vowels in the first syllable of a word. This follows in our analysis from the fact that Vowel Reduction never applies in the first syllable of a word. Second, suffixes never undergo Vowel Reduction or Vowel Deletion. Thus, for example, the word-final suffixes /-i/ 'imperative singular', /-e/c/ '1. p. sg. hortatory', /-a/ 'indicative' never appear as schwa, and never delete by Vowel Deletion. In our analysis, by marking all suffixes as exceptions to Vowel Reduction, we automatically make them ineligible for Vowel Deletion as well. Third, we have already seen that Vowel Deletion never affects the second syllable of bisyllabic roots: cf. (10c) above. This follows again from our formulation of Vowel Reduction, which can never apply to this syllable. Fourth, let us consider the behavior of two reduplicative formatives which may be prefixed to roots. Under apparently unpredictable conditions, these formatives may block Vowel Reduction in an immediately following morpheme:

Consequently, the reduplicated forms in (17) must be marked as exceptions to Vowel Reduction. We have just seen, however, that the present system predicts that the failure, for whatever reason, of Vowel Reduction in the reduplicated formative (17) is not a failure of the rules of Vowel Reduction at all, but an application of Vowel Deletion.
necessarily entails the failure of Vowel Deletion. We now verify this prediction in (18), which displays forms in which both rules fail to apply:

Figure 18

a. (i) katta /kat\i + osg + a/  'tooth falls out' D,198
(ii) k\atalia /CV\C + ka\ + a/  'teeth chatter' D,198

b. (i) s\iqa /s + ji\q + a/  'prods someone in the ribs' D,178
(ii) snij\iqa /sni + CVVC + ji\q + a/  'lickles' D,178

In the second member of pairs (a) and (b) in (18), the penultimate vowel has neither been reduced nor deleted. Thus, our prediction is borne out. Furthermore, Barker notes some interspeaker variation according to whether given roots following the reduplicative formations illustrated above undergo Vowel Deletion, or neither Vowel Deletion nor Vowel Reduction. Thus, both of the following variants are attested:

Figure 19

dop\ipa, dop\ipa /CV\C + dop + a/  'boils' D,122

However, no variants are attested in which a vowel is reduced but not deleted in an open syllable, for example: *[dop\ipa]. Again, these facts follow naturally from our analysis: Vowel Deletion takes place if and only if Vowel Reduction has taken place. In sum, we see that Vowel Reduction and Vowel Deletion share the same set of idiosyncratic restrictions on their applicability. This fact is accounted for in an analysis in which Vowel Deletion applies only to vowels which have been created by the prior application of Vowel Reduction.

5.3 The Cycle in Klamath

We now consider the interaction of Pre-glide Epenthesis, discussed in Chapter 4, and Vowel Deletion. Consider forms such as the following:

Figure 20

a. i. swi\a /swi + a/  'sings' D,398
ii. swi\as\i\n\s /swi + swi + y + s/  'singer' D,398

b. i. tw\e\q /tw + egn + a/  'bore through' D,414
ii. tw\e\q /te + twe + egn + a/  'bore through' D,414

(c) d. i. swi\aq\a\q /swi + CV\C + ci\q + a/  'shakes the head' D,398
ii. swi\aq\a\q /swi + swi + CV\C + ci\q + a/  'shakes the head' D,398

(d) d. i. sw\w\p\a\t\t /swa + pat + otn + a/  'lie to a tree' D,396
ii. sw\w\p\a\t\t /swa + swa + pat + otn + a/  'lie to a tree' D,396

To derive (20ni), our rules must apply as follows:

Figure 21

/swi + swi + y + s/
swi + swi + k + s  Pre-glide Epenthesis
swi + swi + k + s  Vowel Reduction
swi + swi + i + s  Vowel Deletion
swi + s\i\a + i + s  Pre-glide Epenthesis
swi + s\i\a + i + s  Vowel Shortening (see below)

Pre-glide Epenthesis must be able to precede Vowel Deletion, which it feeds by creating an open syllable environment. On the other hand, Pre-glide Epenthesis must be able to reapply after Vowel Deletion, which feeds it.

Clements and Keyser
We propose, following, in particular, Kisselborth (1973b), that some rules of Klambath, including Pre-glide Epenthesis, Vowel Reduction, and Vowel Deletion, are cyclic rules. We take Klambath words to have right-branching structures in which each prefix (that is, members of Barker’s verb prefix classes 1-6 and noun prefix classes 1-2) constitutes a new cycle. On this assumption the output of each cycle may, in principle, be an independent lexical entry. Now Pre-glide Epenthesis, Vowel Reduction and Vowel Deletion interact properly, with Vowel Deletion ordered before Pre-glide Epenthesis:

Figure 22

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycle</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Word 1</th>
<th>Word 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Pre-glide Epenthesis</td>
<td>swi</td>
<td>swi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Vowel Reduction</td>
<td>swi +</td>
<td>swi +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vowel Deletion</td>
<td>sln</td>
<td>sln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-glide Epenthesis</td>
<td>sln</td>
<td>swi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vowel Shortening</td>
<td>sln</td>
<td>swi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The need to recognize the cyclic organization of segmental rules in Klambath has been questioned in other work, including White (1973), Thomas (1974) and Feinstein and Vago (1981). However, these writers have not, in our opinion, provided convincing alternatives to cyclic rule analyses. In this section and in Section 5.3.1 we review the evidence supporting the recognition of a segmental cycle in Klambath, and in Section 5.3.2 we examine the relevance of the Klambath evidence for the principle of the strict cycle. In a final section of this chapter, Section 5.5, we examine the reanalysis of the Klambath data proposed in the most recent of these studies, Feinstein and Vago (1981), and show that it cannot account for the full range of data discussed in this study.

Before continuing, we note that the Resyllabification Convention (see Chapter 2) is crucial to the derivation given in (22). Notice, in particular, that after the operation of Vowel Deletion on cycle 2, the resulting structure is resyllabified, yielding:

Figure 23

The medial /w/ is resyllabified, since as a sonorant it does not satisfy the conditions for syllabification. At this point, Pre-glide Epenthesis applies. The resulting structure is resyllabified once again, and the following structure is created:

Figure 24

We have given evidence, then, that there is at least one derivation in Klambath in which Pre-glide Epenthesis must apply twice, once before Vowel Deletion and once after Vowel Deletion. This conclusion depends upon our assumption that the noun-forming suffix given by Barker as /y/ is, in fact, an underlying glide, rather than a vowel. The motivation for this analysis is that this formative occurs with three alternants: [y], [i] and [ɪ], as illustrated
earlier (cf. (3c) above). The first of these alternants occurs when /y/ is adjacent to a vowel, the second under the conditions defining Vowel Shortening (2), and the third in all remaining environments. This is the alternation pattern characteristic of underlying glides; as we noted at the outset, underlying vowels do not show analogous length alternations. Following Barkel's analysis, then, we take the existence of [i]--[-i][-i] and [u]--[-u][-u] alternations as establishing sufficient conditions for a glide analysis.

However, evidence for the cyclic application of Pre-glide Epenthesis is not limited to forms containing the noun formative /y/. We shall take the form [swisonisi] and the other forms in (20) as establishing, in any case, the need to allow Pre-glide Epenthesis to apply after Vowel Deletion, and turn now to further evidence for the application of Pre-glide Epenthesis before Vowel Deletion. This evidence is given in (25).

Figure 25

a. (i) qa'la + a/ /qa'la y/ 'wraps the legs around' D,315
   (ii) qa'la + a/ /qa'la y/ 'will wrap their legs around' (distr.) D,315

b. (i) smi'ya /smi'ya + a/ 'has a mouthful' D,379
   (ii) smi'mi'ka /smi'mi'ka + a/ 'having a mouthful' D,379

c. (i) sponi /sponi + a/ 'gives someone' D,397
   (ii) sponi /sponi + a/ 'give a person' (distr.) D,397

Here we are dealing with the roots /qa'la/ 'wrap the legs around', /smi'ya/ 'have a mouthful' and /sponi/ 'guide', and the suffix /-a/ 'give', among others. Note that Initial Vowel Truncation applies to the forms of (25c), feeding Pre-glide Epenthesis. What is of interest in all of these forms is the fact that Vowel Deletion applies to the initial root vowel in the second member of each pair in all cases, even though this vowel is followed by two or more non-syllabic segments in the rule's input. The explanation here is simple. Assuming that Vowel Reduction and Vowel Deletion are cyclic rules, the correct interaction between Pre-glide Epenthesis and Vowel Deletion follows automatically. Thus, for example, on the initial stem cycle of (25aii), where we encounter [qa'ba + wa'ya], Pre-glide Epenthesis is applicable, changing [i] to [a]. On the second (word-level) cycle, where we encounter [qa'ba + qa'ba + wa'ya], both Vowel Reduction and Vowel Deletion are defined, eliminating the second [a]. What is crucial here is that the operation of Pre-glide Epenthesis on the previous cycle will place the schwa resulting from Vowel Reduction in an open syllable, making it eligible for Vowel Deletion. A similar account holds for the remaining examples.

A noncyclic account of these rules is unable to provide a satisfactory account of the relation between Vowel Deletion, Pre-glide Epenthesis, and syllable structure. Consider, for example, an alternative, noncyclic analysis in which a separate case of Vowel Deletion is introduced to delete schwa before the consonant–glide sequence:

Figure 26

Vowel Deletion (reformulation)

\[
V \rightarrow \emptyset \quad \left( \begin{array}{c}
\alpha \\
\emptyset
\end{array} \right)
\]

This formulation would permit a noncyclic derivation of the examples under

---

4. See Klugmann (1973) and Barker (1983) for further examples.

5. While's attempt (1973) to reanalyze the noun forming suffix as /i/ required the introduction of an extremely ad hoc set of assumptions in order to account for the length facts. See Thomas (1973) for critical discussion.

6. Recall that /a/ is a suffix, as marked [Vowel Reduction]. Its vowel will be converted to schwa by the late rule referred to in footnote 2.
consideration:

Figure 27

\[
\begin{align*}
{\textswab{s}} + {\textswab{w}} + y + a / & \rightarrow q\text{ba} + q\text{ba}t + w + a \\
{\textswab{s}} + {\textswab{w}} + y + s & \rightarrow q\text{ba} + q\text{ba}t + w + a \\
{\textswab{s}} + {\textswab{w}} + y + s & \rightarrow q\text{ba} + q\text{ba}t + w + a \\
{\textswab{s}} + {\textswab{s}} + {\textswab{w}} + a & \rightarrow q\text{ba} + q\text{ba}t + w + a
\end{align*}
\]

Vowel Reduction
Vowel Deletion (26)
Pre-Glide Epanthetis
(later rules)

The problem, however, is that the revised rule replaces schwas too generally before consonant-glide sequences. The following examples show that Vowel Deletion does not take place in case the consonant-glide sequence is itself followed by either a vowel (28a,b) or a non-prevocalic glide (28c,d):

Figure 28

a. (i) konwa /konw + a/ 'vomits' D,79
   (ii) cokonwa /ko + konw + a/ 'vomits' (distr.) D,79
b. (i) swelwa /swe + wilw + a/ 'tangles up' D,399
   (ii) siwswelwa /swe + swelw + a/ 'tangle up' (distr.) D,399
c. (i) wenwil /wenw + wilw + a/ 'widow' D,440
   (ii) wenwil /we + wenw + wilw + a/ 'widows' (distr.) D,440
d. (i) qbaqa /qbaq + a/ 'braids someone's' D,315
   (ii) saqbaqwa /sa + qbaq + w + a + y + s/ 'a single braid' D,315

Thus, to account for further examples like these, the revised Vowel Deletion Rule would have to be the following:

This version of the rule replaces the second case of (26) with three new cases, (29a-d). The first, (29b), is required for examples like (29a). It allows Vowel Deletion to take place before a consonant-glide sequence followed by another glide which is in turn followed by a vowel. The second, (29c), allows the consonant-glide sequence to be followed by a true consonant, and accounts for examples like (29b). The third case, (29d), allows the consonant-glide sequence to be word-final, and accounts for examples like (29c).

One problem with this reformulation of the rule is that it is complex and arbitrary, applying in four formally distinct environments. It is possible to collapse the four cases of (29) into one rule only if the open syllable condition expressed by the first case is "translated" into an expression not making reference to the a-tier. This would permit the following, final formulation:

Figure 30

\[
\begin{align*}
{\textswab{v}} + & \rightarrow \emptyset / \text{---} \text{C} <\text{C}>_{a} \text{<C} <\text{V}>_{b} \text{X} >_{c} \text{##} \\
\text{a} \rightarrow & \text{C} \langle -\text{cons} \rangle \langle -\text{cons} \rangle >_{c}
\end{align*}
\]

condition: a \rightarrow b or not c
c \rightarrow d
The main problem with a noncyclic analysis incorporating this rule (or the descriptively equivalent prior formulation in (29)) is not sheer complexity, however. It is the fact that it fails to express a linguistically significant generalization. Under this analysis, it is mere coincidence that any glide satisfying the first [-consonant] segment of the context in (30) (that is, the second term to the right of the dash) also satisfies the conditions for Pre-glide Epanthesis. In other words, this solution is unable to express the fact that the principles of syllabification required to account for Vowel Deletion are identical to those required to account for Pre-Glide Epanthesis. In terms of a noncyclic analysis of Klamath, the only way to incorporate this generalization would be to retain the earlier formulation of Vowel Deletion given in (26), and place a global condition upon the rule to the effect that a glide in an input string only satisfies the second term to the right of the dash if it later undergoes Pre-glide Epanthesis (cf. derivation (27)). In view of this theoretically undesirable consequence, we maintain that the noncyclic analysis of Klamath must be abandoned. We conclude that (at least) Vowel Reduction, Vowel Deletion as stated in (19) and Pre-glide Epanthesis are cyclic rules in Klamath phonology.

5.3.1 Further Evidence for the Cycle in Klamath

In view of the controversial status of the cycle in segmental phonology, we now consider, more briefly, further cases of rule interaction that show that a subset of rules of Klamath must apply cyclically.

Our first case involves the interaction of Vowel Reduction and Vowel Deletion with a rule of Glottal Lengthening, first cited as evidence for cyclicity by Kisseberth (1973b). Glottal Lengthening is a rule whereby a glottal stop is deleted preconsonantally and prepausally, and a preceding vowel (if there should be one) is lengthened. The postvocalic environment is illustrated by the following forms, all involving the root morpheme /sleʔ/ 'see':

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{sleʔa} & /sleʔ + a/ & \text{`sees'} & D,373 \\
\text{sle提问} & /sleʔ + ca + a/ & \text{`goes to see'} & D,374 \\
\text{syʔa} & /sleʔ + na/ & \text{`let's see'} & D,374 \\
\text{hesle} & /hes + sleʔ/ & \text{`shout'} & D,373 \\
\text{hesle:Wiyə} & /hes + sleʔ + Wiyə + a/ & \text{`almost shouted'} & D,374 \\
\end{array}
\]

The fact that this rule applies just to glottal stops which occur preconsonantally and prepausally suggests that we are dealing with a syllable-conditioned rule which applies to tautosyllabic vowel-glottal stop sequences. We state it as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Glottal Lengthening} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Figure 32} \\
\end{array}
\]

We thus have derivations like the following:
Figure 33

The nature of the interaction between Vowel Reduction, Vowel Deletion, and Glottal Lengthening is shown by forms like the following:

Figure 34

a. ʔọọqọ /ʔo + ʔọq + a/  'shaves someone' D,472
b. ọsọqọ /sọ + ʔọq + a/  'shaves oneself' D,473
c. sọsọqọ /sọ + sọ + ʔọq + a/  'shave themselves' D,473  (distr.)

The derivation of ọsọqọ (34b) proceeds as follows:

Figure 35

[so [ + ʔo [ + ʔọq + a]]
so + ʔọq + a  Vowel Reduction
so + ʔọq + a  Vowel Deletion
so: + ʔọq + a  Glottal Lengthening

The derivation of this form is the same whether these rules apply cyclically or not, since under a cyclic analysis these rules are not defined until the outermost prefix cycle. Crucially, however, Vowel Deletion must precede Glottal Lengthening in order for the latter to apply.

To see that Glottal Lengthening is a cyclic rule, we observe that it must bleed the operation of Vowel Reduction on the final cycle of the derivation of sọsọqọ (34c). This result can be achieved if we assume that all three rules are cyclic and that they are ordered as assumed in (35): Vowel Reduction, Vowel Deletion, Glottal Lengthening. The derivation proceeds as in (35) until the end of the next-to-last cycle and then continues as follows:

Figure 36

so + [so: + ʔọq + a]  (output of third cycle)
   n/a  Vowel Reduction
   n/a  Vowel Deletion
   n/a  Glottal Lengthening
sọsọqọ  output

In a noncyclic derivation, Vowel Reduction would apply not only to the third prefix /ʔo/- of (34c), but to the second prefix /so/- as well, yielding the incorrect form sọsọqọ:

Figure 37

/so + so + ʔọq + a/  Underlying Representation
so + ʔọq + a  Vowel Reduction
so + ʔọq + a  Vowel Deletion
so + ʔọq + a  Glottal Lengthening

Vowel Reduction first applies to the second and third prefix vowels. Vowel Deletion, applying (as must be independently assumed) from right to left, deletes the second schwa. Subsequently, Glottal Lengthening applies, yielding the incorrect form. There is no way to prevent this result in a noncyclic derivation.
Further evidence for cyclicity in Klamath comes from a rule which deletes /n/, as follows:

\[ \text{Figure 38} \]

\text{n-Deletion}

\[ n \rightarrow \emptyset / \text{C } \_\_\_ + a \# \]

This rule applies wherever it is defined and is exceptionless in the data presented by Barker, as far as we have been able to tell. Let us examine the following forms:

\[ \text{Figure 39} \]

\begin{align*}
\text{a. (i) ye} & /\text{ye} + \text{eb}n + a/ \quad \text{\textquoteleft\textquoteleft digs\textquoteright\textquoteright} \quad D,468 \\
\text{(ii) yeyba} & /\text{ye} + \text{eb}n + a/ \quad \text{\textquoteleft\textquoteleft dig\textquoteright\textquoteright} \quad D,469 \\
\text{(iii) cf. yeb} & /\text{eb}n + a/ \quad \text{\textquoteleft\textquoteleft finishes digging\textquoteright\textquoteright} \quad D,469 \\
\text{b. (i) kena} & /\text{ken} + a/ \quad \text{\textquoteleft\textquoteleft snows\textquoteright\textquoteright} \quad D,485 \\
\text{(ii) sneka} & /\text{sne} + \text{ken} + a/ \quad \text{\textquoteleft\textquoteleft makes it snow\textquoteright\textquoteright} \quad D,485 \\
\text{c. (i) swina} & /\text{swin} + a/ \quad \text{\textquoteleft\textquoteleft sings\textquoteright\textquoteright} \quad D,398 \\
\text{(ii) svisw} & /\text{si} + \text{swin} + a/ \quad \text{\textquoteleft\textquoteleft sings\textquoteright\textquoteright} \quad D,398 \\
\text{d. (i) sge} & /\text{sg}\_ + a/ \quad \text{\textquoteleft\textquoteleft buys\textquoteright\textquoteright} \quad D,361 \\
\text{(ii) hea?} & /\text{hes} + \text{sg}e? + a/ \quad \text{\textquoteleft\textquoteleft buy from each other\textquoteright\textquoteright} \quad D,361 \\
\text{(iii) cf. sgen} & /\text{sg}\_ + \text{ank}/ \quad \text{\textquoteleft\textquoteleft having bought\textquoteright\textquoteright} \quad D,361 \\
\end{align*}

The example in (39a)ii shows that n-deletion feeds and thus must precede Vowel Deletion; the examples in (39b,c) show that it is led by and thus must follow Vowel Deletion; the examples in (39d) show further that it bleeds and thus must precede Glottal Lengthening, which we have already shown to be cyclic. Our derivations follow:

\[ \text{Figure 40} \]

\begin{align*}
1\text{st cycle:} & \quad n/a \quad n/a \quad n/a \quad VR \\
\text{n/a} & \quad n/a \quad n/a \quad n/Del. \\
\text{yeb + a} & \quad n/a \quad n/a \quad n/Del. \\
2\text{nd cycle:} & \quad ye + yeb + a \quad sne + + k + a \quad hes + sge + a \quad VR \\
\text{ye + yb + a} & \quad sne + + k + a \quad hes + sge + a \quad VR \\
\text{n/a} & \quad sne + + k + a \quad n/a \quad n/Del. \\
\text{n/a} & \quad n/a \quad hes + sge + a \quad n/Del. \\
\end{align*}

We know of no noncyclic account of these and similar forms. Hence, we conclude that n-deletion is in the cycle, ordered after Vowel Reduction and Vowel Deletion but before Glottal Lengthening.

We have offered three independent arguments for the view that at least a subset of the phonological rules of Klamath must apply cyclically. We assume, following current accounts of the phonological cycle, that the cyclic rules form a block preceding a (possibly empty) set of noncyclic (or postcyclic) rules. It follows from this that any rule that can be shown to feed a cyclic rule must itself be a cyclic rule. Thus, for example, Sanerant Cluster Epenthesis, seen earlier, must be a cyclic rule since it crucially feeds Vowel Deletion. To see this, consider the following examples:

\[ \text{Figure 41} \]

\begin{align*}
\text{a. (i) debale} & /\text{debl} + \text{os}g + a/ \quad \text{\textquoteleft\textquoteleft drops\textquoteright\textquoteright} \quad D,111 \\
\text{(ii) debale} & /\text{debl} + \text{os}g + a/ \quad \text{\textquoteleft\textquoteleft drop\textquoteright\textquoteright} \quad D,111 \\
\text{b. (i) adipalG} & /\text{sd}l + \text{el}G + a/ \quad \text{\textquoteleft\textquoteleft turns upside down\textquoteright\textquoteright} \quad D,357 \\
\text{(ii) adispal} & /\text{sd}\_ + \text{el}G + a/ \quad \text{\textquoteleft\textquoteleft turn upside down\textquoteright\textquoteright} \quad D,357 \\
\text{c. (i) dilmna} & /\text{dlin} + \text{one}g + a/ \quad \text{\textquoteleft\textquoteleft rolls into a hole\textquoteright\textquoteright} \quad D,115 \\
\end{align*}
In the second member of each pair, it must be assumed that Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis applies before Vowel Deletion, lending it. Hence, Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis is a cyclic rule. We derive (11bii) as follows:

Finally, as further proof that Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis is ordered in the cycle, consider the following forms, all containing the root /sgo?n/ 'buy':

Crucially, Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis applies before Glottal Lengthening, precluding the latter in [sgo?ambli]; hence Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis is cyclic.
Cyclic rules apply only to derived representations, where a representation R is derived with respect to a rule S on cycle j iff R meets the structural analysis of S by virtue of:

(i) a combination of morphemes introduced in cycle j,
or
(ii) the previous application of a phonological rule in cycle j.

Alternative versions of this principle, differing only slightly in their empirical predictions, are given in Halle (1978).

The strict cyclicity condition has the effect of accommodating a class of surface exceptions to cyclic rules; namely, those forms which meet the structural description of a cyclic rule but which satisfy neither of the conditions stated in (46). This will be the case when the structural description of a rule is exhaustively satisfied by the underlying representation of a single morpheme; in this case, the rule will not apply. It was because of this condition that we were able to simplify our formulation of Vowel Reduction, stating it as (14), given below for reference:

\[
[-\text{cons}] \rightarrow a / VC_o [\ldots]_V
\]

Under the strict cyclicity condition, this rule will not apply on the innermost cycle to the second stem vowel in forms like \([n + n\text{kluk} + a]\), since the second stem vowel, although otherwise satisfying the rule, occurs in a nonderived representation. Hence, Vowel Reduction will apply only on the second cycle, giving the intermediate form \([n + n\text{kluk} + a]\), which then undergoes Vowel Deletion to become the surface form \([n\text{nklu}\text{k}a]\).

While the strict cyclicity condition allows a significant simplification of the statement of Vowel Reduction, there is a class of exceptions to this principle in Klamath to which we now turn. One type of exception is illustrated by the following forms, involving Pre-glide Epanthesis and Glottal Lengthening, respectively:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a. } & \text{delgo} /\text{delgo} + a/ \quad \text{'attacks' (cf. (1))} \\
\text{b. } & \text{sgo\text{\textit{ra}}} /\text{sgo\text{\textit{ra}} + a}/ \quad \text{'plural boy!' (cf. (42))}
\end{align*}
\]

These forms, by our assumptions, consist of a single cycle only. The rules of Pre-glide Epanthesis and Glottal Lengthening, which we have earlier shown to be cyclic, apply on this cycle but they do so on what appears to be a nonderived representation, since the rules in question are satisfied by the first morpheme alone. As a further example, consider:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a. } & \text{gibl} /\text{gibl}/ \quad \text{'alder' } D.444 \\
\text{b. } & \text{gibl\text{\textit{am}}} /\text{gibl\text{\textit{am}} + m}/ \quad \text{'alder tree' } D.445 \\
\text{b. } & \text{t\text{\textit{gal}}\text{\textit{am}}} /\text{t\text{\textit{gal}}\text{\textit{am}}}/ \quad \text{'west' } D.406 \\
\text{b. } & \text{cf. t\text{\textit{gal\text{\textit{mos}}}}} /\text{t\text{\textit{gal\text{\textit{mos}}}} + s}/ \quad \text{'west wind' } D.406
\end{align*}
\]

In the first member of each pair, the cyclic rule of Sonorant Cluster Epanthesis has applied on the inner (and only) cycle, in apparent violation of strict cyclicity.

If we compare Vowel Reduction (a rule which obeys the strict cycle) with Pre-glide Epanthesis, Glottal Lengthening and Sonorant Cluster Epanthesis (rules which do not), we notice an important difference between them; the latter rules, but not the former, make crucial reference to information involving syllabification and the η-tier. Thus Glottal Lengthening applies only to tautosyllabic sequences, while Pre-glide Epanthesis and
Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis applies only in the context of extrasyllabic sonorants. We may thus formulate the following additional condition to the strict cycle principle. 8

Figure 50

Syllable structure creates a derived representation with respect to all rules that refer crucially to it.

5.4 The solution to Vowel Shortening

With this background we may return to the problem stated at the beginning of the chapter. As the reader will recall, Klamath has a rule of Vowel Shortening which applies only to those long vowels that derive from underlying glides (specifically, from underlying glides preceded by a consonant). Long vowels having other sources are not affected by this rule. The rule may be informally stated as follows:

We now consider the status of the global condition on this rule.

As many phonologists have pointed out (including Kenstowicz and Kisseltheth (1977, 205)), global conditions on rules are extremely powerful devices. The reasons for thinking this are obvious. Accompanying any phonological rule making use of global conditions must be devices which track segments across derivations up to the point of potential application of the rule and from that point on as well. The complexity of such devices is obvious. They require, among other things, that every phonological rule must have available to it a complete derivational history for each segment of each string to which it might apply. This follows since, at any given point in a derivation, there is no way of knowing whether the next rule makes use of a global condition or not. The problems that such theoretical devices pose for processing seem excessive. All other things being equal, it is desirable to eliminate such complexity.

8. Kiparsky (1973) also noted the excessive power of global conditions on rules and sought to eliminate them in favor of a principle of cross-linguistic validity which required certain types of rules to apply only in what he described as derived environments. It should be noted that Kiparsky's proposal, while eliminating global conditions on language particular rules, did not eliminate the need for global tracking devices which followed the individual history of segments across derivations. Kiparsky's proposal was thus assumed under the elaboration of the notion of strict cycle mentioned in footnote 8 above.
In the face of proposals to eliminate global conditions and despite a consensus among phonological theorists to the effect that global conditions are undesirable, the Klamath data has remained intractable. The value of Kisseberth’s observations lies in their demonstration that standard accounts of generative phonology were unable to provide a satisfactory account of shortening in Klamath. Subsequent proposed revisions of Kisseberth’s account of Klamath have not offered a solution to this problem and have, for the most part, ignored it. Nonetheless, the facts are clear and well documented and a satisfactory solution to them constitutes, in our view, a condition of adequacy for any account of Klamath phonology. It is for this reason that we turn now to a solution to this problem in terms of the syllable-based theory described above.

Given the analysis developed so far, the solution is trivially simple. Consider first the distinction between underlying long vowels and long vowels created by Pre-glide Epenthesis (cf. (4a) and (3) respectively, given earlier). Underlying long vowels, by our earlier hypothesis, are single units of the segmental tier linked to two consecutive V-elements on the CV-tier. Long vowels derived by Pre-glide Epenthesis, on the other hand, are dominated by the sequence VC on the CV-tier. Thus, in derived structure, these two types of long vowels are formally distinct:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Figure 52} \\
\text{a. } V \rightarrow V \\
\text{b. } V \rightarrow C
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{(underlying)} \\
\text{long vowel) } \\
\text{(long vowel created by)} \\
\text{Pre-glide Epenthesis)}
\end{array}
\]

In the theory of phonology assumed here, shortening rules have the effect of deleting V or C elements. In the present case, we need only assume that Vowel Shortening has the following form to ensure that it will not apply to underlying long vowels of type (52a):

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Figure 53} \\
\text{Vowel Shortening} \\
C \rightarrow [\text{a} / V \rightarrow \text{V}]
\end{array}
\]

(in the environments listed in (51) above)

This rule, then, correctly applies to long vowels derived by Pre-glide Epenthesis while not affecting underlying long vowels.

We have been able to arrive at this solution without the use of global conditions due to the fact that, in our analysis, Pre-glide Epenthesis is not a rule of absolute neutralization. Thus, the output of Pre-glide Epenthesis does not create long vowel representations that are identical to any found in its input. As a result, subsequent rules are able to distinguish between underlying and derived long vowels. This solution exploits the formal possibility of distinguishing between two types of long vowels which are phonetically equivalent: those dominated by VV and those dominated by VC. Earlier chapters have shown that this distinction is independently required in the phonologies of other languages. Indeed, we have shown that at least one other language, Turkish, must be regarded as having long vowels of both types.

To complete our solution, we must consider the second type of surface exception to Vowel Shortening, which consists of those long vowels arising from underlying vowel-glide sequences (cf. (4b) above). Representative examples are repeated here for the reader’s convenience (cf. Kisseberth (1973a) for further examples):
Figure 54

\begin{align*}
\text{sadadinka} & \quad /\text{sda} + \text{sdayn} + \text{ka}/ \\
\text{pni} & \quad /\text{pni} + \text{pniw} + \text{abc} + \text{a}/ \\
\text{njojita} & \quad /\text{njo} + \text{njoy} + \text{elg} + \text{a}/ \\
\text{smi} & \quad /\text{smi} + \text{ksiw} + \text{elg} + \text{a}/
\end{align*}

We observe that an underlying vowel is deleted in all examples, and the following glide appears as the corresponding long vowel. Vowel Deletion as currently formulated cannot account for the deletion of the vowels since Vowel Deletion is restricted to open syllables. Nevertheless, we might consider whether Vowel Deletion should be generalized to account for these forms.

This, in fact, is the approach followed by Konstowicz and Kisselberth in a solution involving a further global condition (1977, 221-5). They propose that Vowel Deletion be reformulated as a "look ahead" rule, making global reference to the surface level of representation. They propose the following statement: 10

\begin{align*}
\text{Figure 55}
\end{align*}

Vowel Deletion (global version)

\[ a \rightarrow \emptyset \]

Condition: the immediately following consonant does not appear in the ultimate phonetic representation followed by another consonant.

---

10. We have replaced the vowel /a/ in Konstowicz and Kisselberth’s formulation with the vowel /α/, in conformity with our earlier analysis. This modification has no bearing upon the discussion which follows.

Notice that the forms in (54) meet this condition if one takes "appear" to mean "appear unaltered". This seems to be the sense intended by Konstowicz and Kisselberth, and we give this interpretation to the condition in the following discussion. We derive the form "little heart" by way of illustration:

\begin{align*}
\text{Figure 56}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
/sda + sdayn + ka/ \\
\text{sda + sdayn + ka} & \quad \text{Vowel Reduction} \\
\text{sda + sdayn + ka} & \quad \text{Vowel Deletion (global version)} \\
\text{sda + sdayn + ka} & \quad \text{Pre-glide Epenthesis} \\
sadadinka & \quad \text{other rules}
\end{align*}

In this derivation Vowel Reduction applies on the second cycle, as in our analysis. Subsequently, the global version of Vowel Deletion (55) applies, followed by Pre-glide Epenthesis and the late rule creating schwa from /a/ in closed syllables. Note that the application of Vowel Deletion is legitimate here because the global condition is satisfied: the consonant following the deleted vowel does not appear unaltered in the ultimate phonetic representation. We see, then, that the effect of reformulating Vowel Deletion as Konstowicz and Kisselberth have done is to allow this rule to operate in two contexts; namely, in open syllables and in closed syllables preceding glides. The global condition thus "collapses" two environments that would have to be separately stated in a non-global solution.

The analysis given by Konstowicz and Kisselberth is not available to us, since our framework does not permit the use of global conditions. Not only would the derivation given above require a global condition on Vowel Deletion, but it also crucially involves the familiar global condition on Vowel Shortening to prevent it from operating on the output of Pre-glide Epenthesis to give the incorrect [sadasdinka].
We turn, then, to an alternate account of these forms in which global conditions play no role. We propose that the two environments collapsed by the global condition on Vowel Deletion represent, in fact, two rules: Vowel Deletion (15) and an independent rule of Pre-glide Schwa Deletion, which deletes schwas before a tautosyllabic glide. We formulate this rule as follows:

**Figure 57**

**Pre-glide Schwa Deletion**

\[ a \rightarrow \emptyset / \sigma \]

\[ \begin{align*}
V & \quad C \\
\mid & \quad \mid \\
\quad \quad \quad [\text{'}\text{-cons}] \\
\end{align*} \]

We have formulated Pre-glide Schwa Deletion in such a way that it applies only to vowels which have already undergone Vowel Reduction. This formulation makes the prediction that only vowels which have undergone Vowel Reduction will undergo Pre-glide Schwa Deletion, a prediction which is true. It will be recalled that an analogous argument for including the reduced vowel \( a \) in the structural description of a rule was given in our previous discussion of Vowel Deletion (cf. section 2.3 above). There we showed that this formulation of Vowel Deletion explained the following, apparently unrelated restrictions on the application of the rule:¹¹

---

¹¹. It was further noted that Vowel Reduction, and hence Vowel Deletion, does not apply in suffixes. We have been unable to find examples of this restriction bearing on the formulation of Pre-glide Schwa Deletion.

---

**Figure 58**

a. Vowel Deletion never applies in initial syllables.

b. Vowel Deletion never applies to the second vowel of bisyllabic roots (cf., discussion of (10)).

c. Vowel Deletion may be exceptionally blocked in the context of either of the two 'intensive' formatives of class 6, /CVCV/ or /CVCCV/. (These are reduplications of the following syllables.)

These three restrictions hold for Pre-glide Schwa Deletion as well. This is illustrated in the following forms, in which the reduced vowel of the surface schwa-glide sequences is not created by Vowel Reduction, but by the late rule of Low Vowel Raising mentioned in footnote 1, Chapter 4.

**Figure 59**

a. (i) *spawa* /spaw + oln + a/ 'poisons someone' D,367
   (ii) *styla* /styla + a/ 'gathers food' D,393

b. (i) *qaqaym?am* /qaqaym + ?m/ 'manzania' D,326
   (ii) *skdyayk* /skdyayk + a/ 'rejoices' D,365

c. (i) *nawiqawga* /na + CVCC + aW + ka/ 'little throats' D,275
   (ii) *nawiawma* /ni + CCV + awma + a/ 'are cornered' D,52

These examples show that the same considerations which motivated mention of the reduced vowel \( a \) in the statement of Vowel Deletion carry over to the statement of Pre-glide Schwa Deletion. The examples in (59a) show that Pre-glide Schwa Deletion does not apply in the first syllable of a word. (59b) shows that Pre-glide Schwa Deletion does not affect the second vowel of a bisyllabic root. Finally, (59c) shows that the 'intensive' formative may block Vowel Reduction (and hence Pre-glide Schwa Deletion) in the immediately following morpheme.
Pre-glide Schwa Deletion, as we have formulated it, creates long vowels from underlying vowel glide sequences. For example, “little heart” is derived in the following way:

![Diagram](image)

Pre-glide Schwa Deletion deletes the schwa preceding the tautosyllabic glide, leaving an unoccupied V position in syllable structure. To this the non-consonantal segment /y/ reassociates under the Association Conventions of Chapter 3, as illustrated by the dashed line in the output. The resulting configuration describes a long vowel. This long vowel will not undergo Vowel Shortening under the assumption that Pre-glide Schwa Deletion is ordered later.

Our analysis assumes that the lengthening of the underlying glides in examples like those in (54) is not the result of Pre-glide Epenthesis (as in Kenstowicz and Kisselberth’s analysis), but of a later rule that we have called Pre-glide Schwa Deletion. As further evidence that this is true, observe the following forms:

![Diagram](image)

Pre-glide Epenthesis and Pre-glide Schwa Deletion when the glide in question is voiceless. Example (61a) illustrates the application of Pre-glide Epenthesis. Notice that as a result of the rule of Deglottalization/Deaspiration (62 of Chapter 4), the underlying voiceless glide shows up as a voiced vowel. (62b) illustrates Pre-glide Schwa Deletion. In this case we see that the underlying voiceless glide surfaces as a diphthong consisting of a long vowel followed by [iy]. If Pre-glide Epenthesis had been involved in the derivation of this latter form, it would have eliminated all evidence of the underlying voiceless glide. Hence, it must be concluded that the rule operating here as well as in forms like (54) is distinct from the rule of Pre-glide Epenthesis and is crucially ordered after the rule of Deglottalization/Deaspiration.

We have shown, therefore, that the deletion rule involved in the derivation of the examples in (54) is not subject to a global condition. In this case, unlike the previous one, the global condition in question does not follow from the limitations of the linear framework itself, but seems to have resulted from an illicit collapsing of two rules, our (15) and (57). While both of these rules delete schwas, they cannot be collapsed, since one rule feeds Vowel Shortening and the other rule counterfeats it.

This concludes our solution to the problem posed by the long vowels in Klamath. We have demonstrated that the syllable-based theory presented here allows a straightforward solution which does not need to resort to global conditions on phonological rules.

5.5 Excursus: Remarks on a Non-cyclic Alternative

In a recent study, Feinstein and Vago (1961) propose an analysis of Klamath phonology which does not make use of the cycle, and which offers a different account of the epenthesis, vowel reduction and vowel deletion processes that we have examined in the last two chapters. The purpose of these authors, in their words, is “(a) to show that Koenig’s (1974) analysis is
internally flawed, and (b) that a viable non-cyclic analysis of her data is possible" (p.119). We examine the adequacy of the Feinstein and Vago analysis here.

Apart from the fact that they assume non-cyclic derivations, Feinstein and Vago differ primarily from our analysis in the following respects. First, the effect of the rule of Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis (cf. Feinstein and Vago (27)) is duplicated by a rule of Sonorant Sylabification (Feinstein and Vago (20)) accomplishing much the same effect, but ordered before Vowel Deletion. This rule has no counterpart in our analysis. Second, Vowel Deletion (Feinstein and Vago (18)) is formulated as a much more general rule than ours, deleting any short vowel (and not just schwa) occurring in a noninitial syllable either before a glide, or in an open syllable, or (if in absolute morpheme-initial position) unconditionally. Third, Vowel Reduction is ordered after Vowel Deletion and Glottal Lengthening, instead of before, as in our analysis. Fourth, Vowel Shortening, which is not formalized, is informally stated as follows (142, note 2): "In certain contexts long vowels predictably undergo a rule of shortening." This rule does not distinguish between the three types of long vowels illustrated in (1) above. We take up the last two points only since these are the most significant.

Feinstein and Vago (144, note 12) order Vowel Reduction after their version of Vowel Deletion and Glottal Lengthening in order to achieve a noncyclic derivation of the form [soso'yowa] 'shave themselves' (distr.) (cf. our (34c) and the derivation in (36)). Their derivation is as follows:

**Figure 62**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/sɔ + ɔ + ?o + yɔq + a/</th>
<th>Underlying Representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sɔ + ɔ + ? + yɔq + a</td>
<td>Vowel Deletion (right to left iterative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sɔ + ɔ + yɔq + a</td>
<td>Glottal Lengthening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Vowel Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soso'yowa</td>
<td>output</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If, in this derivation, Vowel Reduction were allowed to precede Vowel Deletion, and hence Glottal Lengthening, it would incorrectly reduce the vowel of the reflexive/reciprocal prefix (the second prefix in the underlying representation), giving *[soso'yow][a]. However, the ordering assumed by Feinstein and Vago can be independently shown to be incorrect. First, we have seen that Vowel Deletion applies only to those vowels which are eligible for Vowel Reduction. This relationship can be captured by requiring Vowel Deletion to apply only to schwas introduced by Vowel Reduction, as Kean (1974) first suggested, but remains unaccounted for in Feinstein and Vago's approach. Second, this ordering is demonstrably wrong in the case of bisyllabic verb roots, as we already saw in (11), repeated below:

**Figure 63**

/sni + nklik + a/
sni + nklik + a  Vowel Deletion
*sni + nklik + a  Vowel Reduction

The correct output, as we have seen, is [sninilk][a], which can be obtained if Vowel Reduction precedes Vowel Deletion in the ordering. But given this ordering, there is no noncyclic derivation of [soso'yowa].

Secondly, a noncyclic analysis cannot derive any of the remaining forms given in Section 3 of this chapter. For example, the form [qbaqba + wabg+ wabg] 'will wrap their legs around' (distr.) must be incorrectly derived as follows:

**Figure 64**

/qba + qba + wabg/  Underslying Representation
qba + qba + wabg  Vowel Deletion
qba + qba + wabg  Glide Vocalization
qba + qba + wabg  Vowel Reduction
Vowel Deletion will be inapplicable until Glide Vocalization has applied; but Vowel Deletion must be ordered first, in Feinstein and Vago's approach, to account for forms like [swiwsnis] (20aii). Thus, there is no way of eliminating the initial vowel of the stem.

Most importantly, the Feinstein and Vago analysis does not offer a solution to the problem raised by Vowel Shortening, which in their analysis must retain its global condition. This follows from the fact that Vowel Deletion, generalized to apply before glides, will neutralize the crucial distinction between underlying /CGC/ sequences and underlying /CVGC/ sequences. The following incorrect derivation of [paipnopca] 'blow out' (distr.) illustrates this:12

5.8 Conclusion

Merely to show that a given analysis of a certain body of data is incorrect is not generally of theoretical interest. What is instructive about the reanalysis of Klamath that we have given here, assuming it is correct in relevant respects, is the fact that the global rule condition proposed by Kisseberth was not the result of misanalysis, but rather followed from the logical structure of the standard theory. Within this framework, there was no non-ad-hoc way of expressing the proper condition on the applicability of Vowel Shortening without reference to earlier stages in the derivation. Given the strong independent reasons for wishing to exclude global conditions of this type; this consequence resulted in an irresolvable anomaly in the theory of generative phonology of the period. This anomaly, being without a solution, was simply suppressed from later discussion; indeed, no recent published article on Klamath makes any reference to the problem. While the solution turns out to be trivially simple from the standpoint of the present theory of the syllable, what is interesting is that this model was not developed in order to deal with the problem of globality as such, but with totally unrelated problems. This result offers welcome confirmation of our theory, which is all the more forceful in that it comes from such an unexpected source.

12. As a further remark, it should be pointed out that neither Feinstein and Vago's analysis, nor ours, provides a straightforward account of the following forms:

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

In the second member of each pair, we would have expected the rightmost member of each underlying glide sequence to vocalize by Pre-gliding Epenthesis; we observe, however, that the lexical glide vocalization in both cases. Feinstein and Vago suggest that these forms undergo a subrule of Pre-gliding Epenthesis (their "Vocalization"), applicable to the context /CGC/.../. However, they were able to find no cases motivating this subrule. Consequently, the linguistic evidence for this analysis is very meager. We suggest, rather, that whatever the historical motivation for these two forms, they are best treated as exceptional forms whose exceptionality consists in the fact that the glide sequences in question are fully syllabified and testable in the lexicon. On this assumption, our rules will apply correctly to derive the surface forms.
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